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1.0
ABSTRACT
Six separate areas of raised river terraces of the Lower 
Orange River, South West Africa, have been mapped and investigated 
by drilling. The gravels are aggraded flashflood deposits formed 
under arid conditions, and in one area pits have been excavated to 
provide additional information. These river terraces can be 
divided into two groups of different age on petrological grounds. 
The transport of coarse gravels and the criteria for the 
recognition of river channel gravels are considered.
The adjacent marine deposits, which form a raised beach 
complex on the coast, are described and the relationship between 
these marine and riverine deposits is examined.
It is concluded that the marine deposits are considerably 
younger than the riverine deposits, which had previously been 
considered virtually contemporaneous. It is thought that the 
marine beaches range from Mid- to Late-Pleistocene, while the 
riverine deposits are possibly? Plio- Pleistocene to Early 
Pleistocene in age.
Both the marine and riverine deposits lie unconformably on 
the rocks of the Precambrian Gariep Group. The succession of the 
latter within the area studied is briefly described.
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During the gathering, processing and preparation of the 
data for this dissertation, it became apparent that certain 
information was potentially of considerable economic or 
industrial importance. For this reason, it has been deemed 
expedient to delete all such sections from the text.
As a result of this, no reference is made to the 
'economic geology' of either the solid or alluvial geology, 
and the major part of the work on the heavy mineral content 
of the fluviatile sediments has purposely been omitted.
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3. INTRODUCTION
3.1 Location
The Orange River forms the boundary between South West Africa 
(Namibia) and the Republic of South Africa along part of its 
course from longitude 20°E to the river mouth. One hundred 
kilometres inland from the Atlantic coast, the deserted police 
post at Sendelingsdrif marks the boundary of the Sperrgebiet, 
or Diamond Area No. 1, on the north bank of the Orange River, 
and also marks the- eastern limit of the area covered by this 
dissertation (see Fig. 1). The area studied extends 
downstream along the north bank of the Orange as far as its 
mouth in the west, immediately south of the river is the 
Richtersveld; an area of rugged and mountainous terrain which 
was mapped by de Villiers and SUhnge (1959), whilst the area 
mapped by McMillan (1968) lies to the north and the east and 
overlaps the eastern margin of the area studied. The northern 
limit of the area covered is approximately 20 kilometres north 
of the Orange River, whilst the southern boundary is the 
present course of the Orange.
An escarpment, which forms a part of the 'Great Escarpment' 
fringing the South African eraton, lies just on the boundary 
of the area in the east. This escarpment acts as a divide 
between the Namib desert in the west and the relatively high 
interior plateau, and is breached by the Orange River. The 
latter at present drains a large part of South Africa, and 
quite probably drained a larger area in the past (see Fig. 2).
The lower reaches of the Orange River, from at least as far 
upstream as Modderdrif down to the river mouth, are typified 
by the development of a sequence of river terraces.
L O C A L IT Y  OF T H E  A REA  STUDIED.
l"7.
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The main areas of terrace development are at Aussenkjer 
(Seven Pillars Mine), the mouth of the Fish River, 
Sandberg-Swartkrans at the Blok River, Lorelei, Dona, 
Swartpoort, Aace, Sendelingsdrif (Octha Diamond Mine), 
Jakkalsberg, Obib, Daberas, Auchas Annexe, Auchas (Republic 
of South Africa), Bloeddrif, Auchas (South West Africa),
Xeis (Baken Diamond Mine), Auchas Lower, Koeskop (Baken 
Diamond Mine), Swartwater, Arrisdrif, Witvoorkop, Beauvallon 
(or Grootderm), Angwigarub, Kortdoring and Oranjemund,
Within the Sperrgebiet, the terraces are well preserved at 
Sendelingsdrif, Obib, Daberas, Auchas, Auchas Lower, Arrisdrif 
and Oranjemund, whilst smaller isolated outcrops are found 
at Auchas Annexe and Angwigarub. In all, some 25 square 
kilometres are exposed (see Fig. 3).
The Orange River discharges into the sea, and immediately to
the north and south of the river mouth, there is a series of 
ancient beach deposits currently being exploited for their 
diamond content (Hallam 1959, Keyser 1972, Stocken 1962).
Separating the riverine deposits from the marine there is an 
accumulation of . "deltaic" material, but because of the strong 
onshore currents in this part of the Atlantic Ocean, there is 
no marked delta lobe development.
3.2 Previous Work
The earliest surveys of the area were carried out by German 
workers between 1912 and 1913 as a part of a regional survey 
of the eastern Sperrgebiet south of Luderitz. In all, a total
of ten topographical sheets was published on a scale of
1 : loo 000 by Dietrich Rimmer, of which numbers 9 and 10 cover
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the Oranjemund-Sëndelingsdrif area. Mapping was executed 
by route surveys, whilst many of the place names were 
established by pioneers such as Drews, Klinghardt, Lotze, 
Range, Reuning and Sprigade, who also made some geological 
notations on these sheets.
Later, Kaiser (1926) and Beetz made passing reference to 
the area, and after the discovery of diamonds on the coast 
by Merensky to the south of the area, Beetz carried out 
several reconnaissance expeditions in the coastal region.
Between 1920 and 1923, Reuning carried out several 
reconnaissance trips along the river terraces on the south 
bank of the river, but owing to the declaration of the 
Sperrgebiet - or prohibited area - and the inhospitable 
nature of the country, no work is known to have been done 
on the north bank of the river.
Along the coastal strip, however, the discovery of diamonds 
eventually led to the establishment of a series of mines to 
the north and south of the Orange River, and during the 
development of these mines, a considerable amount of work 
has been carried out along the littoral.
No detailed work on the area exists, although Sbhnge (1946) 
mentions the area in a resume of the geology of the 
Richtersveld. Several field parties from the Consolidated 
Diamond Mines of South West Africa Limited (henceforth 
called C.D.M.) carried out brief reconnaissance prospecting 
visits to the area between 1954 and 1964. Martin (1965) 
outlines the broad pre-Cambrian relationships: Kroner (1971
and 1974) has studied the Damaran relationships within the 
area. In August 1968, a new investigation of the Orange 
River terraces was begun by C.D.M., and the author first 
joined the field party in December 1968.
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3.3 Human Occupation
The Bushmen are thought to have been amongst the earliest 
inhabitants of the area, and they were superseded by the 
Hottentot, who had numerous skirmishes with the Germans 
during the colonisation of South West Africa around the 
turn of the century.
Prior to this, little is known about the occupation of 
the area, but petroglyphs have been found together with 
some primitive hand axes (see Ethnology).
At present, with the exception of a small farm for the 
mining community and of prospecting personnel, the area 
lying within the prohibited zone, is deserted.
3.4 Commun! cation
The area is served by a network of gravel roads and tracks 
linking Oranjemund and Sendelingsdrif; but most of the 
area is still accessible only by four-wheel-drive vehicles.
A number of mountain ridges and extensive sand dune fields 
hamper easy movement.
3.5 Water
Apart from the Orange River, there is no other perennial 
supply of water. During the rare heavy rainstorms, some 
small gullies contain ephemeral streams; but no sooner 
has the precipitation ceased, than the flow of water ends 
as well, leaving pools of water within pot-holes which may 
be preserved for a considerable time after the rains, before 
evaporating.
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The Orange River is a perennial stream, and although 
surface flow may be meagre at times, there is always a 
plentiful supply of water moving just below the surface 
sand within the river bed.
Information regarding underground water elsewhere within 
the area is negligible, but water has been located in a 
few boreholes.
3.6 Present Investigation
This dissertation is the result of the study of the river 
gravels from 1969 to 1975, and an attempt has been made to 
trace the original, and wherever possible, the subsequent 
river channels and their accompanying fluviatile deposits 
within the old terrace system of the Orange River. A 
correlation between the various river and marine raised 
terrace deposits was attempted, but it was conclusively 
found that the river terraces pre-date the marine raised 
beaches at Oranjemund.
Numerous 165 mm (6% inch) diameter churn-drill holes were 
made along drill lines which crossed the terrace system 
approximately at right angles to the direction of flow. 
Holes were drilled 50 metres apart on lines which were 
initially, at Daberas, 1 000 to 1 500 metres apart: later
additional lines were drilled to give a 500 metre drill 
line interval, and this pattern of 500 metre interval drill 
lines was used within the remaining areas.
In addition, 18 larger drill holes (0,9 - 1,6 metres in 
diameter) supplemented by twenty-four 1,22 x 1,22 metre 
pits (up to 30 metres deep) were excavated to augment 
and verify the borehole information.
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A large number of-small pits of various shapes and sizes 
were dug to facilitate the study of the gravels and trace 
the bedrock terrace interfaces.
In all, a total of 21 810 metres of borehole cuttings from 
1 256 boreholes, and many metres of excavated section 
were examined from six areas along the river, whilst some 
40 000 trench sections and numerous mine faces have been 
examined within the marine deposits.
3.7 Base Maps
No suitable base maps were available at the start of this 
investigation, and work was carried out on uncontrolled 
aerial photograph mosaics on scales of 1 : 25 000,
1 : 36 000 and 1 : 40 000.
Later the Survey Department of the Consolidated Diamond 
Mines established a network of trigonometrical beacons 
within the area, and these were subsequently used to 
provide control on photo-mosaics and plans.
This information was then transferred to Government 
Trigonometrical Survey 1 : 50 000 topographical sheets as 
they became available.
3.8 Physiography
3.8.1 Surface Relief
The area is one of marked variable relief. The most 
striking feature is the incised course of the Orange 
River which forms the southern boundary of the area.
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The Orange River enters the relatively open Sendelingsdrif 
basin after leaving a sinuous and wild gorge further 
upstream. Within the Sendelingsdrif basin, the river 
valley is characterised by several terraces which achieve 
their maximum development between the old police post and 
Gumchavib; to the north, the ground rises to the Obib 
Berg and the Namuskluft mountains, and the mountains of 
the Richtersveld persist to the south.
Below Sendelingsdrif, the river has carved a course through 
the sediments of the Hilda formation, but nowhere does 
this gorge acquire the wild and desolate character which is 
displayed further upstream. Incised meanders appear, and 
the present-day river is bordered by progressively longer 
areas of terraces at various heights above its bed, until 
finally, between Xeis and Arrisdrif the terraces border 
the river for some kilometres on either bank. Between 
Arrisdrif and Hohenfels, the north bank is high, but from 
Hohenfels to Angwigarub there is a terrace partly 
concealed under thick dune sand, which finally expands at 
Swartkops to form almost featureless flats which rise 
gently northwards and on which windblown sand again appears. 
The mouth of the river was frequently blocked by a sand 
bar, but now that the river discharge is partially 
controlled by dams, breaching of this bar usually occurs 
near the north bank. This bar contains the waters of 
the river which stretch south-eastwards in a shallow, wide, 
island-dotted, braided lagoon.
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3.8.2 Climate and Drainage
The climate of the area is arid to extremely arid, 
and this area lies on the southern edge of the 
Namib desert, A government meteorological station 
is situated on the south bank of the Orange River 
at Alexander Bay airport, whilst a second station 
is run by C.D.M. at Oranjemund. During the course 
of this investigation, temporary stations were 
established at various camp sites along the river. 
Table 1 includes observations from some of these 
stations and also for a station quoted by de Villiers 
and Sbhnge (1959) for the Richtersveld.
De Villiers and Sohnge (op. cit.) state "the annual 
precipitation of the area is below 127 mm and 
probably below 63,5 mm". From the amount of 
precipitation observed between 1968 and 1974, the 
latter figure would appear to be correct for the 
coastal area, where precipitation is increased to 
some extent by the heavy mists which sweep in from 
the Atlantic. Inland, the actual precipitation 
would seem to be far less.
Climatically, the most striking feature of the 
coastal area is the strong south-westerly wind which 
blows throughout the year, frequently reaching gale 
force during the summer months. However, the 'east 
wind', which blows down the escarpment and across the 
desert to the coast is perhaps better known. Inland 
there is also a daily west wind which is funnelled up 
the river valley and blows in the afternoon and early 
evening. Tliis is caused by the movement of cold 
marine and coastal air to replace the rising hot air 
masses of the hinterland.
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The east, or 'Berg winds' are formed by the 
concentration of extremely cold air above the 
escarpment, which overflows it and cascades down 
the scarp with increasing velocity, picking up sand 
from the plain and warming up adiabatically. 
Paradoxically, the Berg winds bring the hottest days 
of the year during the winter when temperatures soar 
to over 44°C (112°F) at Daberas and over 32°C (90°F) 
at the coast.
The climate of the lower lying regions adjacent to the 
river is extremely healthy in winter with daily 
temperatures varying between 6°C (43°F) and 26°C (88°F). 
Summer and winter, the days are rarely unpleasantly 
hot, and the evenings are cool with, more often than 
not, a cool breeze blowing.
Inland, however, frost can occur during winter despite 
the low elevation and proximity to the coast - eight 
kilometres inland at ten metres above mean sea level 
there were two frost days in 1970, and 75 kilometres 
inland at 15 metres above mean sea level, twelve.
The area is drained by a large number of small 
ephemeral streams which empty into ephemeral master 
streams, which in turn ultimately drain into the Orange 
River.
The degree of dissection of the area, overall, is 
considerable because of the development of 'dongas' by 
storm water run off (cf. King, 1963) rather than 
soakage, and the effect.of the movement of desert debris 
by water. There is a marked development of insequent 
streams to give a typical trellised drainage pattern.
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Because of their ephemeral nature most of the 
tributary streams draining towards the Orange River, 
develop small-scale alluvial fan deposits at their 
point of discharge into the main Orange River valley,
3.9 Geomorphology
To the east of the Great Escarpment, outside the Sperrgebiet, 
the African and Bushraanland surface levels form a series of 
peneplain remnants at circa 750 metres above mean sea level, 
and the Orange River flows across this peneplain within a 
deep and narrow gorge down stream from the Aughrabies Falls,
To the west of the Great Escarpment, modification of the 
Namaqua Highland and Bushmanland surfaces has formed a lower 
erosion surface of Late Cretaceous/Early Tertiary age at 
about 250 metres above mean sea level (Mabbutt 1955 (b)).
This surface can be traced with a.slight drop in elevation 
as far as the coast, where it was originally dated by 
palaeontological methods and more recently by K-Ar methods. 
Since at Swartkop, some 15 kilometres east of Bogenfels, 
the surface is overlain by phonolitic lavas which yielded 
an age of 37 m.y. (see p. 179), this age is likely.
The present-day Orange River leaves the narrow gorge where 
it crosses the Great Escarpment and enters a much wider 
valley at Sendelingsdrif,
Upon the high ground above the present day river valley, 
there is a distinct erosion level between 90 and 120 metres 
above mean sea level (71 - 101 metres above river level) 
which creates the overall impression of a major valley
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between two and ten kilometres wide at about 100 metres 
above mean sea level. Laterally this feature terminates 
at the foot of a relatively steep scarp which leads up to 
the erosion surface remnant. It is thought that this 
100 metre' erosion level is the valley-plain equivalent 
of the Late Tertiary Namib erosion cycle.
The rocks of the Gariep Group, which form the valley 
plain equivalent of the Late Tertiary Namib erosion cycle, 
show marked differential erosion which is lithologically 
controlled. There are many deep minor valleys 
corresponding to the less competent units, and this has 
given rise to a deeply dissected topography where the 
most resistant horizons - normally arenites or calcarenites - 
form steep ridges. The valleys between these ridges have 
gradually choked with rock debris and with quartz fragments 
from the surrounding formations. This debris has been 
increased by locally derived sheetwash material.
Where these valleys join the main Orange River valley, the 
debris has spilled out to form alluvial fans which have 
coalesced along the valley margins to form piedmont alluvial 
plains, or bajadas.
With further erosion, transport and deposition, this bajada 
sediment has partially - in the case of Auchas Lower - or 
completely - in the case of Auchas - infilled the Proto- 
Orange River valley and buried the earlier river gravels.
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Because of the various major changes in base level 
between the Tertiary and the Present Day, many of the 
tributary valleys remain as hanging valleys with 
pronounced alluvial fans, or in rare cases, are deeply 
incised to the level of the present surface (i.e. to 
the top of the terrace). In the latter case, a 
marked nick-point is usually found a short distance 
up the tributary valley.
It is interesting to note that the course of the early 
Orange River is sinuous, and appears in the vicinity of 
Sendelingsdrif, to follow a richochet pattern from one 
side of the valley to the other, whilst the course of 
the valley is probably lithologically controlled.
Further downstream, however, in the Daberas-Auchas area, 
a series of relatively thick (+40 metres) dolomite 
ridges cross the river valley, and the first of these to 
be encountered seems to have deflected the river to a 
position where two fracture lines intersect the dolomite. 
This must have weakened the latter sufficiently to allow 
the river to breach this relatively resistant barrier.
Immediately downstream from this dolomite ridge, or 
barrier, the river turns sharply back on its former course 
to flow parallel to the dolomite horizon before suddenly 
cutting back through the dolomite again and making a 
further four breaches in the horizon to form a series of 
serpentine bends across the dolomite horizon; each bend 
has a dolomite residual hillock as a resistant rock hub. 
Because of the resistance to erosion of the dolomite 
relative to the surrounding country rocks - here a series 
of mica schists (phyllites) and quartzitic sandstones 
(psammites) - it is inferred that this meander pattern may 
well have been superimposed from the Mio-Pliocene peneplain,
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The present-day Orange River flows approximately 
through the centre of the Mio-Pliocene valley, but the 
course of the present-day river bears little similarity 
to that of its predecessors. The terrace deposits of 
the earlier rivers are left as a series of distinct 
cyclic and non-cyclic terraces at fixed elevations above 
the level of the present Orange River, These terraces 
would correspond to periods' of still-stand in the base 
level of the river system.
The definitions of a river "terrace" and of a "floodplain" 
given by Leopold (Leopold et al, 1964) are used throughout 
this dissertation.
Since some of the terraces are cyclic, that is to say 
paired (e,g. the upstream portion of the Auchas meander), 
it is thought that there was not continuing simultaneous 
downcutting and lateral erosion. This implies that valley 
deepening virtually ceased for a time and permitted 
lateral erosion to form a valley flat at the 'local base 
level of erosion'. Alternatively, this might imply a 
partial erosion cycle between changes in base level 
(Cotton 1940; Thornbury 1969),
All along the Lower Orange River, within the area studied, 
the Older Terraces are characteristically non-cyclic or 
non-paired. According to Cotton (op, cit,), this would 
imply that there was continued downcutting accompanied by 
lateral erosion. Under these conditions, the meander 
belt would move back and forth across the valley; the 
actual valley floor having been lowered so that terraces 
remaining on one side of the valley would be at a different 
elevation from those on the opposite side of the valley.
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Cotton (op, cit,) goes on to categorise alluvial terraces 
into several groups, the main ones being:
(i) Rock terraces (strath terraces): e,g, between
Sendelingsdrif and Obib at the back of Terrace I 
on the south bank,
(ii) Valley-plain terraces: e,g. Terrace II at
Kortdoring,
(iii) Slip-off slope terraces: e,g. Terrace I at
Arrisdrif,
(iv) Rock-defended terraces: e,g. Terrace I at Obib.
The stratigraphie relationship of the various 'alluvial 
fills' should also be mentioned here. In the 
terminology of Leopold and Miller (1954) and Leopold et.al 
(1964), all the separate terraces, within the area studied, 
have been found to be of the "inset type". However, 
careful examination of the excavated sections at Daberas 
produced no illustrations of the "overlapping type", and it 
is thus concluded that erosion between terrace periods of 
deposition was insufficient to allow this type of terrace 
to form, (Note, however, that the overlapping type of 
terrace is common within Terrace I at Arrisdrif and 
Sendelingsdrif.)
The rate of downcutting along the Orange River has been 
slow enough to allow lateral movement of the channel and 
this has resulted in the formation of floodplains in the 
river valley. These floodplains varied in width depending 
on the size of the river at the time of their formation* 
the relative rates of downcutting, the hardness and resistance 
of the previously aggraded material as well as thé hardness 
of the valley walls.
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During any period of time, when climatic conditions 
remained fairly constant, and in the absence of any 
change in base level, downcutting was slow enough 
so that lateral swinging of the channel itself could 
usually make the valley considerably wider than the 
channel. However, the elevation of the channel bed 
was changed periodically due to eustatic, or possibly 
climatic, factors.
When this occurred, the floodplain level previously 
associated with the river was abandoned.through the. 
movement of the water surface following either the 
active aggradation of the channel bed to a higher 
level, or by the degradation to a lower level. During 
downcutting, the previous floodplain was dissected and 
portions remain as continuous benches bordering the river, 
or more often, as remnants of flat or nearly flat spurs 
jutting out into the river valley.
The terrace remnants are thus abandoned surfaces not 
related to the present river. Depending on the magnitude 
and sequence of the deposition and erosion, any number of 
alluvial fills or different stratigraphie units could be 
deposited.
The distribution of the terraces within the area mapped 
suggests that the river is relatively immature in the 
Sendelingsdrif area, but by the time the river had reached 
the Daberas-Auchas area, the meander pattern indicates a 
strongly flowing river which had reached geomorphic 
maturity. It is felt that this change is attributable to 
the decrease in the relative velocity of the discharge on 
leaving the confines of the constricted gorge area immediately 
upstream from Sendelingsdrif.
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Through a system of differential erosion, a river course 
gradually becomes divided into 'compartments'; each 
compartment being bounded by a relatively resistant rock 
barrier. Within each compartment, the river will possess 
a local base level to which it will strive to reach.
This local base level is often far removed from the overall 
gradient for the entire river. Between barriers, the river 
may also contain all the features of a complete river system, 
from a relatively steep juvenile course to a comparatively 
flat senile floodplain.
The whole river system can be further affected by either 
tectonic or eustatic movements which may cause rejuvenation 
or aggradation of all or part of the river system.
This compartmentalisation of the Orange River is well marked, 
partly through the effect of the relatively recent eustatic 
changes and partly through litholbgical changes. Because of 
this, it was found that the elevation above the present river 
level of the terraces along the Orange River varied from one 
area to another, but remained virtually constant for any 
particular area, provided that such an area corresponded to 
a single compartment.
3,10 River Gravels
The raised river terraces along the lower reaches of the 
Orange River consist of aggraded gravel deposits formed 
between Late Tertiary and Quaternary times.
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The river gravels form terrace deposits of considerable 
thickness, up to 56 metres in one case, and often in 
excess of 25 metres.
As mentioned above, the terraces consist of rapidly 
aggraded or 'dumped' material, ranging in size from 
large blocks to clay. Because of the tremendous 
variation in particle size,* the logging of these gravels 
presented problems, in nomenclature. A careful study 
of the river deposits has revealed that they can be 
divided into three broad fractions, namely the framework, 
infill and matrix.
The framework can vary from large blocks or large boulders 
(all sizes referred to are based on the Wentworth (1922) 
scale) down to coarse sand in size; the infill may vary 
from boulders to silt in size, whilst the matrix may range 
from coarse sand to clay. Any combinations of size ranges 
may be present, especially in the actual channel gravels, 
where the matrices are often characterised by the presence 
of not only fine clay-silt fractions but also coarser granule 
or coarse sand fractions which are combined to form a 
"multi-component" matrix (e.g. a silty clay-sand). The 
latter can also be described in terms of a 'primary' (coarse) 
and a 'secondary' (fine) matrix, where the terms 'primary' 
and 'secondary' are purely descriptive and bear no stratigraphie 
or genetic significance.
The gravels comprising the terraces are compacted and weakly 
to moderately cemented with gypsum to form cobble and boulder 
conglomerates. Calcite cements are rare, and it is only in 
exceptional cases that the whole is strongly cemented. Within 
these rudites, the clasts, mainly quartzites, are the dominant 
components with only a relatively meagre development of 
interstitial arenaceous material.
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In situ, the gravels show only very poor evidence of 
stratification, with occasional arenaceous horizons.
However, colour changes are noticeable, within the gravel 
sequence, although they are often not accompanied by 
discernible sedimentological changes. It is thought that 
many colour changes are post-depositional.
Cross bedding is noticeably absent, except in the very 
sandy horizons. Here, rudimentary small-scale 'planar* 
cross-stratified sets, large 'trough* cross-stratified sets 
and large-scale 'planar* cross-stratified sets have been 
noted (terminology after Allen 1965).
At a first glance, the whole accumulation of material appears 
to be devoid of any obvious size gradation of the component 
clasts upwards through the succession. However, in the large 
view, there seems to be a development of macro-cycles within 
the sequence, with a slight statistical tendency to grade 
from a more boulder-rich basal component, through a cobble 
gravel into a pebble gravel and finally into a gritty coarse 
sand. It is exceedingly rare to find the complete sequence 
without a hiatus. The apparent lack of grading is presumed 
to reflect;
(i) the rapid deposition;
(ii) the frequency of the successive debouchments of detritus;
(iii) the gradient of the river bed; and
(iv) a water velocity so high that the fine material could
not be deposited.
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With regard to the shape of the clasts, there is a 
considerable percentage of clasts in the small boulder, 
cobble and even the pebble size ranges that are not only 
well rounded and flattened, but are also discoidal in shape. 
Stratten (1970, 1974) tentatively attributes this to being 
diagnostic of a marine origin for the local terrace gravels. 
In all the size ranges in the rudaceous fraction, irregular 
shaped particles far removed from either a spherical or a 
discoidal shape are found. It will be shown below that this
tentative marine attribution is invalid, and that a riverine
origin for the gravels can be conclusively argued.
Amongst the coarse components, no preferred orientation and 
no imbrication is obvious. No study was made of the micro­
facies and micro-fabrics. Many of the coarse clasts are
distributed with their 'a' axes in or near the vertical plane, 
Where this occurs, both the 'b' and 'c' axes show no evident 
preferred orientation, but seem to be aligned at random. 
Throughout the succession, the overall sorting is poor, and 
only locally may tend towards moderate. The comparison of 
the above with the true marine sequences of the coast fails 
to produce any similarities,
A grain size analysis by Carrington (1970) indicates that:
"The finer sediments are only moderately sorted 
(terminology after Folk and Ward, 1957), The 
distribution curve is leptokurtic with a relatively 
broad spread of material in the tails, and a 
relatively weak primary mode. The modest skewness 
reflects the fairly strong representation in the 
coarse tail: coarse sand to grit fraction: and
the sharp.cut-off in the medium fine sand grade. 
Notably, a weaker secondary distribution mode is 
developed in the fine sand fraction. There is, 
however, no comraensurately high anomalous incidence 
of silt size and finer material,"
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The discussion of the nature of the depositional environment 
for these gravels must depend on clearly intelligible 
sedimentological features such as the fabric and sorting 
characteristics, since there is no palaeontological evidence.
Stratten considered one such feature, namely the discoidal 
shape of the clasts. It must be assumed that the major part 
of the material, both clasts and matrix, was injected into 
the depositional environment as terrigenous waste via the 
Orange River, or perhaps one of the neighbouring rivers 
(e,g, the Holgat). If the possibility of a marine 
environment of deposition is accepted, the poor.sorting and 
isotropic fabric of the gravel succession would infer either 
deposition in an extremely high energy environment or 
deposition in an extremely low energy environment.
In the former case, it is evident from the author's experience 
on the South West African coast, and from comparison with 
Carrington's work along the Namaqualand coast (Carrington and 
Kensley, 1969), that at least a minimal grain size 
classification and imbrication, or preferred orientation of 
incorporated clasts, occurs in all sediments accumulated 
and sorted in the true marine environment. Breakdown of 
sorting and clast orientation would thus seem to occur only 
in those marine or quasi-marine high storm beaches laid down 
intermittently by high energy conditions and supplemented only 
at intervals when similar conditions occur. In such cases, 
unclassified wave-flung material accumulates above the normal 
high-tide level and is not sorted out by the normal marine 
processes. However, it is felt that this would still give 
rise to a marine deposit which could easily be distinguished 
from a riverine deposit. In trying to relate this type of
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depositional regime to the Orange River gravels, two main 
objections arise. Firstly, in the case of the highest 
terrace, a succession of boulder-cobble gravels over 25 metres 
thick is recorded, with apparently no major hiatus; and 
even in the vicinity of the river mouths along the coast, the 
Quaternary storm beaches are not developed to anything 
approaching this thickness. From the elevations above river ■ 
level of the terraces at Daberas, there is no reason to 
suppose an age earlier than Pleistocene, or perhaps, 
Plio-Pleistocene for the terrace formation.
Secondly, the available evidence does not support the model 
of the hypothetical marine environment that would have existed 
locally. It is evident that the limit of any marine 
incursion would be strictly controlled by the local bedrock 
topography: given that the actual surface topography
between Sendelingsdrif and the Orange River mouth has not 
changed substantially, save for overdeepening of the river 
bed during the Late Pleistocene, It is envisaged that the 
theoretical inundation would be of local extent, confined 
inland to the present river valley, or little removed from 
it. Evidence of such drowning for other valleys is 
preserved in the Namaqualand succession (Carrington and 
Kensley, op, cit,). Here, marine penetration of the bedrock 
channels scoured of their clay infill must have produced 
conditions not unlike those envisaged by Stratten for the 
hypothetical Orange River ria. Within these inundated 
channels, which were only in restricted communication with 
the open sea and were largely insulated from the high energy 
conditons of the open shore environment, the remaining 
marine accumulations not surprisingly reflect a very low 
energy depositional regime and are typically composed of 
fine grained, often glauconitic, facies.
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At Daberas, taking into account the topography of the Lower 
Orange River valley, and the linear extent of the hypothetical 
ria, it would seem by comparison with Namaqualand, that 
prevailing sheltered quiet water conditions could not bring 
about the development of such great thicknesses of isotropic 
gravels as a storm beach deposit. If the envisaged 
conditions of the environment prevailing in the hypothetical 
marine depositional basin would counteract the construction of 
such high energy storm beaches, it remains to consider the 
second alternative.
This option assumes that the marine regime of the Orange River 
ria into which the fluvial load was introduced was so devoid 
of sorting and transporting power that no significant • 
modification or re-organisation of the structure and 
constitution of the dumped solid fluviatile load was achieved.
It has been argued above that sheltered quiet water depositional 
conditions might be expected to result from the hypothetical 
local innundation. Under this present option, however, a 
special case must be inferred. In order to account for the 
completely random orientation of the clasts, it must be 
concluded that the winnowing ability of the environment was 
insufficient even to achieve the local undermining and 
toppling of the clasts, or their re-orientation parallel to 
the bedrock surfaces. Despite the supposedly low energy 
conditions, the size distribution of the arenaceous fraction 
shows a sharp cut-off in the medium to medium-fine sand 
fraction. Assuming a full range of grain size in the dumped 
fluvial load, it is difficult to explain the preferential 
removal of the medium-fine and fine sand fractions, if such
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quiescent marine conditions in fact prevailed. In such 
still conditions, moreover, it could be inferred that 
dumping of the fluviatile load would be localised within 
the immediate vicinity of the river mouth in the estuarine 
area. In view of the thickness of the gravels in question, 
some marked diminution in the grain size of the 
consituents might be expected (Hobday and Banks, 1971), 
brought about by the retreat of the estuarine marine ecotone. 
However, this decrease in size is not evident.
One major objection remains. If the poorly sorted character 
and isotropic fabric of the gravels is attributed to the low 
winnowing and transporting capacity of the envisaged marine 
environment, it seems improbable that these same conditions 
could have been responsible for the drastic reshaping of a 
large proportion of the clasts forming the terrace gravels. 
The preservation of the fluviatile character of the sorting 
and fabric of the deposited riverine material, unmodified 
by marine activity, implies that the characteristic 
fluviatile clast shapes would have been retained. Thus, 
the discoidal form of the clasts would have been imposed 
prior to their introduction into the marine environment.
When considering the origin of the sediments, the grain 
size distribution pattern in the arenaceous fractions may 
be relevant, especially the presence of a secondary 
distribution mode in the fine sand fraction. In the absence 
of an anomalously high occurrence of silt size and finer 
material, this secondary mode could be an original feature 
of the sorting and not one introduced by subsequent 
diagnostic change, such as the degradation of the feldspar 
content releasing the fine clay particles. However, after 
observing the results of stream flood deposition (see below, 
pp. 50), it seems more likely that the latter can adequately 
account for the points noted above.
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It seems unlikely that a significant secondary distribution, 
mode would develop when sediments are subjected to the 
persistent winnowing action of beach wash in the marine 
environment. In the C.D.M, successions, and in Namaqualand, 
polymodal size distributions are recorded for marine 
sediments only where rapid textural banding is evident in 
the recorded sample. It would appear that such a polymodal 
size distribution is often the rule rather than the 
exception in the case of fluviatile or alluvial gravels.
It is also possible that the secondary mode may result from, 
the entrapment of a fraction of the theoretically 
transportable fine suspended fraction amongst the coarse 
fraction, deposited within the fluviatile environment.
Neither of these options outlined above, however, are 
compatible with the evidence available. It seems probable 
that the gravels accumulated as the result of torrential 
dumping along a sector of the Orange River where a 
pronounced change in current velocity occurred. In this 
context the location of the gravels relative to the Great 
Escarpment appears significant. It is thought that the 
co-existence of a marked reduction in the transporting 
capability of the river below the depositional threshold 
applicable to the incorporated detrital load resulted in 
the orientated dumping of the large saltating clasts.
Onward transmission of the fine fractions of the suspended 
load was still within the transporting capacity of the river»
A  relatively rapid deposition, together with rapid burial 
of successively accumulated horizons and the supposed 
dominance of depositional activity over erosive activity 
within the fluviatile medium, are factors which might be 
responsible for the absence of any preferred orientation in 
the gravels and for the primary status, in part, of the 
sediments.
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The grain size distribution pattern in the incorporated 
coarse, but non-rudaceous horizons, supports a fluviatile 
origin.
The discoidal shape of a percentage of the gravel clasts 
can probably be attributed to several factors rather than 
to a marine origin as mooted by Stratten. The two most 
probable explanations are:
1. It is conceivable that these clasts have been 
derived from ancient marine deposits within the 
drainage basin of the Orange River system.
They would thus be second, third, or 'n' cycle 
derivations.
2. There is the possiblity that, in a turbulent 
high velocity fluviatile regime, the 
incorporated detritus would be subjected to 
a similar churning and mixing action to that 
encountered on a marine shoreline, thus 
permitting the modification of incorporated 
clasts.
The packing index for the framework and infill components 
was estimated visually and classed as good, where the 
distance between clasts was minimal, to poor, where the 
distance between clasts was relatively great. In this way, 
the approximate degree of sorting could be rapidly assessed.
It was found that the packing index could be used to 
distinguish between 'channel' and 'non-channel' gravels 
within the terrace deposits. Within the channel gravels, 
the degree of packing was normally found to be much better 
than elsewhere. However, in the thalweg of a channel deposit, 
especially where the thalweg was on a tight radius curve, or
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meander, and the fabric clast size large, there appears to 
be a sudden decrease in the framework packing. The infill■ 
components in this situation are accordingly much increased.
A graphic plot of this variation in packing, using a 
triangular diagram, was tried for gravels in Trench 1 and in 
DG 1, and it seems possible that there is a correlation, 
albeit a tenuous one, between this sudden decrease in packing 
index and heavy mineral content associated with the increase 
in the infill phase. (See Fig. 4. )
The mineralogy of the infill, when well developed, is 
frequently striking. Within Terrace II, it is characterised 
by a marked content of zeolites, whereas within Terrace I, 
the zeolites appear to have a more weathered habit and are far 
less common.
During the investigations at Daberas, it was noted that 
zeolites are often present in the river gravels and are often 
more abundant in channel gravels, and it is known that the 
lavas found within the Fish River drainage basin, in the 
general vicinity of Mariental, contained zeolite amygdales,
A detailed study of these zeolites could show whether they 
could have originated from within the Fish River drainage 
basin. It was also of interest to establish whether this 
area could definitely be a major source area for detritus.
Four specimens of zeolites were submitted for detailed 
pétrographie analysis in order to ascertain whether they came 
from the same source (Anglo American Geological Department 
Ref. GA 7880/CDM2/1 - 4: Laboratory Ref. M/72/443). These,
samples were all identified as zeolite var. natrolite.
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The zeolites from Specimen 1 came from outcrops of lavas in 
the Mariental - Gibeon Area of the drainage basin of the 
Fish River, whilst the zeolites from Specimens 2 and 3 came 
from distinct horizons associated with the deposits of the 
Lower Orange River, and Sample 4 came from the fluviatile 
gravels at Oranjemund.
In order to test possible correlations between the pebbles 
of Samples 2 and 3 and the amygdale of Sample 1, the materials 
were investigated at Anglo American Research Laboratories by 
means of X-ray diffraction, thin section, crushed fragment 
examination and chemical analyses. Geochemical data were 
produced by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, excepting that 
Na^O, where reported, was determined by wet methods. X-ray 
fluorescence results were not corrected for enhancement or 
absorption effects.
Sample 1 consisted of at least 85% natrolite with traces of 
mesolite and analcite. Sample 2 consisted of scolecite and 
mesolite, whilst Sample 3 consisted almost entirely of 
scolecite with a little mesolite. A cursory examination of 
a few pebbles of Sample 4 showed the presence of scolecite 
and mesolite.
Thus, no pétrographie or geochemical grounds exist for 
correlating the pebbles of either Sample 2 or 3 with the 
amygdale represented by Sample 1. Samples 2 and 3 (and 
probably 4), on the other hand, probably have the same source, 
though mesolite is relatively scarce in Sample 3.
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It is conceivable, however, that natrolite, scolecite, 
mesolite and analcite could all occur within a single 
sequence of volcanic rocks, though of different levels of 
zeolitisation (cf. Deer, Howie, and Zussman, 1963, pp. 354 - 
357). Tlius it is not possible to discount the possibility 
that the pebbles in Samples 2 and 3 have been derived from 
the same volcanic pile as that in which Sample 1 occurs.
The Proto-Orange River valley at Daberas can be traced beneath 
the river deposits from drill line DLC-S2 upstream as far as 
drill line DL 7, where the high level terraces end.
Examination of this section of the longitudinal profile of 
the Proto-Orange suggests that the river consisted of a series 
of deeps and shallows along its course, thus comparing closely 
with present-day rivers (Fig,,5). The results of the drill 
holes over the deeps suggests that the latter correspond to 
the "pools” within the meander belt of the channel (Fig. 6), 
and that the dolomite ridge crossing the area in the vicinity 
of drill line DL 3 represented a barrier between two 
compartments on the river. Breaching of this barrier resulted 
in the subsequent migration upstream of the 'nick point' to a 
position between drill line DLC-W6 and the line of pits DG 2.
If this hypothesis is correct, and these deeps and shallows are 
équivalent to the pools and riffles of a meandering river, 
then the pools and bank, deposits bordering the pools would 
provide the optimum concentration point for large blocks, 
boulders and heavy minerals.
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After heavy rains in South West Africa in 1972, the run off 
caused the Fish River to flow, resulting in a six metre 
rise overnight in the level of the lower Orange River at 
Daberas, and all but the largest blocks were subjected to 
movement. However, on the retreat of the floodwaters, 
it was noted that not only had the coarse sediment fraction 
been transported and re-deposited, but also that a 
considerable thickness of silts and sands had been deposited. 
Since the river is normally transporting a considerable load 
of sediment (estimated by King 1963, to be about 25 x 10^ tons 
per year, before the completion of the major dam projects), 
and is thus charged with "fines", it is concluded that even 
under flood conditions, deposition of fine sediments can 
occur at abnormally high stream velocities.
The 1974 floods, however, in which the river level rose by 
more than five metres in less than four hours to reach a 
level of 15 metres above normal level, saw the transport of 
even the largest blocks. The information obtained in 
observing this flood suggests that similar major periodic 
floods are responsible for the movement of the majority of 
the coarse material.
In flood, the transport of debris is not achieved by a 
straightforward flow of water (Kidson, 1953; Leighley, 1934; 
Sparks, 1963), The debris torn from the banks, including 
boulders and vegetation, appears to form temporary dams as 
it accumulates in narrow and tortuous sections of the river. 
Water is ponded back behind such dams until there is 
sufficient head to cause a breach. With the breach of each 
dam a surge of water occurs and, in such surges, the largest 
boulders are set in motion down the stream.
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If one can envisage the deposition of deposits similar to 
those described above, behind small barriers, or as gravel * 
banks on the sediment bars on the convex side of a meander, 
it is likely that any sudden influx of water under 
conditions of a flash flood or of a barrier breaching 
would result in the formation of a well-lubricated highly 
mobile "turbiditic mudflow" where the churning and sliding 
motion of the detrital material moving downstream erodes out 
previously deposited gravels and fills in the pools and 
covers riffles with a fresh gravel deposit.
Schumm (1972, 1975), following after Hoover Mackin (1948), 
notes that there is almost certainly every gradation between 
normal streams and mudflows. Schumm goes on to point out 
that the presence of colloidal and ultra-fine particles, in 
even low concentrations, is sufficient to raise the specific 
gravity of the water, together with the viscosity, by 
increasing the internal and external frictional energy.
Pebbles, cobbles and ultimately large blocks can thus be 
carried buoyantly. Furthermore, the maintenance in suspension 
of ultra-fine clay particles and colloids, both particles 
with negligible settling velocities, does not depend upon 
velocity, and there is, thus, no theoretical upper limit to 
the amount of these materials that a stream of a given velocity 
can carry.
Depending upon the quantity of detritus available, and upon the 
depth of the pre-debouchment channel, it is possible for the 
"mudflow" to completely fill the channel and overflow the banks 
providing deposits several times wider than the original 
channels and thinning away from it. Should one of these 
overflows breach one of the containing levees during the 
process of aggradation, it may form crevasse-splays or the 
river may move to another course at a lower elevation: the new
course often being the line of a former swale (Allen 1955),
Fig. 7
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The sections excavated within the river gravels show many 
of the old channels. Also, relative concentrations of 
heavy minerals, such as epidote, occur in or are closely 
associated with these stream channels (Joyce, 1972),
Similar patterns are revealed by the drill line profiles, 
and on the basis of these relative concentrations, 
extrapolation of the channels could be made, (See Fig, 7.)
3,11 Pebble Shapes
During the investigations at Auchas in 1968 and at Daberas ' 
in 1971 and 1972, a study was made of the pebble shapes.
The clasts were all selected and measured according to the 
method described by Cailleux (1957) for his Pene-Centile 
studies,
The lengths of the ’a ’, 'b' and ’c' axes were measured 
directly with a pair of calipers (in the case of the middle 
sized particles) or on a ring template (in the case of the 
small particles). Extremely large particles which exceeded 
the capacity of the calipers were measured with a metal 
metric tape.
Estimates of roundness of the limits of the 'a' axis were 
made using a ring template, and a visual estimate of the 
sphericity was made for each clast. The results, together 
with the composition of the clasts, were then tabulated and 
the coefficients of flatness, elongation and sphericity 
were calculated.
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The flatness of a particle is the percentage of its short 
intercept (c), compared with its greatest length (a) 
(Luttig, 1962): Tlius
Coefficient of flatness = ~  x 100
a
The elongation of a pebble is the percentage of its 
intermediate intercept (b) compared with its greatest 
length (a) (Luttig, 1962): Thus
: b
Coefficient of elongation = —  x 100
The formula used to determine the sphericity is that 
proposed by Sneed and Folk, 1958 (in Krumbein and Sloss., 
1963, p. 108), where:
Sphericity =
It was hoped that by determining these parameters at both 
Auchas and Daberas, a plot of the results for riverine clasts 
could be erected. Then, later, a similar plot could be 
drawn for the marine clasts, and these two could be used in 
the area of the river mouth to determine the limit of the 
fluviatile influence, and thus be of assistance in 
interpreting mixed or deltaic sequences, Stratten (1974) 
claims that the shape of pebbles deposited in beach or 
fluviatile environments is diagnostic. "Pebbles from beach 
deposits tend to be statistically flatter and less spherical 
than those from river deposits',I'
At Auchas, some 17 000 clasts were measured at 192 sites, 
and at Daberas, some 8 000 at 124 sites. In the marine 
deposits at Oranjemund a further 5 000 clasts were measured 
at 86 sites. These marine sites were chosen to cover the 
areas sampled by Stratten,
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However, on plotting the results, it was found that a 
considerable mixing of populations occurred (plotting 
sphericity against coefficient of flatness). Instead of 
a straight linear relationship as described by Stratten 
(op. cit.), there was considerable overlap.
Further investigation of this revealed that Stratten's 
hypothesis only holds firm for a comparison between beach 
material actually forming a marine beach and a fluviatile 
sediment. This relationship does not apply to what can 
be best described as a marine shelf gravel. That is to 
say, the marine clasts lying on, and especially within 
gullies in, the bedrock. The latter clasts are distinctly 
more rounded and spherical as opposed to their 'beach' 
counterparts. (See Figs, 8 and 9,)
It was thus found that the accepted distinction between 
'fluvial' and 'marine' clasts was of little use to this . 
study.
3.12 Petrography of the Gravels
More than 80% of the gravels of Terraces I, II and III consist 
of quartzites, banded jasperised ironstones, quartz and various 
igneous and metamorphic rocks (Fowler, 1969; Starke, 1965, 
a and b).
The quartzites are mainly light coloured (white, grey, red) 
and fine grained to glassy in texture: some appear to be
almost "silcrete" clasts - possibly originating from the Kheis 
System. Some types are dark coloured and fine grained, others 
are light coloured and medium to coarse grained. The large 
boulders of quartzite, which occur in all the terraces, are
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often wind polished with a brown, ferruginised, surface 
(perhaps a rudimentary form of 'desert varnish'), and 
frequently are covered with percussion ring markings.
The banded jasperised ironstones, originating probably 
from the Griquatown Series, occur for the most part as 
flat elliptical pebbles usually between 10 - 50 mm in 
size, and range from brown, dark brown, dark green grey, 
or blue black to ted in colour, A particularly frequent 
brown and black variety has probably been derived from 
the Dwyka tillite.
The quartz occurs as three different varieties:
(i) Quartz fragments, angular to subangular, white 
coloured and mainly concentrated on the terrace 
surface. This type is, for the most part, 
locally derived, although it is possible that 
some clasts are secondary, due to insolation,
(ii) Quartz pebbles, white coloured and rather well 
rounded,
(iii) Quartz pebbles, with yellowish surfaces and 
well rounded.
The group of igneous and metamorphic rocks consists of 
granites (greyish coloured, rarely pink or red, with much 
quartz, biotite and occasionally with hornblende). These 
types occasionally exhibit a gneiss texture, Diorite and 
syenite pebbles are rare. Epidositic clasts are rare 
though they sometimes become relatively common locally within 
"channel" deposits, Felsic, mafic lavas and porphyritic 
granites are rare.
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Besides these four main groups, quartzitic sandstones, 
arkoses, greywackes, dolomitic limestones, shales, schists, 
agates, tigers eye and chalcedony, are present.
According to Starke (1965 a and b) the composition of the 
terraces, based on counts of 200 clasts, taken from the 
surface deflation deposits is as follows;
Terrace I Terrace II Terrace III
Quartzites 35% 39% 47%
Quartz 9% 2% 3%
Banded and Jasperised 
Ironstones
7% 27% 20%
Igneous and Metamorphic 
Clasts
32% 26% 22%
Remainder 17% 6% 8%
Total 100% 100% 100%
During the present investigations at Daberas, counts of a total
of 4 000 clasts taken from within excavations in the terrace
gravels yielded the following compositions.
Terrace I Terrace II Terrace III
Quartzites 36% 35% 39%
Quartz 10% 3% 6%
Banded Jasperised 
Ironstone
5% 30% 25%
Igneous and Metamorphic 
Clasts
33% 25% 20%
Remainder 16% 7% 10%
Total 100% 100% 100%
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This indicates that, despite an apparent 'enrichment' 
of quartz and banded and jasperised ironstones on the 
surface of Terraces II and III, these proportions are 
maintained in depth.
It is thus concluded that these gravels can be termed 
polymictic psephites, and that there is only a very 
minor concentration of quartzites and quartz on the 
terrace surface, although from visual inspection, it 
would be deduced that the surface was enriched with 
quartz and ironstones. It is also of note that the 
Terrace I gravels can be distinguished from Terrace 
II and III gravels by their greater concentration of 
quartz and of igneous and metamorphic clasts, together 
with a higher proportion of 'exotic' clasts which are 
tabulated above under the heading of "Remainder".
Similarly, the younger group of terraces have a greater 
content of banded and jasperised ironstones,
3,13 The Loci of Heavy Mineral Concentrations
Minerals that are chemically stable at the earth's surface 
are not decomposed by weathering; as the surrounding rocks 
are dissolved and disintegrated, they either remain in the 
soil or are moved away by gravity, rain, streams, waves, 
wind or animals. The lighter particles are moved readily 
and are dispersed; others break easily along cleavage or 
fracture planes and become so fine grained that they, too, 
are dispersed. The heavy, stable minerals are left as 
residual particles in the soil or are transported into sands 
and gravels of streams and, eventually, beaches. Further 
agitation within the stream or at the beach causes the heavy 
particles to settle to the bottom and thus enrich the deposit
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whilst the lighter and more brittle particles are removed.
The result is a concentration of the heavy, tough and 
chemically resistant minerals. These minerals may 
accumulate near their sources as residual concentrations; 
they may be washed into streams and accumulate in sand 
bars or in riffles and irregularities along the channel 
floors; or they may reach bodies of water where they 
are reworked and deposited. The particles migrate down 
the slope from their source until they reach a stream 
bed. Here the material is moved rapidly by running water 
which also sorts these particles according to their 
specific gravities, their shapes, the velocity and gradient 
of the stream and other factors. The minerals which have 
properties favourable for deposition are concentrated at 
the expense of the lighter, brittle particles which are 
broken, scattered and transported into the deeper basins 
of deposition,
A stream evolves to produce a distinct particle grading 
according to size and specific gravity, not only downstream, 
but also vertically. Where a river has gradually built 
up its local base through aggradation, each local, temporary, 
base level will be marked by a heavy mineral concentration,
A study of fluvial geomorphology, mechanics and river 
morphology (Allen, 1965; Leopold et al, 1964; Morisawa,1968; 
Straub, 1942; Twenhofel, 1942), indicates that the velocity 
and stream configuration play an important part in the 
deposition of dense particles. Because of their high 
specific gravity, heavy minerals, such as epidote, garnet, 
spinel, zircon, corundum and many iron-ores, are dependent 
upon the higher velocity water currents for transport.
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Since flow in natural rivers is - almost without exception - 
full turbulent flow (Leopold et al., op. cit.), the dense 
materials tend to be concentrated in four main areas.
First on the concave slip-off bank of a meander, where the 
particles being transported in high velocity helical 
currents have been thrown into water travelling at a much 
lower velocity which is incapable of moving the particles. 
Secondly, where the stream is leaving a sharp bend: the
water here has increased its velocity around the bend, . 
acquiring a greater erosive and transporting power, and on 
leaving the bend and entering a relatively straight reach 
suffers a marked drop in velocity and thus drops much of its 
load. Thirdly, in a straight reach : in an attempt to
acquire greater transporting power (or rather, maintain the 
same order of transporting power), the stream narrows its 
own channel by dividing its own bed into two or more smaller 
channels by depositing a further part of its load and thus 
forming a braided stretch. Fourthly, where the stream 
encounters a natural barrier, a damming up of the sediments 
occurs. Included in the last category are also the normal 
"pools" found within a stream bed. In this instance, the 
largest heavy particles, being dependent upon the highest 
velocity water currents for transport, are trapped in the 
normal high velocity area of a pool - especially the outlet 
side of the pool, where the rise in the stream bed level 
forms a crude but effective barrier - until such time as an 
influx of water with a sufficiently high velocity occurs, 
perhaps in the form of a flood discharge, which is capable 
of moving the densest (or largest) particles downstream to 
another "pool". The potential of these four areas in 
ephemeral streams 'has been commented on by Joyce (1972), 
and in juvenile streams by King (1973),
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Bridge, in a computer simulation of meandering streams, 
clearly shows (Bridge, 1975, Figs. 3, 18 and 19), that 
in the meander migration of a stream, the outlet portion 
of a meander is clearly an area of interest. There thus 
seems to be theoretical evidence to support the idea that 
this would be a major area of heavy mineral concentration,
3.14 The Use of Garnet as an Indication of Fossil Channel Courses
In studying the river gravels of the Lower Orange River, a 
brief analysis of the heavy mineral content revealed a 
startlingly large variety of relatively abundant mineral 
species. However, it was rapidly established that the most 
ubiquitous and easily recognisable - and most readily 
separable - mineral, was garnet. It was also noted that 
the quantities of garnet occurring within the gravels varied 
from place to place, •
It was suspected that garnet concentration is influenced by 
bedrock morphology as well as by stream hydraulics, and 
this suggested that major variations in garnet concentration 
would also exist within the gravel sequence. As a result 
of this, samples were taken, first in five metre zones, and 
later in one metre zones on all boreholes along line DL 10 
at Daberas (for values see Fig, 7), The results from this 
drill line depicted areas of high garnet concentration , which 
suggested that lateral correlation might be feasible: areas
whose relative concentration lessened with increased elevation 
before a new (higher elevation) concentration was encountered.
It was thought, from the pattern of the concentrations, that 
these garnetiferous areas might represent old channel areas 
and thus samples were collected from known channels within 
Trench 1 and also from non-channel gravels within Trench 1,
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After experimentation with various size ranges between 
0,5 mm and 4,0 mm, it was decided to use garnets within 
the 1,4 - 1,9 mm size range. The dearth of garnets 
in this size range then caused a change to the +0,5 -
1.4 mm size range. Previously counted boreholes using 
the 1,4 - 1,9 mm range were then recounted using the finer 
range, A sample of the matrix and infill was collected 
from the prospecting pits and from Trench 1 equivalent in 
volume to the size of sample recovered from a one metre 
zone in a churn drill hole.
In the case of the matrix/infill samples, the material was 
dry screened to +0,5 - 4,0 mm and then washed. The +0,5 -
1.4 mm fraction was then separated by wet screening and 
dried. This dried fraction was then jigged.
In the case of the churn drill samples, the cuttings from 
the borehole were bailed out of the hole, washed and 
simultaneously wet screened to give the +0,5 - 1,4 mm 
fraction which was dried. The remaining cuttings less the 
slimes (with the exception of a small volume of the slimes 
which was retained for logging purposes) were then retained 
for logging of the hole.
The +0,5 - 1,4 mm size fraction material was then jigged 
using a Plietz jig. The latter is a standard gravity 
concentration machine which oscillates a sieve in a static 
tank of water. The volume of material jigged is critical, 
and 3 000 ml of sample was used. If there was insufficient 
material to yield 3 000 ml of sample, then washed crushed 
quartz of the same size was added to make up the volume.
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Samples were then jigged for two minutes, before the sieve 
was withdrawn, and 'thrown' and the concentrate heart cut 
out using a standard area cutter, (The rationale of this 
being that a constant volume on being jigged will give a 
constant thickness of sample in the sieve. The 'heart' - 
that is to say, the dense material - sinks to the base in 
the centre and is thus on top when the sieve is thrown.
Using a standard cutter, a set area and thus a set volume 
is collected each time from each sample,)
The resulting heavy mineral concentrate heart was then 
dried and split in a sample splitter to yield a set volume. 
This was then taken and a direct count of the number- of 
garnet grains present was made. This method gave a 
reproducibility of 85%,
Tables 2 and 3 show the results for non-channel and channel 
samples respectively.
Comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that there is an apparent 
difference between some of the channel gravels and the 
majority of the non-channel gravels; the channel gravels 
containing greater concentrations.
Within the non-channel gravels, sample C3/4 was taken from 
a gravel horizon which is a lateral extension of a floating 
bedrock channel overspill some 100 metres distant. This 
might explain the anomalously high value.
The channel gravels are more interesting. It is apparent 
that all channels contain garnet, but only in those channels 
or parts of channels where bedrock fragments and certain 
metamorphic (non-garnetiferous) clasts form a major component
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TABLE 2
NON-CHANNEL SAMPLES FROM TRENCH 1
Locality Value (grains) Remarks
C 3/1 66
C 3/2 • 101
C 3/3 167
C 3/4 277 Gravel probably a
lateral extension from 
a floating channel
C 4/3 87
C 5/3 92
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TABLE 3
CHANNEL SAMPLES FROM TRENCH 1
Locality Value Remarks
C 1/1 196 Few small schist bedrock fragments*,
in obvious channel.
C l / 2  406 In middle of obvious channel - some
schist bedrock fragments many igneous 
and metamorphic clasts
C 1/3 42 Base of obvious channel,
C 2/1 116 Obvious channel - some schist
bedrock,
C 2/2 44 Obvious channel,
C 2/3 61 Obvious channel,
C 4/1 75 Edge of obvious channel,
C 4/2 131 Channel with abundant schist bed­
rock fragments.
C 5/1 116 Channel with some schist bedrock
fragments,
C 5/2 252 Channel with abundant schist bed­
rock fragments,
C 6/1 407 Channel with abundant schist bed­
rock fragments,
C 6/2 182 Channel with abundant schist bed­
rock fragments.
* Careful examinations of the local schist bedrock 
reveal that it is definitely not garnetiferous.
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TABLE 4
A. ABUNDANCE OF BEDROCK FRAGMENTS
•k-k'k
'k-k
ES2.
Very abundant bedrock fragments
Some bedrock fragments
Few bedrock fragments, abundant 
igneous and metamorphic fragments
C 1/1* C 2/1* C 3/1 C 4/1** C 5/1*
C 1/2* C 2/2 C 3/2 C 4/2*** C 5/2*
C 1/3 C 2/3 C 3/3 C 4/3 C 5/3
C 3/4
C 6/1***
B. ABUNDANCE OF GARNET
M l
*** +180 grains
** +110 - 180 grains
C 1/1*** C 2/1** C 3/1 C 4/1 C 5/1** C
C 1/2*** C 2/2 C 3/2 C 4/2** C 5/2*** C
C 1/3 C 2/3 C 3/3 C 4/3 C 5/3
C 3/4***
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(e.g. C 4/2; C 5/2; C 6/1; C 6/2) are garnets very 
abundant. In the case of sample C 1/2, bedrock fragments 
are small and are not the characteristic large blocks 
encountered elsewhere, but igneous and metamorphic clasts 
with a high average specific gravity are very abundant 
instead.
Table 4 shows a comparison of 'channel' gravels and 
'non-channel' gravels for both garnet and bedrock 
fragments.
It is suggested that there is a link between garnet content 
and bedrock content, and by analogy, with channels.
To test the correlation between bedrock fragments and 
garnets statistically, the "Students" t test was applied 
to the values in Tables 2 and 3,
"Students" t Test Calculation
To test for the difference between the means of small 
samples, the following formula is used:-
t =
2/ i  + i
Where 0 is the pooled variance, and is defined as;-
Where S = Standard Deviation of the Sample;
2
S = Sample Variance
N = Sample size
and (N^ + -2) = Number of degrees of freedom
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Statistically, differences are probably significant if the
't' value is greater than tg^^.
For Table 2
X = 131,7
n = 6
S = 78,983
For Table 3
X = 160,7
n = .12 
S = 127,89
= 2 ^ ( 6  XTest where 0  1 (6 x /78,98/^) +  (12 x /27,9/^)
  6 + 1 2  -:2
=ÿ/ 14 609
= 120,9
Thus t = 131,7 - 160,7
120^9 i  + n
= 29,0
60,3
= 0,481 where there are 16 degrees of freedom
Now if t = 0,481
Then t^^^ = U,7 5
^99,5% "
There is thus no significant difference between the non-channel 
gravels and the channel gravels.
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In the light of this test, a re-examination of the 'channel* 
gravels and. the 'non-channel' gravels was carried out.
It was decided that the 'channel' gravels could bè divided 
into those channel gravels with either bedrock fragments or 
a high proportion of metamorphic and igneous clasts, and 
'channel' gravels lacking these constituents. The type of 
channel gravel with either bedrock fragments or metamorphic 
and/or igneous clasts is referred to as the "bedrock block 
channel" gravels.
Comparison of these "bedrock block" areas of channel gravel 
with areas of garnet concentration shows a marked similarity 
between the two (see Table 4 A and Table 4 B).
Further t-tests were then made to check this interpretation, 
and for these tests, sample C 3/4 was regarded as 'non-channel'.
"Bedrock block channel" gravels: X = 1 806,0
n 8
S 120,65
"Non-bedrock block" gravels : X = 1 012,0
n 10
S 71,367
where 0 = ^  (8 x /120,65/^) + (10 X /71,367/2)
8 + 1 0 - 2
= 102,3
'J 1 0 461,125
Thus t = 1 806 - 71,37
102,3./ g + 10
= 1 734,63
48,52
• ' = 35,75 where there arell6 degrees of freedom
Now if t = 35,75
Then = 1,75
and = 2,92
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Thus there is a highly significant difference between the 
"bedrock block channel" gravels and "non-bedrock block" 
channel gravels.
It is thus concluded that thé 'channel' gravels within 
Trench 1 at Daberas contain larger quantities of garnet 
than the 'non-channel' gravels. However, within the 
channels, it appears that higher garnet concentrations 
occur in the presence of bedrock blocks (i.e. in the 
"bedrock block channel" gravels) or of very abundant 
igneous and/or metamorphic clasts, whilst lower concentrations 
occur in the absence of bedrock blocks and very low values 
occur if both bedrock blocks and igneous and/or metamorphic 
clasts are absent.
The non-channel gravels, with the exception of sample C 3/4, 
conform to the overall picture of low garnet concentration. 
Sample C 3/4 was taken near Pit 8 within Trench 1, and 
probably includes the overspill from a channel intersected 
by Pits 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Here, although schist bedrock 
blocks are absent, small fragments of schist occur together 
with some igneous and metamorphic clasts, and the gravel 
possesses a well-defined infill with a coarse gritty as well 
as a fine silty, clay-sand matrix.
These results are supported by the above statistical tests 
and thus suggest that the concentration of garnets within 
the +0,5 - 1,4 mm size range do indicate the likely position 
oft. channels.
In view of these results, and the above conclusions, some 
further work was done using samples taken from prospecting 
pits in gullies DG 1 and DG 3 at Daberas. The results from 
these samples corroborate the above findings.
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3,15 General Geology
The whole area is underlain by late Pre-Cambrian rocks of 
the Gariep Group. The Gariep Group itself can be divided 
into an eastern miogeosynclinal facies and a western 
eugeosynclinal facies (Fowler, 1975; Kroner, 1974)* The 
division between the two basins is roughly the line of the 
Schakalsberge hills* The stratigraphie relationships 
. (after Kroner, 1974) are shown in Table 5, (see fig. lO)
TABLE 5
Miogeosynclinal Facies • Eugeosynclinal Facies
) Numees Formation ) Mafic Intrusives
) Helskloof Formation* ) Oranjemund Formation
) Hilda Formation ) Holgat Formation
) Grootderm Formation
) ---------------- Stinkfontein Formation----------------- — *
Unconformity
* Absent in the area studied
A, The Miogeosynclinal Facies
(i) The Hilda Formation
The Hilda Formation consists of lenticular bodies of 
sediments which are characterised by rapid lateral 
variations. This, together with intense deformation 
makes mapping difficult. Various facies, attributable 
to the different parts of a miogeosynclinal basin, are 
found, including a predominance of quartzites, grits, 
conglomerates and siltstones. In the Daberas-Obib 
area, the sediments are more argillaceous and calcareous, 
representing the greater sorting and facies changes 
associated within a deeper portion of the basin.
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(ii) The Numees Formation
The Numees Formation includes all the rocks which 
overlie the Hilda Formation with a sedimentary or 
faulted contact. The distribution of the Numees 
strata in the area studied is structurally controlled 
and is confined to the Obib-Sendelingsdrif area. 
Lithologically, the Numees Formation is found to 
consist of a lower mixtite unit and an upper dolomite 
unit.
B. The Eugeosynclinal Facies
(i) The Grootderm Formation
The Grootderm Formation is restricted to the 
eugeosynclinal portion of the Gariep depositional 
basin. The base and top of this unit are not seen 
in this area, but it is overlain by the Oranjemund 
Formation. The Grootderm Formation is composed of 
basaltic to andesitic lavas, volcanic breccias, 
agglomerate and tuff, all of which are sheared to 
varying degrees. The dominant rock-type exposed is 
a greenish, fissile, chloritic schist.
(ii) The Oranjemund Formation
The Oranjemund Formation overlies the Grootderm. 
Formation and is a mixed sedimentary-volcanic assemblage. 
The whole unit is characterised by an absence of marker 
horizons and by intense deformation. The succession, 
commencing with basal dolomites, passes from phyllites, 
quartz-chlorite schists and quartz-sericite schists to 
thin quartzites, Greywackes are also encountered in 
the south but are not common. Most of the greenish- 
grey schist is thought to represent alteration products 
of the underlying Grootderm lavas, but it is equally 
possible that they have a tuffaceous origin. . In the
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vicinity of Arrisdrif, and within the mine area at 
Oranjemund, dolomite lenses and intercalations are 
common.
Estimation of the thickness of the Oranjemund 
Formation is difficult because of deformation, but 
is probably in excess of 10 000 metres.
The relationships within the above units will be 
discussed further under the various areas,
3.16 Geophysics
A test survey to determine whether seismic methods could be 
used in mapping bedrock profiles over the alluvium covered 
raised river terraces was carried out in July, 1970, at 
Auchas along drill line A 2. The results were very poor 
and the method was considered an ineffective one (Biesheuvel, 
1970).
In spite of this, it was felt that further seismic tests were 
warranted, mainly to determine whether the above results were 
typical of the area as a whole.
Three seismic refraction profiles were surveyed at Daberas, 
and some electrical resistivity measurements were made to 
determine the usefulness of this technique in July, 1971 
(Biesheuvel, 1971).
In addition a number of unsuccessful tests were attempted 
using a Jallander magnetometer to ascertain whether any 
magnetic anomalies could be detected within the terrace 
gravel deposits, perhaps indicative of areas of greater 
alluvial fill.
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(a) Seismic Work
The field procedure adopted was one of continuous profiling. 
Three complete traverses were made ; the first parallel to 
Trench 1, the second along drill line DL 1 and the third 
along drill line DL 5.
With the exception of the profile along DL 5, the seismic 
profiles at Daberas were characterised by a surface zone 
with a low velocity of 250 - 1 000 metres per second. A 
similar surface low velocity zone (500 - 1 000 metres per 
second) was also found at Auchas. This low velocity zone 
is the equivalent of the surface alluvium and of the poorly 
compacted surface gravel.
DL 5 shows a low velocity zone ranging from 360 - 1 560 metres 
per second. This coincides with the development of a surface 
calcrete cement, passing with depth into an extremely well 
indurated conglomerate which probably accounts for the high 
velocities so close to the surface.
All the traverses made showed a distinct intermediate velocity 
zone with values ranging from 1 000 to 2 950 metres per second. 
These velocities belong to the river terrace gravels themselves, 
and can be further sub-divided into two broad groups, one with 
a velocity of 1 000 to +  1 800 metres per second, and one with 
a velocity of 1 750 to +  2 950 metres per second. The former 
is thought to be the equivalent of the poorly compacted gravels, 
whilst the latter is probably the equivalent of the more 
compacted and often heavily cemented gravels.
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At Auchas, velocities of 1 600 to 3 000 metres per second 
were attributed to 'weathered bedrock' and a considerably 
higher velocity, between 4 500 and 5 950 metres per second 
could be identified as 'fresh bedrock'.
The bedrock at Daberas, however, returned velocities of 
4 000 to 6 000 metres per second, depending upon the type 
of bedrock encountered,
A diagrammatic interpretation of the different velocities 
found is shown in Fig. 11,
(b) Electrical Resistivity Work
Limited resistivity tests were carried out, namely two 
depth probes and two constant separation traverses, and it 
was concluded that there was no hope of obtaining bedrock 
profiles with the desired degree of detail and accuracy,
(c) Magnetometer Work
A series of ten traverses were made across the complete 
terrace system at Daberas using a Jallander Magnetometer, 
in order to ascertain whether the deep incised alluvium 
filled portion of the Proto-Orange valley between drill 
lines DLC-W8 and DLC-WIO could be differentiated from the 
surrounding country rock.
The results showed that, although various anomalies were 
detected, there is no obvious differentiation detectable 
within the sensitivity range of the instrument.
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Gravity traverses over the terraces and monitoring of 
radiation (e.g. gamma-ray logging) within the gravels 
were not attempted.
Two scintillometer traverses were made, one at Daberas 
and one at Arrisdrif, but the results of these were 
disappointing. Local anomalies were detected, but 
these were found to be- attributable to local 
thickening of the calcrete at the terrace surface.
3.17 Ethnology
Remains of early lithic cultures can be found in all six areas 
of river terrace accumulation. Little collecting and 
classification has been undertaken in the past, and certainly 
no systematic study has been made. During the present 
investigation, a total of 178 artefacts was discovered in the 
course of routine mapping and prospecting operations. The 
distribution of artefacts and engravings is shown in Fig. 12,
The majority (129) of these implements were of the large 
pointed "hand-axe", "coup-de-poing" or "boucher" type with the 
exception of seven possible "scrapers". The former range in 
size from 9 to 18 cm long, are rudely symmetrical and trimmed 
more or less regularly on one or both sides with an irregular 
median ridge, but without secondary flaking on the edges.
On some specimens, part of the original surface of the clast 
has been retained to form a thick end or butt. The majority 
of these artefacts are fashioned from the silcrete and quartzite 
clasts forming the bulk of the river gravels, although one 
specimen was found made from white vein quartz.
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It is thought that all of these stone implements are 
probably referable to the Stellenbosch Culture of the 
Earlier Stone Age, and are probably Chelles-Acheul in age.
According to Du Toit (1954) and Oakley (1967), a Chellean 
age would be roughly equivalent to a "Late Lower Pleistocene" 
or "Early Mid-Pleistocene" age. If this correlation is 
correct, then this would provide an upper dating limit for 
the deposition of the Orange River Terraces: there being no
evidence to suggest that the artefacts, which were all found 
on the surface, have been transported by the river, or 
"imported" by other means (such as human migration).
On the lower terrace levels (Terrace II) at Auchas Lower, 
several fine, shapely chips and small artefacts were noted 
in the vicinity of drill line AL 2, These were all scrapers, 
commonly two to five centimetres long and showed marked 
"nibbling" along the margins and are more compact. It Is 
thought these may be representative of a Middle Stone Age,
4. GEOLOGY OF THE INDIVIDUAL RIVER AREAS
It is proposed to deal with the geology of the various areas 
in the chronological sequence of the excavations and drilling 
so that an idea of the evolution of the interpretations can be 
made.
In order to avoid tedious descriptions of the individual pit 
and drill line results, the full detailed accounts of the 
investigations are given in Appendix I,
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4.1 DA BE PAS
4.1.1 Introduction
The Daberas area is situated about 70 kilometres upstream 
from the river mouth and lies on the north bank of the 
Orange River between Obib and Auchas (see Fig. 3),
4.1.2 General Geology
The Daberas loop is situated on the margin of an antiform 
which deforms the sediments of the Gariep Group, and this 
antiform extends to the north into the Obib area (see Figs. 10 
and 13), The base of the succession is not seen, and 
the top is only poorly exposed in the extreme northwest 
of the area. Here a series of small isolated outcrops 
are seen to protrude through the overlying cover of the 
edge of the Obib dune field. The succession, assigned to 
the Hilda Formation by Kroner (1974), consists of a series 
of calcareous quartzites, dolomites, phyllites, arenites, 
sub-greywackes, and thin dolomitic calcarenites, with a 
series of apparently conformable alternations of phyllites 
and cobble psephites towards the top. The succession is 
shown in Table 6 and is comparable with that of McMillan 
(1968).
4.1.3 River Terraces
The river deposits consist of an accumulation of aggraded 
material and form the terrace gravels at Daberas (Dewar,
1968). Drilling and subsequent pitting has shown that 
these terraces can be broadly divided into an Upper Older 
Group and a Lower Younger Group, the division being based 
on a combination of surface elevation, bedrock elevation 
and to a lesser degree on the petrology of the sediments 
themselves (Fig. 13),
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PLATE: 3
View at Daberas looking west from top of Terrace II 
showing Terrace la, Ib and Ic surfaces.
ti
PLATE: 4
Daberas - view of Trench I which is cut across Terrace II, 
Trench length 760 m, cliff in background is in the 
Richtersveld.
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TABLE 6
HILDA FORMATION OF THE GARIEP GROUP AT DABERAS
Daberas Succession McMillan* s Succession (1968)
8. Porphyroblastic gneiss
7. Dolomite
6. Arkosic grit, quartzite, 
conglomerate
5. Mica schist, phyllite
4. Calcareous quartzite
3, Sub-greywacke, phyllite, 
conglomerate
2, Dolomite, phyllite, 
calcareous quartzite
1. Calcareous quartzite
Applogranite, porphyroblastic 
gneiss
Dolomites, marble, 
impersistent tillite
Arkosic grit, quartzite, 
conglomerate
Mica schist, phyllite
Calcareous quartzite
Sub-greywacke, phyllite, . 
tillite, conglomerate
Limestone, phyllite, 
calcareous quartzite
Calcareous quartzite, 
limestone
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The terms 'Upper Older Group' and 'Lower Younger Group' 
are both used informally to refer to the appropriate 
terrace assemblages. Technically it would be more 
correct to refer formally to an 'Upper Terrace Formation' 
and a 'Lower Terrace Formation' (terminology after 
Bishop, 1967). This, however, has not been done, as it 
is felt that the informal usage of the terra 'Group' here 
conveys more effectively the nature of the terrace deposits.
The area is broadly divided into an eastern and western 
section by a major dolomite ridge which provided a barrier 
during the Older Group times, and formed the boundary 
between two 'compartments' within the river.
The Older Group of terraces corresponds to Terraces I, la,
Ib and Ic and also include part of the terrace formerly 
mapped by Dewar as Terrace II, This is, in fact. Terrace I 
material which has been planed to a Terrace II level;
This terrace is termed Terrace Id. The surface elevation 
of the Older Group of terraces at Daberas ranges from 
70 metres above river level (86 metres above mean sea level) 
down to 39 metres above river level (55 metres above mean 
sea level), the degree of dissection and post-depositional 
modification controlling the present level. The bedrock 
elevation ranges from about 70 metres above river level 
(86 metres above mean sea level) to 34 metres above river 
level (50 metres above mean sea level) with an apparent 
minimum of 26 metres above river level (40 metres above mean 
sea level) though this latter figure may occasionally be 
reduced locally if overdeepening of the river bed within 
a pool is very great.
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Tlie second terrace group, the oldest of the Younger Group, 
consists essentially of Terrace II with a surface elevation 
ranging from 39 metres above river level (55 metres above 
mean sea level) down to 24 metres above river level (40 
metres above mean sea level): the bedrock elevation for
Terrace II normally occurs within 16 - 34 metres above 
river level (32 - 50 metres above mean sea level), though 
overdeepening by the river may cause scouring to 14 metres 
above river level (30 metres above mean sea level).
Terrace III lies below the level of Terrace II. The surface 
elevations for Terrace III range from 24 metres above river 
level (40 metres above mean sea level) down to 16 metres 
above river level (32 metres above mean sea level), whilst 
the bedrock varies from 20 metres above river level (36 metres 
above mean sea level) to 5 metres above river level (21 metres 
above mean sea level).
On the present floodplain of the Orange River, two other 
recent terraces have been observed, namely Terrace IV and 
Terrace V, at 15 and 6 metres above river level (31 and 22 
metres above mean sea level) respectively, but these have 
not been studied in detail, ^
The distribution of the different terrace systems at Daberas 
clearly shows that the course of the Proto-Orange is 
considerably removed from the present course of the river.
For the most part, the fossil course of the Proto-Orange 
is bounded on the one flank by bedrock (overlain by colluvium). 
The "interface" between the Older Group of terraces and the 
Younger Group of terraces is often marked by bedrock outcrops 
on the surface, or by definite buried bedrock divides which 
can be detected in the drill hole profiles. The distribution 
of these divides and outcrops delineates the limits of the 
Proto-Orange course.
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4.1.4 Investira tion
The Investigation of the Daberas area was conducted by 
drilling 24 lines of holes across the terraces, with a 
borehole interval of 50 metres on each line. Intermediate 
holes, at 25 metre intervals, were drilled as required.
In all, 423 holes totalling 7 606 metres were drilled.
A summary of the holes drilled is given in Table 7.(Fig.14)
In addition, three trenches and 149 pits of various types 
were excavated to provide additional information.
4.1.5 Results (for detailed results, see Appendix I 9.1)
In September, 1969, the excavation of a series of small 
pits, approximately 5 x 1  metres in size, was begun in the 
deep present-day gullies which dissect the terraces at 
Daberas.
Within some of the gullies (e.g. in DG 1, 2, 3 and 4), 
certain localities occur where the bedrock exposed in the 
gully walls is definitely cut by the later terrace. The 
first pit. Prospecting Pit 1, is situated against one of 
the small bedrock cliffs in a gully wall in DG 4, and was 
excavated to bedrock. Approximately 9 cubic metres (in 
situ) of material was excavated, and a typical 'channel* 
type gravel was intersected at 42 metres above river level 
(58 metres above mean sea level). The gravel exposed is a 
boulder-cobble quartzite gravel, with a good small cobble- 
pebble gravel infill and a greenish buffy-silty-fine sand 
matrix when fresh; the whole containing abundant epidosite, 
small bedrock chips and garnets - mainly pyrope and almandine,
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PLATE : 5 L
Williams LLDH Drill : auger in action withdrawing gravel from 
drill hole. Scale 1,4 m across auger flight.
PLATE: 6
Gully DGl at Daberas cut through Terrace I gravels before 
mail excavations were begun. Gravel behind vehicle is 34 
metres thick.
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Prospecting Pit 2 was excavated at the foot of a bedrock 
cliff in the next gully (DG 3) about 300 metres to the 
east of Prospecting Pit 1. This pit intersected a 
similar gravel to that encountered in Prospecting Pit Ij 
the petrology differing only in the percentage of clay 
present, which was less than in Prospecting Pit 1.
Following the completion of this pit. Prospecting Pits 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 were excavated further along the same 
gully (DG 3), in an attempt to establish the lateral extent 
of this channel. (it was thought that perhaps this was 
not so much a channel gravel as a typical basal gravel 
infill similar to those recorded within the Vaal River 
system - Du Toit, 1951; Wagner, 1914.) All of these pits, 
with the exception of Prospecting Pit 7, were situated in 
Terrace I gravels, and none contained gravels similar to 
those seen in Prospecting Pits 1 and 2. Prospecting Pit 7 
was excavated in the Lower Group of terraces where Terrace 
II gravels have been planed by post-depositional erosion to 
a Terrace III surface elevation. This pit revealed only 
typical Terrace II gravels. However, another pit. 
Prospecting Pit 8, was then excavated between Prospecting 
Pit 7 and the bedrock step separating the Lower from the 
Upper Group of terraces. This pit contained a more clay- 
rich Terrace II gravel ; a cobble-pebble gravel with a few 
large boulders in a buff-red-brown clay quartzofeldspathic 
sand matrix. The infill was a small pebble grit.
One thousand metres east of the gully containing Prospecting 
Pits 2 - 9  (DG 3), a large gully (DG 1) has cut through the 
river deposits for most of their width. Very close to the 
bedrock cliff at the back of the terrace, where thecchannel 
of the Proto-Orange River traversed the gully, the bedrock 
has been scoured out to form a relatively deep hollow within 
which the subsequently deposited gravels have been preserved.
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FIA TE; 7
Daberas Trench I, note channel cut in basal coarse sands. 
Schist valley floor is 1,3 ra below road. Note calcrete 
over sandy gravels above grey gravel over channel infill. 
Trench wall nine metres high.
PLATE: 8
Channel gravel with floating schist bedrock block; Daberas 
6 m north of Trench I, Pit 27.
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Prospecting Fit 10, sited at the centre of this 'deeper 
area', was excavated to bedrock through 3 metres of gravel: 
a typical 'rusty-orange' channel type gravel.' Prospecting 
Pit 11 was then excavated at the foot of the convex cliff 
of the channel across the line of the probable Proto-Orange.
A bedrock-block rich rusty-orange gravel was intersected.
This is thought to be the lateral extension of that exposed 
in Prospecting Pit 10.
Following the completion of these two excavations, two 
further pits, Prospecting Pits 12 and 13, were then excavated 
to bedrock to the south in the same gully. However, neither 
of them intersected the typical channel gravels.
Fig.15 shows the profile along the donga containing Prospecting 
Pits 1 0 - 1 3 .  The results from the excavation of these 
Prospecting Pits led to the hypothesis that there was probably 
a channel gravel system associated with the bedrock channel 
and cliff at the back of the terrace system at Daberas.
In order to test this hypothesis, it was decided to cut a 
series of trenches through the terraces using conventional 
earthmoving-raachines. The site for the first of these 
trenches. Trench.1, was chosen primarily for its ease of 
access and secondly because it would provide information on 
a poorly dissected section of the terraces.
After seven months of excavation, 107 400 cubic metres 
(193 000 tons) of ground have been moved. Pitting in the 
partially excavated trench was then carried out and.was 
completed some five months later in February, 1971. It was 
then concluded that this type of excavation was unsatisfactory 
because of its slowness and because of its high cost. .
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PLATE : 9
t \
Top of a typical fine cycle. Note coarse 
cross bedding and base of cobble gravel 
unit. Scale 1 m between the white lines. 
Daberas Trench I, Pit 27.
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However, the sections exposed within Trench 1, are most 
informative, and they subsequently proved of great value 
in interpretting and correlating the findings of the 
drilling programme. Furthermore, the exposures reveal 
the tremendous variation in lithology which can be found 
in this type of deposit over a very short distance, both 
vertically and horizontally. Careful logging of the 
trench has proved disappointing in attempting to define, 
or "pigeon-hole" the gravel types; a broad division into 
different types is, however, possible.
Interpretation of the sections within Trench 1, suggested 
that a channel type deposit existed between Pits 27 and 28.
A second channel deposit, a probable point bar deposit, 
extends from Pit 2 to Pit 12, and it may be possible to 
correlate this with the horizon exposed in Prospecting Pit 8.
A double channel is clearly exposed in the side walls of the 
trench between Pit 2 and Pit 3 in the southern part of the 
trench. The gravels here were found to contain abundant 
heavy minerals.
Before the excavation of Trench l.was completed, a dozer was 
used to make a small trench (Trench 6) some 90 metres long 
across the terraces at the extreme western (downstream) end 
of the Daberas loop. Here the sections again proved to be 
most informative, although the information did not become 
meaningful until several pits and drill lines had been 
excavated in the vicinity. The trench was only of limited 
use as it was not completed to bedrock.
During the excavation of Trench 1, it became apparent that 
trenching was not going to be a satisfactory method of . 
investigating the area, A drilling programme, using Steyn's 
and Mangold's jumper-drills, was thus begun. Lines 
approximately 1 000 metres apart were lain out, although this 
interval was later reduced to 500 metres.
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PLATE : 1.0 
Daberas channel gravel,
PLATE: 11
Basal gravel at bottom of D V P . 5, Daberas
The objectives for the drilling programme were primarily 
to obtain as accurate a bedrock profile as possible to 
delineate the fossil river valley and any channels within 
it, and secondly to obtain all possible information from 
the overlying gravel deposits.
The borehole cuttings, as described earlier, were washed, 
sized, and observations were made on the heavy mineral 
content.
The drilling programme at Daberas clearly showed that the 
deposits of Terrace I are older than those of Terraces II 
and III, and are truncated by the latter two terraces.
In places, the course of the Proto-Orange River, as marked 
by Terrace I gravels, is considerably removed from the 
younger terraces. (See profile DL 3 and DL 7.)
The Proto-Orange valley was of the order of 38 metres above 
river level (50 metres above mean sea level), whilst the 
Terrace II platform appeared to be considerably lower at 
circa 20 metres above river level (36 metres above mean sea 
level).
In order to assess the results of the jumper-drilling, and 
in an attempt to sample the gravels within the basal channels, 
it was decided to excavate a series of "Deep Vertical Pits" 
(DVP). The DVP's initially had an internal timbered dimension 
of 1,53 metres by 1,83 metres (5 ft. by 6 ft.), but this was 
later reduced to 1,22 metres by 1,22 metres (4 ft. by 4 ft.) 
in order to speed up the rate of excavation.
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Fig, 16 shows the DVP profiles. The excavation of these 
DVP's at Daberas was of great use in verifying the drilling 
results, and in conclusively proving the presence of absence 
of floating channels within the terrace mass.
Because of the slow rate of excavation of the DVP's, a 
Hugh Williams LLDH Auger Drill was brought to Daberas in 
November, 1970, to establish whether this type of drill could 
penetrate the Orange River gravels rapidly and economically. 
The Williams Drill is capable of excavating a hole, from 
86 cm (34 inches) to 152 cm (60 inches) in diameter depending 
on the size of auger fitted, to a depth of 36,5 metres (120 
feet). With the aid of steel casings and a small hoist it 
is possible for a person to be lowered down the drill hole 
to examine the formations penetrated.
During the testing of the Williams Drill, four lines of holes 
(see Fig.17 ), prefixed WD to distinguish them from churn 
drill holes, were excavated. The profiles from these lines 
are shown in Fig. 17,
The drill proved incapable of penetrating the gravels where 
they are extremely hard and well-indurated by a calcareous 
cement, although the machine could penetrate loose formations. 
Because of the limitations of the drill, the tests were 
terminated after the test drilling of the four lines.
The jumper-drilling continued throughout this test period, 
and proved that Terrace I (older) gravels are clearly absent 
from the upstream (eastern) portion of the Daberas area.
It was also noted that the Terrace I bedrock platform is not 
preserved (see Profile DL 10). If the relative garnet 
concentrations for the borehole zones are plotted on the 
profile, a pattern of "Highs" and "Lows" can be observed which
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PLATE: 12
Channel gravel. Note gypsum cast of clast, Daberas.
PLATE: 13
Channel gravel: note Infill and packing. Daberas,
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resembles the channel shapes and cross-sections predicted 
by Allen (1965), and corresponding to the heavy mineral 
concentration sites for- ephemeral streams noted by Joyce 
(1972). Within the gravel pile forming Terrace II, a 
surface calcrete, together with a second, buried, fossil 
calcrete were noted. This suggests that there might have 
been a period of considerable stillstand during the 
deposition of Terrace II.
The drilling also revealed that the dolomite outcrop which 
crosses the terraces between DL 3 and DL 4 (see Fig. 13), 
and upon which the trigonometrical beacon "Limie" is situated, 
has undoubtedly been a major influence in the development 
of the river system. It appears that the fossil Proto-Orange 
River flowed down as far as the dolomite ridge and was 
deflected northwards for some 800 metres before finally 
breaching the dolomite barrier and eroding the impressive 
gorge intersected by line DL 3. The point of breaching along 
this dolomite outcrop is also of interest in as much that it 
lies at the intersection of the dolomite horizon and the 
extension of a series of small calcite infilled fractures, 
and this must have been an area of weakness. The fact that 
the dolomite itself formed a considerable barrier to the 
river also indicates that the former climate must have been 
relatively arid, since the dolomites are more resistant to 
weathering under warm arid conditions than under temperate 
or humid conditions (King, 1963, p. 20; Thomas, 1974.) 
Furthermore, the presence of calcrete in some of the gravels 
from DL 10 and the replacement of some of the limonitic 
staining of the gravels in DG 3 (see below) by calcrete is 
stated to be indicative of a change to more arid conditions 
(Bryan and Albritton, 1942; Thornbury, 1969).
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PLATE: 14
Diamictite containing large block at Daberas,
PLATE: 15
Diamictite at Daberas showing high proportion of gneissic 
clasts.
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This dolomite barrier has been breached by the river in the 
Lower Group terrace times, and again by the present-day 
Orange River further to the south, A projecting spur of 
dolomite is still actively deflecting the present day river 
whilst the underlying mixtite is undergoing relatively rapid 
erosion.
This dolomite ridge thus formed a barrier, possibly marked 
a temporary end to one compartment of the river, and probably 
marked a nick point. The latter retreated upstream to a 
position between DLC-W6 and DG 3, as over-deepening of the 
valley floor can be traced this far, (See Profile DLC-W8, 
DLC-W7, DL 4, DG 4,)
Over-deepening and a change in the cross-section of the 
Proto-Orange valley around the ox-bow centred on the 
trigonometrical beacon "Limie" is pronounced. At DL 3, the 
valley is some 600 metres wide with a deep portion some 
150 to 200 metres wide on the outside of the bend. At DL 2, 
the valley is 600 metres wide with a wider deep area some 
250 metres wide. Further downstream at DLC-WIO, the valley 
is a mere 100 metres across, and at DLC-Sl, this has widened 
to 200 metres with a deep section between 50 and 75 metres 
wide. At this point there is evidence of a second channel 
at a higher elevation and this becomes more apparent in the 
profile of DLC-S2 some 500 metres further downstream, close 
to the truncated limit of the Terrace I outcrop.
Upon the completion of the jumper-drilling at Daberas, 
several more prospecting pits were excavated in the present 
day gullies dissecting Terrace I, These pits not only acted 
as checks on the original prospecting pits, but also provided 
useful information about the sedimentary sequences within the 
gravels. The results from these pits suggested that some of 
the channel gravels, exposed in DG 1, are 'floating' within 
the terrace gravels and do not rest directly upon the bedrock,
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except at the base of the cliff to the north. Instead, 
the channel tongues out and thins to the south: that is
to say towards the point bar. This observation is 
supported by the evidence within Prospecting Pits 10, 12,
13, 21 and 23, and by Trench 2, where a distinct 'bedrock' 
channel was sampled.
Trench 2 is a line of small 4 by 1 metre pits excavated in 
the floor of a small tributary gully which joins DG 1,
In the light of the results of the drilling, DVP and 
prospecting pit excavation, it was decided to carry out 
further work between Trench 2 and DL 4 within Terrace I on 
the basal gravels. This was to be an attempt to determine 
more precisely the distribution of channel gravels across the 
Proto-Orange valley.
This area was chosen firstly because the gravel sequence was 
dissected by four major gullies (within which prospecting 
pits had previously been excavated) which had locally removed 
almost all of the 18 to 30 metres of overburden. Secondly, 
the size of the area, approximately 1 250 metres by 200 metres, 
was felt to be a reasonable size upon which to start any 
interpretation which might, subsequently, be meaningfully 
applied to the rest of Daberas,
Four lines of pits were planned. These lines were named, 
from east to west, line DG 1, which corresponds to the gully 
containing Prospecting Pits 10 - 13 and 20 - 23; DG 2, which 
corresponds to Prospecting Pits 14, 24, and 25; DG 3, which 
contains Prospecting Pits 2 - 9  and 2 6 - 2 7 ,  and DG 4, which 
contains Prospecting Pits 1, 28 and 29,
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The results of the pitting along line DG 1 are summarised 
in Fig. 18, It can be seen that, in the northern half, 
there is a major ’rusty-orange' gravel forming a channel 
fill deposit and, towards the south, this tongues out to 
form possible point bar deposits.
The exact relationship between the gravels at the northern 
and the southern ends of the gully could not be proved 
because of a major slump in the gully wall. It is probable, 
however, that the sequence exposed in the south represents 
the lateral extension of the former river channel as either 
a simple overspill deposit, or an overspill deposit between 
two channels within a braided section of the river, perhaps 
across a riffle. It is probable that the two 'upper' 
horizons are lateral parts of the same unit.
It is interesting to note the persistent sandstone member 
some 4 - 6  metres above the valley floor. Elsewhere on 
the Orange-Vaal Ri.vers, a sandstone unit has been often noted 
capping some four or more metres of the 'basal' gravels 
(Du Toit, 1951; Wagner, 1914).
The relationship of the tongues of gravel suggests that there 
has been a complex series of deposition, partial erosion and 
further deposition cycles.
Fig, 19 shows the profile along line DG 2, It is thought 
that the horizon exposed at the base of DG 2 - Pit 26 is a 
remnant of the original basal gravel, and that this is overlain 
by the successive debouchements of gravel; the pattern of 
units together with the bedding suggests a lateral migration 
of the river channel to the north.
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Pitting along line DG 3 (see Fig, 20 ) revealed a very 
distinct, extremely well packed, gravel in DG 3 - Pit 1 
as an obvious channel at an elevation of 49 metres above 
river level (65 metres above mean sea level). A similar 
gravel, with a poorer packing, extends from DG 3 - Pit 6 
at least as far as DG 3 - Pit 41.
Of especial interest is the preservation of a dark brown 
horizon (probably due to ironstaining) with small calcareous 
nodules and cracked clasts very similar to the sun cracked 
quartzite clasts found on the present-day desert surface.
This horizon is thought to represent a remnant of a fossil 
land surface.
Fig. 21 shows the profile along line DG 4, The bedrock 
profile can be seen to fall from 44 metres above river level 
(60 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - Pit 1 to 30 metres 
above river level (46 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - 
Pit 46. From this point the schist rises to 40 metres above 
river level (56 metres above mean sea level) at Prospecting 
Pit 28 and peaks again at 44 metres above river level (60 
metres above mean sea level) at DG 4- Pit 46 before falling 
slowly to circa 41 metres above river level (57 metres above 
mean sea level) between DG 4 - Pit 51 and DG 4 - Pit 81, 
after which the bedrock rises to outcrop just to the south 
of borehole DL 4/33 at 42 metres above river level (58 metres 
above mean sea level).
The exposures clearly show a well defined channel incised 
into a quartzofeldspathic gravel horizon at 43 metres above 
river level (59 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - Pit 81, 
Both this floating channel and the underlying quartzofeldspathic 
gravel cut across the underlying horizons and represent the 
latest depositional phase within the section/ Further to the
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, at DG 4 - Pit 26, the sequence suggests an earlier 
itional phase preserved in a deeper area. The 
e relationship is unfortunately not clear because 
i incomplete exposure in this area.
4, rotation
OS of projected bedrock profiles were plotted for the 
l ines at Daberas (see Figs, 22 a n d  23 ) and from these, 
-.or with the terrace surface profiles, a probable 
y of events at Daberas was constructed. Table 8 
ises the history of events,
oears that at Daberas there was a prolonged period of 
into an early valley floor - perhaps Tertiary 
■cene) - interspersed with local deposition which 
or the most part subsequently eroded to leave only 
a'c patches of gravel, followed by the deposition of the 
Group gravels of Terrace I, on a valley floor at 
1Lcly 38 metres above river level (54 metres above 
-a level),
.cipletion of the aggradational cycle of Terrace I 
ion was followed, or more probably was terminated, by 
or negative change in base level which accounted for 
apid rejuvenation of the river together with a lateral 
’‘on to a new course, Downcutting and deposition 
:ounger Group gravels or Terrace II), followed before 
Cher fall in base level caused the erosion of the 
ce III bedrock platform at about 20 metres above river 
. (36 metres above mean sea level), and the erosion of 
els followed by a subsequent period of aggradation to 
Che Lower Younger Group gravels (Terrace III),
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At Daberas, It cannot be established whether this Lower 
Younger Group of gravels was subsequently modified by 
erosion, or whether the morphology observed is the result 
of aggradation.
A fourths major period of downcutting beneath the present- 
day river is inferred from the two well points drilled in 
the present river bed (12 and 14 metres deep respectively), 
neither of which reached bedrock. This stage appears to 
have been followed by the deposition of material to form 
the present floodplain. Subsequent erosion has entrenched 
the present-day river within this floodplain.
The evolution of the lower, more recent, portions of the 
sequence are demonstrated more effectively elsewhere (see 
sections on Auchas Lower and Sendelingsdrif),
4,2 OBIB
4.2.1 Introduction
The Obib loop lies on the north bank of the Orange River 
about five kilometres upstream from Daberas and approximately 
85 kilometres from the river mouth,
4.2.2 General Geology
The Obib loop is situated across the core of an antiform 
which deforms the sediments of the Gariep Group. The base 
of the succession is not exposed at Obib, and the top is not 
found within the area. The succession consists of a series 
of sub-greywackes and intercalated thin dolomitic calcarenites, 
overlain in the extreme east by an apparently conformable 
cyclic alternation of phyllites and cobble psephites. In 
the west, the phyllites and psephites appear to be absent 
and are replaced by calcareous quartzites, mica schists, 
phyllites and sub-greywackes. The succession is comparable 
with that of McMillan (1968) and has been dealt with in 
greater detail above (vide Daberas).
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Upon the high ground above the present-day river valley, 
there is a distinct erosion level between 90 and 120 metres 
above mean sea level (71 - 101 metres above river level), 
which creates an overall impression of a major valley at 
about 100 metres above mean sea level. It is thought that 
this erosion level is the valley-plain equivalent of the 
Late Tertiary Namib erosion cycle.
The 100 metre platform contains the Orange River valley and 
its former aggraded courses, and can be traced from 
Sendelingsdrif, From the size of this former valley and 
from the pattern of fossil river meanders, it appears 
probable that the fossil meanders of the Proto-Orange have 
been superimposed from the Mio-Pliocene peneplain,
4.2.3 River Terraces
The distribution of the terraces at Obib is shown in Fig, 24,
The aggraded river deposits, described by Dewar (1968) and 
Fowler (1971, 1972), form three distinct terrace levels at 
Obib and can be divided into the Older (Upper) Group, and 
the Younger (Lower) Group gravels, which correspond to 
Terrace I, Terrace II and Terrace III, This division is 
based on a combination of surface elevation, bedrock elevation, 
and, to a lesser degree on the petrology of the sediments 
themselves.
The terrace surface elevations correspond well with those 
found at Daberas. Terrace I at Obib is between 51 - 60 
metres above river level ( 7 0 - 7 9  metres above mean sea 
level); Terrace II between 36 - 44 metres above river level 
(57 - 63 metres above mean sea level) and Terrace III about 
19 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea level).
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As will be shown below, there is also a good correlation 
between the bedrock elevations beneath the respective terraces 
between the two areas. The present floodplain, comprised 
of Terrace V, lies at six metres above river level (25 metres 
above mean sea level),
4.2.4 Investigation
The investigation at Obib was conducted by drilling five 
lines across the terraces. Originally only two lines, BL 1 
and BL 2 were planned, 800 metres apart with a borehole 
interval of 50 metres on each line. However, whilst the 
drilling was in progress, it became clear that it was 
necessary to drill three additional lines. Line BL 3 was 
selected to cover the narrowest portion of Terrace III; 
line BL 4 was selected to investigate a possible channel 
remnant on the edge of Terrace I which had been located along 
BL 2, and BL 5 was drilled some 500 metres west of BL 2 to 
verify whether the bedrock channel discovered beneath Terrace 
I along BL 2 persisted further downstream.
In all, 55 holes totalling 854 metres were drilled. A 
summary of these holes is given in Table 9,
4.2.5 Results
Drill line BL 1, situated at the extreme eastern, upstream, 
end of Terrace II proved conclusively that the gravels preserved 
here are the aggradational products of Terrace II deposition, 
and rest on a Terrace II bedrock platform. This bedrock 
platform has been dissected to produce two distinct bedrock . 
channels. An upper channel at circa 15 metres above river ■
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TABLE 9
SmiMARY OF PERCUSSION DRILLING AT OBIB
Line
Total No. 
of Holes 
Drilled
Holes 
Completed 
to Bedrock
Holes 
Abandoned 
(& %)
Total No. 
of Metres 
Drilled Remarks
BL 1 15 10 5 '(33%) 347 Continually ' 
caving ground 
throughout 
Terrace II
BL 2 21 12 9 (43%) 312 Continually 
caving ground 
throughout 
Terrace II, 
especially near 
bedrock
BL 3 6 6 Nil 81
BL 4 4 4 Nil 42
BL 5 9 9 Nil 82
TOTAL 55 41 14 (25%) 864
Average depth of hole: 16,0 metres
% of holes reaching bedrock: 75%
Drilling commenced: 6th June, 1972
Drilling completed: 23rd August, 1972
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level (34 metres above mean sea level) between holes BLl/O 
and BLl/ll, and a lower channel, the base of which was not
reached (due to the loose nature of the formation) but
which is below 11 metres above river level (30 metres above 
mean sea level) between BLl/ll and BLl/23. These two 
channel areas can be clearly seen on the profile BL 1.
There is a third possible channel area, albeit a very narrow 
one, between BLl/25 and BLl/27 and this is thought to occur 
at approximately•19 metres above river level (38 metres above 
mean sea level).
Drill line BL 2, situated approximately 800 metres downstream, 
i.e. to the west of BL 1, crosses the Older (Upper) Group of 
terraces as well as the Younger Group. The profile BL 2 
demonstrates that the upper terrace bedrock platform has been 
channelled in three areas to give a high level channel at 
circa 41 metres above river level (60 metres above mean sea 
level) at the site of hole BL2/5; an intermediate level 
channel between holes BL2/9 and BL2/15, the base of which
was not reached due to the loose nature of the formation, but
is inferred to occur at about 35 metres above river level 
(54 metres above mean sea level), and a low level channel 
remnant below holes BL2/21 and BL2/23 at 31 metres above river 
level (50 metres above mean sea level) which has subsequently 
been truncated during the erosional cycle which entrenched 
the basal bedrock channel of Terrace II.
Unfortunately, due to the unconsolidated nature of the gravels 
forming Terrace II along line BL 2, no holes between BL2/29 
and BL2/39 reached bedrock. However, the deepest hole,
BL2/33, was abandoned at 10 metres above river level (29 metres 
above mean sea level) which suggests that the lowest (circa 
11 metres above river level: 30 metres above mean sea level)
channel encountered beneath line BL 1 persists beneath this 
area.
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Line BL 3 commenced on top of Terrace II near the 
trigonometrical beacon "Arrac" and then descended onto 
Terrace III. The profile, BL 3, clearly shows that the 
bedrock platform at circa 12 metres above river level (31 
metres above mean sea level) is probably a result of the 
Terrace II bedrock planation cycle, whereas the surface 
elevation of circa 18 metres above river level (37 metres 
above mean sea level) represents erosion of the pre-existing 
Terrace II gravels to give a Terrace III surface elevation.
It is interesting to note that the same planation of 
previously deposited Terrace II gravels above a Terrace II 
bedrock planation to give a Terrace III surface elevation 
is shown at Daberas in Prospecting Pit 8,
Drill line BL 4 was drilled at an angle to BL 2 to clarify 
the interpretation of the possible bedrock channel remnant 
encountered beneath BL2/21 and BL2/23, The profile BL 4, 
together with the exposed bedrock outcrops immediately to 
the west and southwest of the drill line (see Fig, 24 ), 
shows that if a former channel was present at this locality, 
it must have swung sharply to the south beneath holes BL4/9 
and BL4/11, The small piece of channel which has been 
preserved is thought to be the remaining outside section of 
a former bend in a channel which has, for the most part, been 
subsequently eroded.
Drill line BL 5 was drilled to the west of line BL 2 to 
verify whether the bedrock channel found beneath Terrace I 
persisted in this area. Profile BL 5 shows a high channel 
at 43 metres above river level (62 metres above mean sea level) 
between holes BL5/1 and BL5/3 at the very edge of the terrace, 
which is thought to be an extension of the high level channel
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(41 metres above river level: 60 metres above mean sea
level) encountered below BL 2* Beneath BL5/11 there is 
a distinct, albeit narrow, channel incised to 34 metres 
above river level (53 metres above mean sea level) which 
is believed to correspond to the intermediate (35 metres 
above river level: 54 metres above mean sea level)
channel found along line BL 2,
The garnet counts conducted on the boreholes showed three 
things. First, the anomaly in the background counts between 
the Younger and Older Terrace Groups noted at Daberas - 
where the Younger Group contains much higher values than the 
Older Group - persists at Obib, suggesting that the local 
garnetiferous formations were subjected to greater erosion 
during Younger Terrace Group times, and were possibly only 
just exposed or were for the most part still concealed 
during Older Terrace Group times. Secondly, some of the 
bedrock channels contain high concentrations of garnets not 
only in their deeper areas, but also frequently on their 
margins, which suggests either a banking up of the relatively 
dense material which was being transported by the river, or 
a dumping of material on the banks (probably in times of 
flood), or both. Thirdly, the distribution of high garnet ' 
concentrations follows a definite pattern along the drill 
line profiles for lines BL 1 and BL 2 below Terrace II 
indicating the possible migratory course of a meandering 
and aggrading river channel both horizontally across the 
river valley and vertically upwards through the deposit.
This pattern is also seen to a lesser degree below Terrace I 
on profile BL 2, suggesting a possible high elevation channel 
at circa 51 metres above river level (70 metres above mean 
sea level) below BL2/15 floating within the body of the 
gravel deposits.
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Thé garnet values are shown on the profiles for each 
drill line.
The morphology of the Terrace II deposits together with 
their heavy mineral anomalies suggests that the relatively 
high (topographically) area of Terrace II along the outer 
terrace margin (between BLl/21 and BLl/27, and between BL2/37 
and BL2/39) could represent the final aggraded course of the 
Proto-Orange before a new cycle of downcutting to Terrace III 
levels began. It is conceivable that the relatively low 
area between BLl/9 and BLl/13, and between BL2/29 and BL2/35, 
corresponds to a "collapse" feature over the buried bedrock 
channels. Whilst this is acceptable for line BL 2, it 
does not seem feasible for line BL 1, and it is thought that 
this small present-day "valley" thus corresponds to a former 
river swale, modified by subsequent present-day drainage.
4.2.6 Interpretation
A series of projected profiles was plotted for-the drill 
lines at Obib (see Fig. 25), and from these, together with 
the terrace surface profiles, a probable history of events 
at Obib was constructed.
At Obib, downcutting into the Mio-Pliocene valley floor, 
similar to that encountered at Daberas, is inferred. This 
was interspersed with local deposition which has subsequently 
been completely eroded without leaving any sedimentary remnants,
This established the Proto-Orange valley floor at approximately 
35 metres above river level (54 metres above mean sea level), 
which was encountered on lines BL 2 and BL 5. The deposition 
of the Upper Group gravels of Terrace I then followed.
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With the termination of the Terrace I aggradational cycle, 
erosion scoured out most of the Terrace I sediments and 
carved the Lower .Group river valley at a lower level.
The remnants of the Terrace I deposits are preserved today 
at Obib solely by the nature of their position relative to 
the meander belt of the river. The Terrace II stream 
failed to remove these gravels as they are protected by 
the pre-existing valley wall at the site of an extremely 
sharp bend in the river (see Fig. 10).
The Terrace II downcutting and deposition was terminated 
by the partial erosion of the Terrace II deposits and the 
entrenchment of a Terrace III system within the Terrace II 
sediments. The profile of BL 3 indicates that no major 
channel feature was carved into the bedrock, and it is mooted 
that the Terrace III surface is probably an erosional rather 
than a deposition feature.
The termination of the Terrace III period marked the 
downcutting of the river beneath its present-day course.
No investigation of this was carried out at Obib, and the 
sequence of events is thought to be similar to those derived 
for Daberas.
4.3 AUCHAS
4,3.1 Introduction
The Auchas area is adjacent to the north bank of the Orange 
River about 12 kilometres do\mstream from Daberas and 
approximately 65 kilometres from the river mouth.
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During the initial investigation of Auchas, from August 
1968, to March 1970, five drill lines were drilled (A1 to 
A5) in the area, and some 190 slit trenches were excavated 
in the terrace margin on the upstream end of the loop to 
provide material and fresh exposures for some clast 
morphology studies (see p. 54).
Following the difficulties encountered and from the 
interpretations of these initial results (see below), the 
site of operations was moved to Daberas in March, 1970, 
until further experience had been gained on this type of 
deposit, and the investigation of the Auchas area was 
subsequently resumed in August, 1972,
4,3.2 General Geology
Auchas is a major cut-off meander loop incised into the 
phyllites of the Grootderm Formation, and appears as_a text 
book illustration of a cut-off meander, with a distinct 
rock hub, on aerial photographs.
The whole area appears to lie at the base of the former 
Mio-Pliocene river valley, and the concordance of the 
present-day peaks - especially when plotted on a series of 
projected topographic profiles - indicates that this was a 
major, mature valley; the valley floor lying between 71 - 
101 metres above river level (90 - 120 metres above mean 
sea level).
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4.3.3 River Terraces
The distribution of the terraces at Auchas is shown in 
Fig. 26.
Typically, the aggraded river deposits are very similar 
to those found at Daberas and Obib, consisting of vast 
accumulations of cobbles, grits, sands and finer materials.
Strongly marked levels have been cut into these sediments to 
form distinct river terraces which occur throughout the area 
at fixed elevations above the level of the present Orange 
River. These levels are comparable with those found at 
Daberas.
4.3.4 Investigation
Tlie investigation of the Auchas area was conducted by drilling 
14 lines of holes across the terraces, with a borehole interval 
of 50 metres on each line.
In all, 248 holes totalling 4 794 metres were drilled. A 
summary of these holes is given in Table 10.
The first phase drilling of lines A1 to A5 revealed that there 
was considerable overdeepening around the Auchas meander 
crest, and that the fluvial sediments persisted throughout 
the area.
4.3.5 Results
Drill line A 1 was drilled roughly across the centre of the 
meander crest and the profile obtained showed a large valley 
some 560 metres wide and 45 metres deep infilled with a 
sequence of sediments. The latter could be broadly divided 
into three units; a basal gravel horizon, approximately
TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF PERCUSSION DRILLING AT AUCHAS
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Total No, 
of Holes 
Line Drilled
Holes Holes Total No,
Completed Abandoned of Metres
to Bedrock (& % ) Drilled Remarks
A 1 ' 9 8 1 (11%) 341 )
A 2 15 15 -
... — ’)
159 ) 
\
A 3 9 9 - 63 )
A 4 27 27 -
- ..."”)
304 )
A 5 14 13 1 ( 7%)
■ . ...)
344 )
Sub­
total 74 72 2 ( 3%) 1 211
A 6 14 14 - 158 )
A
A 7 8 8 - 99 )
-..... \
A 8 25 24 1 ( 4%)
)
320 )
A
A 9 31 31 - 455 )
AlO 9 9 - 108 ) 
A
All 20 16 4 (20%) 562 )
A
A12 22 22 - 749 ) 
)
A13 17 16 1 ( 6%) 659 )
A14 4 4 - 57 ) 
)
A15 12 12 - 253 ) 
)
A16 12 12 - 163 )
Sub­
total 174 168 6 (3,5%) 3 583
Grand
Total 248 240 8 ( 3%) 4 794
Holes drilled in 
the period August 
1968 to March 
1970
Holes abandoned 
in loose sand 
and gravel near 
bottom of holes
Average depth of hole:
% of holes reaching bedrock: 
Drilling commenced:
Drilling completed:
16,0 metres 
97%
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ten metres thick, which is overlain by some 30 metres of 
silts, schist fragments and fine debris followed by a 
capping of five metres or more of locally derived angular 
rubble in a sandy colluvial matrix. In the vicinity of 
a small tributary valley, miniature alluvial fans can be 
discerned.
Preserved within this valley is a second, smaller, valley 
some 300 metres wide which bottoms at about 19 metres above 
river level (32 metres above mean sea level). The profile 
thus appears to have a distinct bedrock bench on the concave 
side of the loop.
In view of the size of this buried valley, a second drill 
line, A  2, was positioned some 900 metres upstream (east) of 
line A 1, The profile obtained revealed a much less well 
defined valley infilled with only about 16 metres of gravels 
and rubble, with a valley floor at circa 26 metres above 
river level (39 metres above mean sea level). It should 
be noted that this drill line was aligned along a recent 
stream bed in order to try and reduce the depth of deposit 
to be drilled.
Some further 400 metres upstream from line A 2, line A 3 
was drilled along another present-day gully. This drill 
line is situated on a relatively straight reach of the fossil 
river, where only a 12 metre thickness of gravel was 
preserved. The valley floor was found to be at approximately 
36 metres above river level (49 metres above mean sea level), 
and the profile revealed this floor to be relatively flat.
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Upon the outer, convex, side of the valley, the river 
gravels are verged by a margin o£ colluvial silts and 
sands.
The completion of the first three drill lines thus 
indicated that a major gravel-filled valley did exist at 
Auchas and that the valley floor appeared to rapidly drop 
downstream to give a phenomenal gradient of approximately 
17 metres in 1 100, or 1 in 65, This contrasts with the 
average gradient of about 1 ; 3 300 for the Lower Orange 
River between Sendelingsdrif and the coast.
It thus became imperative to discover whether this gradient 
was maintained, and line A 4 was drilled about two .^i- 
kilometres downstream from line A 1 where Terrace I and 
Terrace II came into contact with one another.
The profile along line A 4 shows an area of over-deepening, 
bottoming at 23 metres above river level (36 metres above 
mean sea level) below Terrace I, before crossing a low 
divide to a relatively flat floor at 18 metres above river 
level (31 metres above mean sea level) below Terrace II,
Since the bedrock level at the outlet end of the meander is 
thus at a higher elevation than the middle portion, below 
line A 1, two possible explanations were considered. First, 
that the deep portion represented, the normal over-deepening 
found on a bend in a river, or secondly, that this deep area 
might represent an area of over-deepening associated with a 
possible plunge-pool below a 'water-fall’,
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In. order to try and clarify this, line A 5 was drilled 
about 300 metres upstream from line A 1, The profile 
from A 5 is startling.
The broad valley defined by line A 1, is still present 
on line A 5 and is some 550 metres wide with a marked 
bedrock bench on the concave side at 34 metres above river 
level (47 metres above mean sea level). However, the 
smaller second valley - here 200 metres wide - is incised 
a further 24 metres into the bedrock to bottom at ten 
metres above river level (23 metres above mean sea level).
This thus represents an extremely deep area.
There is no geological evidence to be found by careful 
mapping of the exposures on either side of this over-deepened 
area, and certainly no resistant lithological horizon, 
intrusion or fault has been encountered which would account 
for the presence of a waterfall. Projected profiles (see 
below) of the drill lines for the whole Auchas area suggest 
that this must, despite its extreme depth, be an area of 
over-deepening on the outside of the meander. However, the 
evidence is not wholly conclusive (see below) and the only 
way to solve this problem would be to drill a further line 
of holes along the meander thalweg to determine what happens 
between lines A 2 and A 1,
Concurrently with the drilling of lines A 1 to A 5, a series 
of 192 slit trenches, varying from 0,75 to 1,00 metres wide, 
was dug. These pits varied from 25 metres apart on the north 
side of the loop, to 50 metres apart on the south.
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The pits were excavated along the margin of the terraces, 
along the bedrock sediment boundary. In all of the pits, 
the 'back wall' was logged and pebble measurements were 
made. The 'back wall' here is defined as that vertical 
face furthest from the margin of the terrace and, thus, 
the outer extremity of the pit. This method, and the 
results are described above (see p, 54).
The second phase'of drilling of lines A 6 to A 14 was aimed 
at clarifying the Proto-Orange River meander form and of 
probing the terraces.
Lines A 6, A 7 and A 8, together with the lower portion of 
A 9 effectively cover the Terrace II area on the downstream 
side of Auchas (see Fig, 26 ), This bedrock platform of 
Terrace II is here characterised by a series of small channels 
which imparts a rugged appearance. Most of these small 
channels are associated with high heavy mineral concentrations.
The top end of lines A 6, A 7, A 8 and A 9 shows the 
continuation of a possible Terrace I channel configuration in 
the bedrock, which becomes more pronounced towards A 8 and 
A 9, where two separate small "valleys" are found. This 
compares favourably with the two channels noted on DLC-S2 
at the outlet end of Terrace I at Daberas,
The distribution of heavy minerals in relation to these two 
small valleys at Auchas is of interest. The first shallow 
valley is marked by a relative concentration of heavy minerals 
(2% to 3 times the local background), but this increases 
across the dividing ridge (5 to 6 times background) to the 
second valley (3% to 4 times background). This has been
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interpreted as corresponding to either a migrating 
aggrading channel which has subsequently cut dovra through 
the sediment pile, or a whole series of channels. However, 
in view of the proximity of the site to the outlet of a 
sharp bend in the river, this probably marks the dumping 
area for excess load where the stream commenced braiding 
(see section on loci of heavy mineral concentrations above).
Drill line A 10 is a highly significant drill line. The 
profile is of especial interest since the nature of the 
river valley, only 500 metres upstream from line A 9, is 
quite different.
The river valley depicted by line A 10 is about 50 metres 
wide (contrast to +500 metres at A 5 and, for the two 
smaller valleys and dividing ridge, +300 metres for A 9), 
and is eroded to a level of 22 metres above river level 
(35 metres above mean sea level). The valley sides do not 
appear to be as steep as elsewhere (1 in 7 as opposed to 
1 in 5), The whole appears to be relatively devoid of 
high heavy mineral concentrations.
Line A 11, 600 metres upstream from A 10, shows a large 
buried valley again, about 750 metres wide. This large 
valley can be divided into an outer (convex) high level 
valley at 26 metres above river level (39 metres above mean 
sea level) about 250 metres wide, and an inner- low level 
valley some 250 metres wide, with a valley floor lower than 
17 metres above river level (30 metres above mean sea level).
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It thus appears that there has been a considerable narrowing 
of the same large valley. The i' 33.11 valley Itself varies 
from 700 to 850 metres wide and from 42 to 54 metres deep, 
and is divided into two distinct areas. First, there is 
a low level valley at 24 metres above river level (37 metres 
above mean sea level) some 200 metres wide between A 13/5 and 
A 13/13 and secondly a high level valley at 30 metres above 
river level (43 metres above mean sea level) between holes 
A 13/23 and A 13/25, Much of the fossil valley is infilled 
with silts and alluvial rubble.
Some two kilometres further upstream, a short line, line 
A 14, was drilled to provide information on the inlet side 
of the meander, and this line proved a bedrock platform at 
about 38 metres above river level (51 metres above mean sea 
level),
Tc'7o additional lines, A 15 and A 16, were then drilled on 
either side of line A 10 to clarify the geology of the area.
Line A 15 is situated 200 metres upstream from line A 10, 
Here, the profile shows a valley some 450 metres wide with 
a high level platform at 37 metres above river level (50 
metres above mean sea level) and, a lower (20 metres above 
river level; 33 metres above mean sea level) narrower valley 
150 metres wide, on the convex side of the bend between 
holes A 15/13 and A 15/17,
Line A 16, situated some 300 metres downstream from A 10, 
shows a single valley some 150 metres wide between holes 
A 16/7 and A 16/11, bottoming at 19 metres above river level 
(37 metres above mean sea level).
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Beyond Terrace II, a few poorly preserved outliers of 
scattered Terrace III gravels can be seen below lines 
A 8 and A 9. However, much of this area is also capped 
by recent riverine silts forming the present floodplain 
of the Orange River and their extent is therefore unknown.
For a fuller description of the results, see Appendix I 
(pp. 252).
4.3,6 Interpretation
From the above brief descriptions of the drill line profiles, 
two immediate features are apparent. Firstly, between lines 
A 2 and A 8, the fossil valley floor undergoes a considerable 
change in elevation, and secondly, in the vicinity of line 
A 10, the cross section of the fossil valley changes.
It can be clearly seen from the aerial photographs that the 
Auchas loop represents an old cut-off meander, and drilling 
has established the presence of river gravel throughout the 
area of the fossil meander.
It appears, from a study of projected profiles for all the . 
drill lines (see Fig, 27) and from the long profile of the 
Proto-Orange River at Auchas, that the fossil river underwent 
considerable over-deepening in the vicinity of line A 5 on the 
convex side of the meander. As has been mentioned above, 
this over-deepening could be attributable to two causes, 
first, to a waterfall and secondly, to the natural over­
deepening of a meander.
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In view of the tremendous over-deepening (23 metres), it is 
considered that this is surely an excessive depth to attribute 
solely to river scouring on a convex bank, and it is felt 
that some presently obscured change in lithology must play 
a part in the creation of this deepened area. Certainly, 
the gentle rise in bedrock elevation through lines A 13,
A 12 (presumably A 11), A 15, A 10 and A 16 suggest that 
the bedrock is rising again from a pool, but does not provide 
evidence for either a plunge pool below a fall or a river 
scour pool.
At line A 10, the river valley can be seen to be much narrower. 
By plotting the valley wall contours obtainable from the drill 
line profiles, the Proto-Orange River valley can be found to 
maintain a relatively constant width of about 600 metres from 
the inlet to the Auchas meander as far downstream as line A 11.
Downstream from line A 11, the valley starts to contract at 
line A 15 until a maximum of narrowing is encountered in the 
vicinity of line A 10 where a distinct node is formed. Below 
this node at line A 10, the valley widens out again at A 16, 
and deepens as a smaller, tight bend is entered which swings 
the Terrace I valleys beneath the start of drill lines A 8 
and A 9,
Terrace II has clearly followed a different path to that of 
Terrace I and is entirely absent at the upstream end of Auchas, 
However, Terrace II forms a considerable expanse at the outlet 
end of the Auchas loop, and has almost certainly eroded away 
and reworked all of the previously deposited Terrace I 
material beneath lines A 6 to A 9 inclusive, with the exception 
of the material preserved in the relatively deep incised 
Terrace I bedrock channels.
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Furthermore, a comparison of the shelf levels preserved 
around the cut-off loop indicates that at least two major 
'channel complexes' have criss-crossed the Proto-Orange 
River valley in a richochet pattern (see Fig. 28),
The heavy mineral concentrations encountered within the 
boreholes around this cut-off loop are consistent with this 
interpretation.
4,4 AUCHAS LOWER
4,4,1 Introduction
The Auchas Lower area lies on the north bank of the Orange 
River about 20 kilometres downstream from Daberas, and 
35 kilometres upstream from the river mouth. The area lies 
opposite the alluvial diamond mines of "Baken Diamante Edms. 
Beperk" at Xeis and Koeskop in the Republic,
The high level gravels of Terrace I are only poorly 
represented at Auchas Lower, whereas the lower Younger Group 
gravels are well developed. Despite the poor dissection by 
present-day gullies, and thus the poor exposure of the 
gravels in section, this area is considered to be the 'type 
area' for the Terrace II gravels,
4.4,2 General Geology
The Auchas area is bounded in the west by the northern 
extension of a thrust fault, which has been described as the 
'Kuboos' thrust (De Villiers and Sdhnge, 1959) which extends 
from near Port Nolloth some 80 kilometres to the sonth, to 
the northern end of the Schakalsberge some 60 kilometres to 
the north. Kroner (1974), however, has reinterpreted this
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fault as a thrust running from Cape Voltas to the 
Schakalsberge, Both authors agree that this thrust 
separates the Hilda Formation miogeosynclinal facies from 
the Grootderm Formation eugeosynclinal facies. This thrust 
has played a major role in controlling the course of the 
Proto-Orange River, the old meander belt having been - 
deflected from Xeis by the upthrown side of the fault back 
to the south side of the present-day river into the Koeskop 
meander, Auchas. Lower thus links Xeis to Koeskop,
The high ground surrounding Auchas Lower appears to be a 
remnant of the Mio-Pliocene valley floor encountered 
elsewhere along the river.
The underlying rocks are of the Hilda Formation and consist 
of grey and grey-green phyllites and schists, with 
calcareous phyllites and brown foetid dolomitic limestones 
as impersistent reef-like lenses. Immediately to the west 
of the extension of the thrust, however, this monotonous 
succession is replaced by the Grootderm Formation, which 
consists of phyllites with interbedded metavolcanic ashes 
and dolomitic horizons. These will be described in greater 
detail when Arrisdrif is dealt with below,
4,4,3 River Terraces
Within this area, alluvial terraces similar to those found 
at Daberas are preserved.
Terrace I is preserved as an isolated dissected ridge of 
seven residual gravel hillocks which protrude through later 
sheetwash and hillslope debris along the northern side of 
the Auchas loop. This remnant Terrace I surface ranges from
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54 to 58 metres above river level (64 -  68 metres above mean 
sea level). Further south, at the toe of the sheetwash and 
hillslope debris, the Terrace II surface emerges to form a 
marked plain at approximately 23 to 28 metres above river 
level (33 to 38 metres above mean sea level).
Terrace III is noticeably absent at Auchas Lower, and the 
Terrace IV floodplain is preserved as a gently sloping 
feature at approximately 12 metres above river level (22 
metres above mean sea level),
4,4.4 Present Investigation
Preliminary drilling of the Auchas Lower area, using a single 
drill rig, commenced in July, 1969, and by February, 1970, 
portions of lines AL 1, AL 2 and AL 3 had been completed.
These profiles showed that alluvial gravels persisted 
throughout the area, and that -unlike Auchas and Daberas - 
no major buried valleys were present.
The rig was then moved to Daberas, and drilling was 
subsequently resumed at Auchas Lower in February, 1973, 
using four drill rigs.
Altogether, nine drill lines were drilled across Auchas Lower, 
Table 11' summarises the drilling, (Fig, 29)
On the profiles and plans for Auchas Lower, the prefix x 
before a hole number (e,g, ALl/x25) signifies that this 
particular hole was drilled during the 1973 programme on a 
line previously partially drilled.
TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF DRILLING AT AUCHAS LOWER
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Line
Total No, 
of Holes 
Drilled
Holes 
Completed 
to Bedrock
Holes
Abandoned
C&%)
Total No, 
of Metres 
Drilled Remarks
AL 1 41 38 3 ( 8%) 755 I
Lines partially 
drilled between 
November 1969 • 
and January 1970
AL 2 26 24 1 ( 4%) 342 I
AL 3 4 3 1 (25%) 67 >
AL 4 13 13 - 147
AL 5 28 27 1 ( 4%) 414
AL 6 37 36 1 ( 3%) ■ 492
AL 7 41 39 2 ( 4%) 731
AL 8 36 32 4 (11%) 585
AL 9 19 19 - 288
TOTAL 244 231 13 ( 5%) 3 821
Average depth of hole: 15,7 metres
% of holes reaching bedrock: 95%
Drilling commenced: 2nd January, 1973
Drilling completed: 12th November, 1973
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4.4.5 Results
Drilling at Auchas Lower showed a high level Terrace I 
Proto-Orange valley running from AL 5 upstream as far as 
line AL 8, This valley, with a floor at approximately 
31 metres above river level (41 metres above mean sea 
level) is separated from the lower Terrace II bedrock 
cliff varying from some 10 metres (AL 5 at 16 metres 
above river level: 26 metres above mean sea level) to
18 metres (AL 7 at 15 metres above river level: 25
metres above mean sea level).
Below this cliff, the drill lines show the Terrace II 
floor to be incised by many small notches, as it falls 
gently towards the present-day river. Roughly..at the 
present-day Terrace II scarp, the bedrock drops away 
steeply, and although this is not shown on any profiles 
(excepting a portion of AL 4), to a deep below the level 
of the present Orange River.
For a fuller description, see Appendix I (pp. 261).
4.4.6 Interpretation
The overall picture of the high level Proto-Orange River 
channels at Auchas Lower is relatively clear, whilst the 
interpretation of the younger Lower Group gravels of 
Terrace II is somewhat confusing. A projected profile 
of the Auchas Lower drill lines' (see Fig. 30) used in 
conjunction with a locality plan (Fig. 29) greatly 
clarifies the situation.
From the projected profile, it can be seen that the high 
level channel at circa 30 metres above river level (40 
inetres above mean sea level) must have flowed straight 
across from Xeis to line AL 8 and then skirted the convex
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cliff through lines AL 7, AL 1, AL 3 and AL 6 as far as 
line AL 5, where the Proto-Orange takes a sharp bend - 
perhaps richocheted would be a more apposite term - to 
the south to Koeskop,
Erosion during Lower Group terrace times scoured a valley to 
the south of the Proto-Orange valley, leaving the latter 
as a perched remnant. The striking feature of the Terrace 
II valley, however, is the concordance of valley floor 
peaks, indicating that the level of the former valley floor 
before incision stood at circa 12 metres above river level 
(22 metres above mean sea level). Within this valley,
A moreover, a small bedrock ridge can be seen to run like a 
backbone from line AL 8 to AL 6, effectively dividing the 
valley into two halves longitudinally.
Both to the north and to the south of this divide, two 
incised channels can be distinguished on the irregular valley 
floor. Although the divide itself is absent, there is 
evidence of these valleys on the profile of line AL 2, though 
the two northern channels seem only to diverge downstream 
of this line.
The two northern channels on the valley floor appear to have 
mean channel floor elevations of 13 and 11 metres above river 
level (23 and 21 metres above mean sea level) respectively, 
whilst the two southern channels show a greater variation; 
they descend from 8 to 6 metres above river level (18 to 16 
metres above mean sea level). However, one of the latter 
shows a rather questionable degree of development.
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4.5 ARRISDRIF
4.5.1 Introduction
The alluvial terrace deposits at Arrisdrif are located about 
30 kilometres from Oranjemund on the northern bank of the 
Orange River. The area lies immediately downstream from 
Swartwater, the outlet end of the old Koeskop cut-off meander.
The Arrisdrif area is one of the key areas for the 
interpretation of the history of the lower reaches of the 
Orange River, since the Upper Older Group gravels are 
extremely well preserved. (Fig. 31)
The Lower Younger Group is only relatively poorly 
represented when compared to Auchas Lower.
4.5.2 General Geology
The whole area is underlain by green schists and phyllite 
metavolcanics of the Grootderm Formation. The latter are 
in part intruded along strike by thin inclined alkali dykes 
and/or poorly devloped sills of dolerite. A small gabbro 
stock occurs in the northeastern edge of Terrace la near 
the start of drill line AD 6.
The dominant bedrock type is a greenish, fissile, chloritic 
schist which has only retained its original texture locally. 
Small outcrops of a porphyritic lava with an aphanitic matrix 
are conformable with the regional strike, and there is a 
widespread development of secondary carbonate which is visible 
to the naked eye.
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A pseudo-amygdaloidal texture is very widely encountered; 
the schistose lavas contain elongate augen of carbonate 
(with rare associated chalcedony). In places, more massive 
mafic lavas , with a medium grained texture, outcrop.
Dolomitisation has caused the development of purple-tinted 
transition products by liberating haematite in the rock.
4.5.3 River Terraces
The terrace deposits at Arrisdrif cover an area of approximately 
3 square kilometres. Five terrace surfaces are recognised, namely :
(i) Circa 55 metres above river level (62 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace la.
(ii) Circa 49 metres above river level (56 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace Ib.
(ill) Circa 41 - 45 metres above river level
(48 - 52 metres above mean sea level) Terrace Ic.
(iv) Circa 31 metres above river level (38 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace II. .
(v) Circa 21 metres above river level (28 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace III.
The deposit is dissected by several large gullies which^ at 
the upstream end of the area, have eroded through to bedrock.
4.5.4 Investigation
A summary of the drilling at Arrisdrif is given in Table 12 .
TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF DRILLING AT ARRISDRIF
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Line
Total No. 
of Holes 
Drilled
Holes 
Completed 
to Bedrock
Holes 
Abandoned 
(& %)
Total No. 
of Metres 
Drilled Remarks
AD 3 12 12 - 90
AD 4 8 .8 - 174
AD 5 16 16 - 427
AD 6 19 19 - 462
AD 7 15 15 - 335
AD 8 14 14 - 171
AD 9 6 6 - 130
Misc. 3 2 1 (33%) 36
TOTAL 93 92 1 ( 1%) 1 825
Average depth of hole:
% of holes reaching bedrock: 
Drilling commenced:
Drilling completed:
19,7 metres 
99%
13th November, 1973 
20th February, 1974
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4,5.5 Results
Drilling commenced on line AD 3, the decision being taken 
not to drill lines AD 1 and AD 2 in order to speed up the 
programme.
Drilling on line AD 3 showed that the Terrace I gravels 
are preserved as a thin veneer above bedrock in this area 
between AD 3/1 and AD 3/9. Terrace II is preserved as a 
narrow, channelled shelf at 23 metres above river level 
(30 metres above mean sea level) a mere 150 metres wide 
between AD 3/11 and AD 3/17 in contrast with the 1,5 
kilometres width preserved at Auchas Lower some five 
kilometres upstream. This demonstrates how much of the 
Younger Group gravels have been eroded.
The remaining drill lines, AD 4, AD 5, AD 6, AD 7, AD 8 
and AD 9, were all sited on top of the Older Group gravels 
of Terrace I.
The profile for AD 4 shows two bedrock channels separated 
by an intervening ridge which is considered to represent a 
vestigial remnant of the original valley floor or, although 
this is not strongly favoured, it may represent the remains 
of an intermediate level floor equatable with another remnant 
on line AD 5.
On line AD 5, after several periods of downcutting which have 
left remnant, sometimes paired, valley flanks, the valley 
floor was eroded at 20 metres above river level (27 metres 
above' mean sea level). Further erosion of the 600 metre 
wide valley floor incised two small channels.
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Line AD 6 shows a similar development to AD 5, but the 
valley floor is not eroded to such a low level.
Five hundred metres further downstream, on line AD 7, 
the remnants of high level valley flanks are preserved.
The maiUy Proto-Orange valley floor is much narrower, being 
only 250 metres across. Incised into this are two channels, 
bottoming at 16,5 and 12 metres above river level (23,5 and 
19 metres above mean sea level) respectively.
In view of the narrowing of the Proto-Orange valley, line 
AD 8 was drilled in a major present-day donga between lines 
AD 6 and AD 7 : the donga being chosen to minimise the
thickness of gravel to be penetrated.
The profile for AD 8 is illuminating. The bedrock profile 
shows a high level remnant before dropping to about 19 metres 
above river level in the two channels: the intervening
relatively high area (22 metres above river level: 29 metres
above mean sea level) corresponding to the Lower Proto-Orange 
valley floor encountered elsewhere at Arrisdrif.
4.5.6 Interpretation
The Terrace I complex of the Upper Old Group gravels thus 
represents over two-thirds of the Arrisdrif deposit and lies 
in a divorced valley which occupies the crest of an old 
meander. The valley sides slope steeply to an irregular 
floor, some 600 metres wide at its widest point and 250 metres 
at its narrowest point. Two basal channels, each with one 
area of over-deepening are recognised. The flow direction 
of the fossil river is parallel to the bedrock strike at the 
inlet of Terrace I, and at right-angles towards the outlet. 
(Fig. 32)
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The first area of over-deepening in the convex bank channel 
occurs between holes 13 and 17 on line AD 7, whilst the 
second area of over-deepening occurs in the concave bank 
channel between holes 21 and 27 on line AD 6, Both of 
these areas of over-deepening are equated with old pools 
within the river bed.
After flowing through the area of line AD 7, the Proto-Orange 
River swings sharply to the west and passes immediately to 
the north of a large gabbro stock situated at Brandkaros in 
the Republic (see Fig, 10). This gabbro stock forms a 
major barrier to the river, and has deflected it to the north, 
where the river has flowed around the outcrop. It is not 
known what the underground extent of this body is, but it is 
assumed that it is connected to the small body outcropping 
at the north end of line AD 6, This gabbro intrusion has 
thus most probably formed a barrier marking the end of one 
of the "compartments" of the Orange River,
Six holes drilled on line AD 9, to obtain a better idea of 
the shape of this outlet bend, show that the double incised 
channel persists. The foot of the convex bank lies at 
AD 9/11 or thereabouts, and the convex bank can thus be 
extrapolated back to line AD 7.
4,6 SENDELINGSDRIF
4.6.1 Introduction
The Sendelingsdrif area lies on the eastern boundary of the 
Sperrgebiet, and forms the easternmost area of study for this 
dissertation. Sendelingsdrif lies on the north bank of the 
Orange River some 95 kilometres from the river mouth, and 
about 15 kilometres east of Daberas. The area lies immediately 
downstream from the Octha Diamond Mine on the Reuning meander 
(see Fig. lO).
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4.6.2 General Geology
The area is underlain by fault-bounded sediments of the 
Gariep Group (see Fig. 33).
The Pre-Cambrian succesion is as follows:
Mixtites with intermittent dolomites
Alternating mixtftes, shales and ironstones ÿ3 Numees
Dolomites
I Formation '
Arkosic sandstones, grits and conglomerates ] 
Mudstones and shales 
Schists and phyllites
Hilda : 
Formation )
Gariep 
i Group
According to Kroner (1974), Martin (1965) and McMillan (1968), 
the Gariep Group is represented by a portion of the Hilda 
Formation. The latter, in the Sendelingsdrif area consists 
of schists, phyllites, shales, mudstones, arkosic sandstones, 
grits and conglomerates, and impersistent calcareous phyllites 
and dolomites, and have been subjected to considerable 
deformation. A major north-northwest trending fault, 
following one of the dolomite horizons, separates the Hilda 
Formation from the younger Humees Formation.
The Numees Formation was previously considered to consist of 
a series of "glacial conglomerates" (tillites) and shales, 
sedimentary ironstones and intermittent dolomite bands.
However, more recently the Numees tillites of the Sendelingsdrif 
area have been re-examined by Kroner and Rankama (1972) and 
Kroner (1974); their non-glacial origin is now "clearly 
demonstrated" despite the presence of obvious drop-stone features.
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In place of the term tillite, Kroner and Rankama (op. cit.) 
propose the term mixtite for tillite-like rocks of 
uncertain or unknown origin, with quasi-glacial features. 
(Mixtite is the general term proposed by Scherraerhorn (1966: 
in Kroner and Rankama, 1972) and has already been used as a 
general non-genetic term by Spencer, 1971, p.2.)
The basal dolomites of the Numees and the basal mixtites 
are downfaulted against the Hilda sediments. The fault 
itself is marked by a major fracture zone varying from 1 - 3  
metres wide with associated vein quartz intrusions.
This fault cuts straight across the Sendelingsdrif area, and 
the upthrown block has effectively deflected the river 
northwards from Proto-Orange times to the present. This 
fault thus plays a very important role, influencing the 
position and the shape of the associated river meanders.
The latter have been deflected to the north, but the 
successively younger meander belts show a progressive migration 
to the south. This migration can be easily noted from the 
different geographical distributions of Terrace I, Terrace II 
and Terrace III sediments. The channel migrations, incised 
into the bedrock, can also be traced from north to south across 
each terrace valley floor.
4.6.3 River Terraces
The terrace deposits at Sendelingsdrif cover an area of 
approximately 4,5 square kilometres, (see Fig. 33). Seven 
alluvial terraces are recognised, namely:
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(i) Circa 80 metres above river level (110 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace Ih,
(ii) Circa 65 - 70 metres above river level (95 -
100 metres above mean sea level) Terrace la.
(iii) Circa 59 - 63 metres above river level (89 -
93 metres above mean sea level) Terrace Ib,
(iv) Circa 50 - 55 metres above river level (80 -
85 metres above mean sea level) Terrace Ic.
(v) Circa 40 - 45 metres above river level (70 -
75 metres above mean sea level) Terrace II,
(vi) Circa 30 - 36 metres above river level (60 -
66 metres above mean sea level) Terrace III.
(vii) Circa 15 - 22 metres above river level (45 -
52 metres above mean sea level) Terrace IV.
(viii) Circa 6 metres above river level (36 metres
above mean sea level) Terrace V.
The deposit is dissected by several large gullies which have 
eroded through to bedrock in many places. The southwestern 
(downstream) portion has been subjected to considerable erosion 
by a major stream flood/old drainage line originating in the 
vicinity of Rosh Pinah some 25 kilometres to the north.
This sheetwash, overlying the alluvial gravels as a capping 
some 3 - 5  metres thick, has effectively eliminated some 20 
metres of river gravels.
The exact relationship of Terrace Ih, at approximately 80 
metres above river level (110 metres above mean sea level) to 
the other terraces is unknown, as this is the only outcrop 
occurring at this elevation which has been noted. It has a 
very limited outcrop and is enigmatic.
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF DRILLING AT SENDELINGSDRIF
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Line
Total No, 
of Holes 
Drilled
Holes 
Completed 
to Bedrock
Holes 
Abandoned 
(& %)
Total No. 
of Metres 
Drilled Remarks
SD 1 33 31 2 ( 6%) 620
SD 2 21 21 - 296
SD 3 15 14 1 ( 7%) 266
SD 4 39 39 - 553
SD 5 13 13 - 269
SD 6 21 21 - 381
SD 7 4 4 - 29
SD 8 15 15 - 169
SD 9 16 16 - 150
SD 10 3 3 - 13
SD 11 13 13 154
TOTAL 193 190 3 ( 2%) 2 900
Average depth of holes;
7o of holes reaching bedrock: 
Drilling commenced:
Drilling completed:
15,7 metres 
98%
14th March, 1974 
13th September, 1974
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4.6.4 Inves tlgation
Table 13 summarises the churn drilling at Sendelingsdrif.
4.6.5 Results
Drilling commenced at Sendelingsdrif with line SD 1. The 
profile clearly shows that the terrace sequence can be 
subdivided into three main areas:
(i) Upper Group Terrace I from SD 1/1 to SD 1/33;
(ii) Lower Group (a) Terrace II from SD 1/37 to SD 1/55;
(b) Terrace III from SD 1/63 to SD 1/75,
Preserved with the Upper Group, is a high level channel at 
41 metres above river level (71 metres above mean sea level), 
and a broad lower level valley with three distinct channels 
incised into it (SD 1/27 and SD 1/31 at 33 and 35 metres above 
river level: 63 and 65 metres above mean sea level respectively;
SD 1/17 at 35 metres above river level: 65 metres above mean
sea level).
Terrace I is separated from Terrace II by a 'bedrock divide' 
similar to that noted elsewhere (e.g. Daberas). Terrace II 
contains one aiea of over-deepening to about 10 metres above 
river level (40 metres above mean sea level) and a small bench 
at SD 1/51.
The Terrace III sediments have been partially eroded and are 
capped by a series of recent silts and cemented sands.
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The drill lines on either side of SD 1 produced similar 
results. The Terrace I Proto-Orange valley was found 
to vary between 400 and 500 metres in width. The high 
level (41 metres above river level) channel could be traced 
from line SD 6 through line SD 1 as far as line SD 11, where 
subsequent Terrace I channelling by the outer "37 metre" 
channel had caused erosion of this feature from SD 5 onwards.
The two main basal Proto-Orange channels, the 33 and 35 metre 
channels can be traced from SD 2 through SD 6, SD 1, SD 5 and 
SD 4 as far as SD 9. Both of these features show considerable 
over-deepening of the meander crest on line SD 4,
With regards to Terrace II, the evidence from the drilling 
is not easily interpreted as it is not complete. However, 
the 'deep' channel encountered on SD 1 can be extrapolated 
downstream to SD 8, whilst the higher level 'bench' can be 
extrapolated upstream to SD 6, and doxvnstream from SD 1 through 
SD 9 to SD 8. It seems probable that these two channels 
cross over one another about 200 metres downstream from SD 1.
For a fuller description see Appendix I (pp. 274),
4.6.6 Interpréta tion
At Sendelingsdrif, it appears that there are four separate 
river valleys, each of which has been "structurally" controlled 
by the large fault which crosses the area. These four valleys 
are (see Fig. 35);
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(iv) The present-day Orange River valley;
(iii) The Terrace III Orange River valley;
(ii) The Terrace II Orange River valley;
(i) The Terrace I (Proto-Orange River)
Orange River valley.
Within the Proto-Orange River valley, four main laterally 
persistent channels incised into bedrock can be observed.
The first is a high level channel at about 41 metres above 
river level (71 metres above mean sea level) which can be 
traced from SD 6/15 to SD 11/1, through SD 1/3. The 
second, or circa 37 metres above river level (67 metres above 
mean sea level) channel can be traced from SD 6/21 to SD 11/5 
and on through line SD 7 and SD 4/17 to SD 9/7. Another 
channel, possibly contemporaneous with the*- above at virtually 
the same elevation (37 metres above river level: 67 metres
above mean sea level) can be traced from SD 6/21 to SD 1/17,
SD 11/15, SD 5/19, SD 4/25 to SD 9/17. A third Terrace I 
bedrock channel at approximately 30 metres above river level 
(60 metres above mean sea level) runs from SD 3/9 through 
SD 2/27, SD 6/31, SD 1/31, SD 11/21, SD 4/33 to SD 9/29,
Terrace II contains only one persistent rock channel at about 
16 metres above river level (46 metres above mean sea level) 
which runs from SD 6/41 to SD 8/11 via SD 1/51 and SD 4/55,
MAP OF THE COAST FROM THE ORANGE RIVER TO LUDERITZ Fig. 3 6
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5, THE ADJACENT MARINE DEPOSITS
5.1 Introduction
The raised beaches found to the north of the Orange River are 
well described by Ha11am (1959); Kleinjan (1971); O'Shea 
(1971) and Stocken (1962, 1969). A brief summary of their 
findings is given below.
The fossil beaches found between the Orange River mouth and 
Chameis Bay, some 110 kilometres to the north, (Fig,36) have been 
prospected and mined since 1928, and the deposits were 
divided into two groups from the start. One group is called 
the 'Lower Terrace' and the other group the 'Upper Terrace'.
These terraces are separated in the southern part of the area 
("G" and "U" Areas - see below) by the poorly developed "D" 
beach (see below) which is the youngest of the Upper Terraces, 
Downwarping of the Upper Terraces and coastal steepening - it 
is unknown if these two causes are related to each other - .cause 
the gap between the two groups of beaches to narrow and eventually 
they merge near the Kerbehuk valley where the "D" beach develops 
a well-defined storm beach ridge. Further north, the Lower 
Terraces override the Upper Terraces and transgress across them.
In the 'Lower' as well as in the 'Upper Terrace', various 
storm beaches are distinguishable so that the Lower and Upper 
Terraces are, in fact. Terrace complexes. Originally the 
'Lower Terrace' was subdivided into three terraces locally 
called the Advanced, Intermediate and the Main Terraces by the 
early German workers. Later, based on the existence of wave 
cut platforms, four groups of terraces, each associated with 
its own wave cut shelf, numbered 'À', 'B', 'C' and 'D' were 
proposed (Hallam, 1959): A and B belonging to the 'Lower
Terrace' whilst C and D formed the 'Upper Terrace'. More
/r/.
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recently, it was found by Stocken (1969) that the Upper and 
Lower Terrace each could be subdivided into three beaches 
(or beach complexes), alphabetically numbered from the 
youngest (lowest elevation) to the eldest (highest elevation).
The 'A', ’B* and 'C’ beaches thus form the 'Lower Terrace', 
whilst the *D', 'E ' and 'F' beaches form the Upper Terraces,
It should be reiterated at this point that when reference is 
made to a particular beach, the term beach is used to refer 
not only to the actual storm beach, but also to the beach 
berm at the crest of the storm beach and the associated shelf 
gravels at the foot of the storm beach (see Fig, 37 ).
Similarly, a beach may consist of a single major gravel storm 
beach, or more frequently, of a series of closely related 
storm beaches giving a 'multiple storm beach', (e.g. the 'E' 
beach). The Upper Terrace contains more examples of the 
multiple storm beach type of deposit, whilst the Lower Terrace 
consists mainly of examples of beaches with a single storm 
beach ridge.
Pleistocene marine deposits occur north from the Orange River 
mouth at least as far as the Cunene River on the South West 
African-Angolan border, and similar types of deposits can be 
traced along the coast to the south of the Orange (Davies, 1973; 
Hallam, 1959). The marine deposits, which have been extensively 
studied, stretch for approximately 110 kilometres from the Orange 
River mouth to Chameis Bay, and vary in width from 3 500 metres 
in the south to less than 200 metres wide in the north at 
Affenrucken: at Chameis this has been further reduced to 100 
metres or less. The deposits are alluvial and consist of 
marine gravels and sands overlain by windblown sand.
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For convenience, the area is divided into a number of sections, 
each about 20 kilometres long, which are referred to (from 
south to north) as Area 'G' (Gemsbok), 'U' (Uubvley), 'M' 
(Mittag), 'K' (Kerbehuk), 'H' (Affenrucken) and 'C* (Chameis).
The whole area has been systematically prospected by trenching 
using trenches one metre wide, subdivided into sections five 
metres long and half a metre deep, and altogether some 
40 000 trench sections have been logged by C.D.M. geologists 
and placed on file for reference. In addition, during the 
exploitation of the marine gravels for their mineral content, 
a considerable number of mine faces have been excavated which 
have permitted observations and interpretations of the deposits 
to be made; frequently examination of the mine faces enables 
a three dimensional interpretation to be evolved.
In order to be able to refer to any particular, point on the 
mine, each of the areas listed above (viz, 'G', 'U', 'M', etc.) 
have been divided up into 100 metre long sections from south 
to north. Thus the 'U' area starts at 'U' 0, and 100 metres 
north, is 'U' 1.
For east-west correlation, reference is made to a local survey 
base line in units five metres long. This thus forms an 
adequate grid for reference.
The criteria used for separating and/or correlating the various 
beaches are firstly macro-fauna; secondly, sedimentological 
characteristics and thirdly, the elevations of the wave-cut 
platforms and storm beaches. Other factors, such as pebble 
counts (shapes), heavy mineral determinations and absolute 
dating of shells and micro-fauna have been rejected because 
they are either time-consuming (heavy mineral determination) 
or unsuccessful (micro-fauna), A limited number (10) of
samples have been collected for radiocarbon dating, and the 
results are given elsewhere, (See pages 183 et seq.)
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5.2 Palaeontology of the Deposits
In Namaqualand, Carrington (Carrington and Kensley, 1969) noted 
that a shell called Donax rogersi is a perfect guide fossil 
for a 21 metre transgression complex since this variety neither 
occurs in higher nor lower transgression complexes.
In a preliminary report on the palaeontology of the Oranjemund 
raised beaches, Carrington (1971) confirmed that an identical 
faunal break is found in the Oranjemund area, the so-called 
'Upper Terrace' being recognised by the presence of this form.
The faunal differences between the Upper and Lower Terraces 
are frequently referred to as a warm water versus cold water 
assemblage, or a thick walled versus thin walled shell assemblage 
(Carrington, 1971; Hallam, 1959; Kleinjan, 1971; Stocken, 1969), 
The Upper Terrace contains the warm water, thick shelled varieties, 
and the Lower Terrace the thin shelled, cold water types. This 
is, however, an oversimplified generalisation, as thin walled 
shells (e.g. Mytilus sp.) are regularly found in the Upper 
Terrace (M 143; H 117) and thick walled varieties (e.g. Perna 
tomlini) do occur in abundance in the highest beach of the 
Lower Terrace.
No faunal differences were detected between the beaches 
comprising the Upper Terraces, and the three beaches (D, E and 
F) of this older "faunizone" are correlated with "the 23 metre 
Transgression complex of Namaqualand and are tentatively 
assigned to the Middle Pleistocene (Riss Complex)" by Carrington 
(op. cit.),
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The Lower Terraces can be subdivided to some extent. Three 
main beaches (as mentioned above) are recognised, and the 'C 
beach may possibly be subdivided into two, namely *C 1* and 
*C 2' (Kleinjan, 1971). No faunal difference was found by 
Kleinjan or by Carrington between the A and B beaches, and 
the occurrence of Donax serra is restricted to these two 
beaches. The present author examined the C beach for any 
occurrence of Donax serra which has been recorded by Haughton 
(1931) in the Main.Terrace (which is analogous with the C beach), 
but found no evidence of the presence of Donax serra.
Carrington, however, (Carrington in Kleinjan, 1971) reports 
the presence of unrolled Donax serra from the C 2 beach.
It is thus concluded that this species, although rare, is 
present.
The eastward portion of the C 1 beach, exemplified by the G 96 
Trench, contains abundant Perna tomlini. This form is absent 
from the more westerly C 2 beach. Kleinjan (op, cit.) considers 
that with the absence of Donax serra from the C 1 beach and the 
presence of Perna tomlini, there is sufficient evidence to 
subdivide the C beach into C 1 and C 2.
Several visits were made to exposures of the C beach within 
'G' Area, and the southern portion of Area, and little 
other evidence could be found to substantiate the subdivision 
of this beach. It is therefore concluded that, although a 
faunal variation appears to exist between the easterly and 
westerly storm beach crests of the *C* beach, there is also 
adequate sedimentological/lithological evidence, in the form 
of the different calcrete development, to strongly suggest 
a division into C 1 and C 2 beaches (see below, p. 1 5 9 ) .
Despite this, the author is inclined to treat the C 1 and C 2 
beaches as a single entity as the two beaches appear to merge 
in the vicinity of the U Area/M Area boundary between M 15 and 
M  20,
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The typical distribution of the main fossil types is summarised 
in Table 14, Only those species which are thought to be of 
importance for the subdivision of the terraces are shown, and 
no attempt has been made to fully describe the macro-fauna of 
the area. For faunal lists, the reader is referred to 
Carrington and Kensley (1969); Carrington (1971) and 
Haughton (1931).
5,3 Sediments
Within the marine succession along the South West African 
littoral in the vicinity of Oranjemund, the following main 
sediment types are encountered : windblown sand; "red sands"; 
calcrete; "Kies" gravels; marine sands and storm beach/shelf 
gravels.
(a) Windblown Sands
Along the coast a massive deposit of windblown sand, for the 
most part derived from the beach sands, is encountered. This 
windblown sand forms an effective 'overburden', covering the 
underlying formations. The thickness varies from a few 
centimetres up to 20 metres or more in places. This sand 
does not form a planar surface, but is thrown into a series 
of waves parallel to the coast, with several transverse 
ridgelets paralleling the prevailing wind directions. These 
transverse ridgelets bear a marked similarity to seif dunes.
The transverse dune areas are also frequently associated with 
small sand sheets which are accompanied by small 'trains' or 
processions of barchan dunes on the lee face of the sand sheet 
(c.f. Holmes, 1964, Fig. 560).
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TABLE 14
MAIN FOSSIL TYPES OF HIE LOWER AND UPPER TERRACES 
AT ORANJEMUND AFTER KLEINJAN (1971)
Species
Lower Terrace 
A B C2 Cl
Upper Terrace 
D '
Mytilius sp,
Perna tomlini
Donax serra
Donax rogersi
Fissurella glarea
Very common: Common : Rare,
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Furthermore, the sparse xerophytic vegetation has caused the 
partial stabilisation of small areas of sand around individual 
plants - partly through the binding action of the rootlet 
network and partly through the action of trapped moisture and 
shade - resulting in the formation of sand tussocks,
(b) "Red Sand"
In the 'K' and .areas, and in the northern portion of 'M' 
area, a massive deposit of red and brown sands of terrestrial 
origin covers and partly interfingers with a series of marine 
boulder gravels. All of these marine gravels contain the 
typical Upper Terrace index fossil, Donax rogersi. This 
indicates that the "red sand" influx took place during and 
after the build up of the Upper Terrace,
Further south, the "red sand" is encountered above the Upper 
Terrace F beach cliff in 'G' area, but the influx of red sands 
over the Upper Terrace gravels does not appear to have taken 
place, except in washouts (see below). Since the coastline 
is considerably steeper in the north than in the south, it is 
felt that the steepness of the slope has played an important 
role in the influx of the "red sands",
Tlie "red sands" are normally a deep ferrous red, but may be 
buff, yellow-grey or even white. The darkest colours appear 
to be usually associated with the upper portions of the 
sequence, whilst the lighter colours are frequently accompanied 
by greater proportions of silt and/or clays, Engel and Sharp 
(1958) and Opdyke (1961) have attributed these darker shades 
to the action of dew and of moisture brought to the surface by 
capillary action.
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Within the "red sands", washouts, characterised by coarser 
sediments and by a locally derived angular milky quartz 
rubble, are common.
(c) Calcrete
Calcrete is defined as "virtually any unconsolidated material 
which has been cemented and/or replaced by dominantly calcium 
carbonate under terrestial conditions" (Netterberg, 1969).
Because of their mode of formation, any material which is 
present can be cemented and incorporated within a calcrete. 
(Goudie, 1972).
The calcrete forms an extremely useful criterion for 
distinguishing between the Lower Terrace beaches and the Upper 
Terrace beaches. The A and the B beach have never had a 
calcrete horizon overlying them and their constituent boulders 
are clean and polished. The gravels of the C 1 and C 2 beaches, 
in contrast, are covered with a film of calcium carbonate, and 
frequently by a thin gypsum crust. The C 1 beach itself is 
overlain by a solid calcrete layer, whereas the younger C 2 
beach is capped by an immature calcrete varying from a slightly 
calcareous (limey) sand through a sand with discrete calcrete 
nodules to a poorly cemented nodular calcrete.
This difference in the development of the calcrete capping is 
also felt to be a significant criterion in separating the C 1 
and C 2 beaches. The more massive form, associated with the 
C 1 beach, is felt to indicate a longer time span for 
lithification than for the C 2 beach. However, it can also 
be argued that such changes could be due to the movement of 
ground-waters in breaking up or extending the calcrete outcrops.
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The Upper Terrace beaches, that is to say the D, E and F 
beaches, are effectively sealed bcp.eil:h a well-indurated and 
relatively massive calcrete horizon which may be up to half 
a metre in thickness. Locally, where gullying or local 
'sink hole' type structures are encountered in the underlying 
sediments, the calcretes may be considerably thicker. For 
the most part, only the crests of the D beach are calcrete 
cemented, the older beaches being separated from the calcrete 
by a 'wedge' of marine and/or terrestrial sands and detritus,
(d) "Kies" Gravels
The term "Kies" gravels is a local term applied to a rapidly 
deposited coarse quartzofeldspathic sand and grit, ("Kies", 
meaning gravel in German, is the term used by the early 
workers to distinguish between the quartzofeldspathic gravels 
and the more economic boulder gravels - referred to as 
"Felsblock Kies" or "Schotter"), These are commonly poorly 
cross-bedded, and represent a period of rapid progradation of 
the shore line. The greatest development of the "Kies" is 
found in the southern portion of 'G' area between the E beach 
and the C beach, where the D beach is preserved as a poor 
entity midst a vast accumulation of rapidly deposited sediment,
(é) Marine Sands
The term marine sands is used to embrace not only the true 
sands but also the fine grits found within the beach deposits, 
and these two form the greater part of the marine formations. 
Because of the proximity of a marine shoreline to an arid 
desert/hinterland, some of the sand grains have retained their 
'millet seed' subrounded habit, and it is possible to still 
recognise remnants of surface frosting - indicative of a desert 
environment although the latter surface feature is normally 
rapidly lost through reworking by marine agencies.
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(f) Marine Stombeach/Shelf Gravels
The marine coarse gravels can be clearly separated into two 
distinct separate fractions* First the basal shelf gravels 
and secondly, the storm beach gravels.
The shelf gravels are the coarse boulder cobble gravels 
associated with the gullies, potholes and similar bedrock 
traps found on the sea floor (cf. Murray, Joynt et al, 1970). 
Here, the coarse clasts do not possess the typical marine 
shape found higher in the succession in the storm beaches, 
as recorded by Stratton (1974), It is felt that the more 
rounded, often highly spherical nature of the clasts is 
retained in this area due to the highly convoluted helical 
water currents and eddies caused by the uneven bedrock floor 
moving the clasts and virtually boring out potholes, which 
are later elongated to form gullies (Wright, 1964).
The storm beach gravels, in contrast, consist of well imbricated 
highly discoidal clasts - the typically marine form of Stratten 
(op. cit.) - which form the true storm beach ridges and crests. 
Hallam (1959, pp. 686 - 689) gives a good illustrated description 
of typical Oranjemund storm beach gravels which is summarised 
in Fig. 38. The beach gravels usually dip westwards, the 
steepness being dependent on grain size; shingle beaches being 
steeper than sand ones.
This division into spherical and discoidal gravels representing 
shelf and beach gravels respectively becomes more obvious the 
further north one proceeds from the Orange River, and is well 
exposed in 'K* and 'H’ Areas.
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5.4 Level of the Storm Beaches and Marine Cliffs
As mentioned above, the elevations of the marine beaches and 
their associated wave-cut platforms and cliffs are one of the 
major criteria used for correlation within the southern 
portion of the Sperrgebiet. However, the disposition of the 
beaches has been somewhat confused due to coastal warping, 
and it is therefore necessary to consider the Lower Terraces 
and the Upper Terraces separately.
(a) Lower Terraces
The type locality for the Lower Terraces is the 'G* Area,
The bedrock underlying the beaches in 'G' Area is very gently 
sloping, and thus each successive beach was built up as a 
separate unit. Because 'G' area is immediately adjacent to 
the Orange River, most of the gravel transported by the river • 
has been deposited in this area, resulting in thick (often up 
to three metres) gravel beaches. Four separate and well 
developed beaches can be seen, which are alphabetically numbered 
from youngest to oldest. A, B, C 2 and C 1. Each of these 
beaches has a more or less consistent storm beach elevation 
and a less well defined nick point in their profile. As one 
proceeds to the north of 'G' Area, the wave-cut platforms 
are bounded on the inshore side by a recognisable cliff.
Table 15 shows the elevations of the storm beach and the 
associated bedrock nick points for 'G' Area.
The Lower Terrace beaches appear to maintain a constant three 
metre difference in elevation between the storm beach and nick 
point, levels. Kleinjan (1971) notes that this difference 
corresponds to the storm level accumulation of boulders above 
the present-day mean sea level.
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TABLE ,15
ELEVATIONS OF STORM BEACHES AND 
ASSOCIATED BEDROCK NICKPOINTS
Storm beach crest Nickpoint/base of
elevation cliff elevation
Beach (m.a.m. s.l.) (m.a.m.s.l.)
A 4-2 to 4-4 m -1 to 4-1 m
B 4-6 ra (5 - 7 ra) 4-3 m
0 2 4-7 m (6 - 8 m) 4-4 ra
C 1 4-10 m (8 - 11 m) 4-6 - 7 m
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It is also of interest that these elevations compare quite 
favourably with the three sea level peaks in the last 
interglacial recorded for the southwestern Cape by Tanlcard 
(1975) at 6,3 metres, 2 to 3,5 metres and 0 metres a.m.s.l., 
and with those of Hobday (1975) for the St Lucia area of the 
Zululand coast.
Since the C 1 beach persists throughout the whole of 'G' and 
'U' Areas at an almost constant elevation, and only drops 
slightly before disappearing in the vicinity of M  80, it is 
concluded that because this is the oldest of the Lower 
Terrace beaches and is, apparently, unwarped, then it follows 
that the younger beaches are also unwarped.
This loss of the C 1 and C 2 beaches in the north has, therefore, 
to be explained by either: (i) A decrease in the gravel volume
transported along the coast so that no storm beach is formed or 
recognised; (ii) Overriding and erosion of these beaches by 
younger ones due to steepening of the coast.
In the first alternative, the C 2 beach is well developed 
between G 36 and G 40 close to the present Orange River mouth, 
but is only represented as a poor storm beach between G 100 and 
G 136. At U 43, boulders and large cobbles are absent and the 
beach is marked by "Kies'* gravels only.
According to Kleinjan (1971), the coast line steepens markedly 
to the north of the Orange River, and this steepening is 
graphically represented in Fig. 39 . Here, the graph shows 
the 2,7 and 12 metres bedrock contours plotted against the 
distance from the coast line and from the Orange River. The 
same data is presented diagrammatically in Fig.40 and there is 
an impression of a steplike increase in steepness rather than a 
gradual increase.
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It is highly significant that the C 2 beach is 'lost' at the 
first "step" and the C 1 beach at the second "step". This 
tends to confirm that the beach erosion and coastal steepness 
are closely related.
The wave-cut bedrock platforms with marked nicks at -1, +1,
+3 and +7 metres (corresponding to the A, B and C 1 beaches) 
are best demonstrated between U 142 and U 160, the +3 metre 
cliff becoming progressively more marked until, in the 'K'
Area, it is referred to as the "minor cliff" in local parlance,
/
The bedrock platform itself beneath the A and C beaches is 
frequently strongly gullied and potholed, whilst that beneath 
the B beach is normally a smooth and planed surface. However, 
at U 22, the platform beneath the 'B' beach is strongly gullied, 
The latter, coupled with the "minor cliff" suggest that the 
formation of the B beach was of longer duration than that of 
the other beaches. This is, of course, assuming that the 
wave-cut shelves upon which the beaches rest were eroded 
contemporaneously (see below).
It must be stressed, however, that the beaches cannot be 
correlated by elevation alone, nor can the nick points or 
cliffs be isolated as diagnostic criteria. This can be 
exemplified between K 170 and K 190 where a demonstrably 
Upper Terrace basal conglomerate abuts the +1 metre and +3 
metre cliffs, where the Lower Terrace transgression only 
partly eroded these older conglomerates, but did not form 
the cliffs. This problem of cliff erosion will be dealt 
with later.
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The occurrence of basal Upper Terrace conglomerates at 
Lower Terrace elevations is not restricted to the K 170 
to 1< 190 area, but is found with increasing frequency from 
'M* Area through Area to 'H' Area. In the latter, the 
Upper Terrace fossiliferous conglomerates persist (cf. H 92 
and H 122) across the full width of the Lower Terrace shelf 
as remnants preserved in the bedrock gullies capped by the 
Lower Terrace conglomerates.
Elsewhere, at K 166 for example, the Upper Terrace conglomerates 
have been only partly eroded resulting in a complex build up of 
potholed basal Upper Terrace conglomerates covered by later 
consolidated Lower Terrace sediments. The older conglomerates 
must, therefore, have been downwarped below the elevation of 
the Lower Terrace transgression complex.
The Upper and Lower Terrace conglomerates can be clearly 
distinguished in the field by the presence (or absence) of 
D o n a x  r o g e r s i ,
(b) U pper Terraces
The most impressive and characteristic features of the Upper 
Terraces are the steep cliffs, often two or more metres high 
(in Area 'H' they may be as much as 9 metres). Tlie elevations 
of the base of the cliff between M  1 and K 77 were plotted by 
Kleinjan and the calculated line of best fit showed a decrease 
to the north of 30 centimetres per kilometre in elevation, 
reaching a level of +10 metres above mean sea level at the 
Kerbehuk Valley at K 97, North of this valley, the cliff base 
elevation varies, and eventually drops to just below +8 metres 
above mean sea level at H 100,
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If the cliff line of Kleinjan is then extrapolated south 
from the ’M' Area, the theoretical calculated cliff base 
compares very favourably with the actual cliff base which 
lies at +26 metres above mean sea level at Oranjemund 
(see Figs. 39 and 40).
This warped cliff with its associated sediments must be 
correlated with the +23 metre transgression complex found 
immediately south of the Orange River and all along the 
Namaqualand coast on faunal grounds. The obvious conclusion 
is that the Upper Terraces, or part of them at least, are 
uptilted near Oranjemund,
However, if the calculated cliff line is extrapolated further 
south, through the S.A.D. workings to Port Nolloth using the 
bedrock contours published by Keyser (1972), it is found that 
there is a slight "bulge" over the immediate vicinity of the 
Orange. River mouth, and that the slope beyond this bulge is 
the same as that to the north of the river.
This suggests that this whole area along the west coast has 
been subjected to warping. The anomalous "bulge" in the 
vicinity of the Orange River is attributed to the different 
warping/deformation characteristics of the fluviatile infilled 
river area.
Attempts to subdivide the Upper Terraces into the various 
component beaches were made. Unfortunately, the criteria 
used for subdividing the Lower Terrace beaches cannot be used 
for the Upper Terrace beaches. To date, no faunal differences 
have been found; sedimentological differences have not been 
noted, and a preliminary sizing analysis has revealed that there 
is no apparent change in the particle size distributions for 
the different Upper Terrace beaches.
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The various beaches comprising the Upper Terraces are all 
characterised by the occurrence of Donax rogersi. However, 
from the available trench sections and from the geographic 
position, partly based on the elevations of the storm beaches 
and wave-cut platforms, the Upper Terraces have been 
subdivided into D, E and F beach complexes in the southern 
area. The warping which caused a tectonically controlled 
transgression in the north and regression in the south together 
with oscillating eustatic sea level changes has contributed 
to the formation of the D, E and F beach complexes. In view 
of the above, the beach complexes, or more correctly multiple 
beaches, cannot be correlated laterally all the way up to 
Affenrucken because of the progressive steepening of the coast 
and overriding of the beaches,
6. QUATERNARY EVENTS AND THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE AREA STUDIED
6,1 Introduction
Relatively little work has been published on the Quaternary 
geology of southern Africa compared with the well-documented 
events of the northern hemisphere (e.g. Evans, 1971), It is 
advantageous to relate the few facts and many hypotheses which 
have been derived and to review them when applied to the 
geology of the western coast of Southern Africa,
The Pleistocene Epoch is characterised in the literature as 
containing several climatic variations of global significance. 
The subsequent major vertical movements of sea level can thus 
be expected to have left some impression on the local geology.
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6.2 The Pleistocene Epoch
I'iciny attempts have been made to fix an absolute time scale
to the phases and stages of the Pleistocene Epoch* Ericscn,
Ewing and Wollin (1964) state, that the initiation of the
Pleistocene is about 1,5 x 10 years B.P. and is marked by
faunal changes observed in deep-sea cores. End.liani (1955)
6 •
advocated an age of 0,3 x 10 years B.P. from oxygen isotope 
studies on deep-sea cores.
Bandy (1971), working with deep-sea cores; Van Couvering (1971)
ii 
6
using radiometric, methods (^^K/^^Ar) and Isaac (1971) utilis ng
artefacts have placed the Pleistocene base at circa 1,8 x 10 
years B.p. 'Hiis age of 1,8 x 10 years B.P. for the base of 
Zone N.22 (Globerota1ia truncatulinoldes) in deep-sea.cores has 
been repeatedly verified (Hays et al, 1969) and is apparently 
now accepted as the base of the Calabrian in Europe (Van 
Couvering op. cit.). Zeuner (1958) and other workers have 
utilised the Croll-Milankovitch mechanism of solar radiation 
to divide the Pleistocene, whilst Bandy and Wilcoxon (1970), 
Beard (1969) and others have subdivided the Pleistocene on the 
basis of microfossil assemblages and Veek and Valentine (1967) 
have used radiometric dating of fossil vertebrates.
The criteria used to’time and/or subdivide the "Pleistocene" 
are thus numerous, so it is by no means strange that there 
is a digression of opinion when one considers major factors 
such as local conditions, time lags between events and . 
adaptability of flora and fauna to events or specific 
geographical locations have doubtlessly played a part.,
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The same criteria have caused disagreement as to the 
termination of the Pleistocene in terms of absolute chronology.
The general retreat of the glaciers, coupled with a general 
climatic amelioration and accompanying rise in sea level 
normally defines the end. However, this boundary is obscure 
in the American succession where the Wisconsin stage overlaps 
the European equivalent, the Wurm, into the Holocene, This 
area of the geological time-scale is very confused. The use 
of radiocarbon dating explains the sudden plethora of dates 
up to 35 000 years B.P.
6,3 Eustatic Sea Level
The extent and effect of changes in the continental ice sheets 
have created an awareness of the changes in sea level. .Eustatic 
changes of sea level, or base level, are defined as those that 
are world wide, and they are all relative to a fixed datum; 
normally present sea level. Depending upon their origin, they 
may be divided into one of two categories, firstly those due 
to glacio-eustatic eustasy and secondly those due to tectono- 
eustatic eustasy (Fairbridge, 1958). Glacio-eustasy is caused 
by changes in water volume in basins of constant shape whilst 
tectono-eustasy is caused by changes in basin shape with constant 
volumes of water. Isostacy or coastal warping may complicate 
these, and eustatic oscillation of base level may be a 
combination of these two categories.
With the advancement of geochronology, many attempts have been 
made to date terraces and fossil strand lines, especially those 
within the range of and the results so obtained are
subsequently often compared with the patterns established elsewhere 
in the world. The first workers calculated mathematically the 
volume of water required to form the ice sheets and thus derived
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the fall in sea level, assuming that the ice was formed from 
water originating in the sea. It is widely accepted that the 
hypothesis of low sea level and widespread glaciation and 
conversely that melting glaciers and high sea level are 
equatable, and the problem is thus how high or how low did the 
base level actually move during any specific event#
Zeuner (1958, 1959), referring to Daly (1934) states that sea 
levels greater than 40 to 60 metres above the present-day sea 
level cannot be attributed solely to glacial eustasy# Zeuner 
gives a summary of high Plio-Pleistocene sea levels, mostly 
named after the Mediterranean types. The earliest level - 
correlatable with the Donau glacial - is the Calabrian of 
between 180 and 200 metres and the second level - correlataMe 
with the Donau-Gunz interglacial - is the Sicilian between SO 
and 110 metres above present sea level, which Zeuner (1959} 
dates at 0,6 - 0,7 x 10^ year B.P. Zeuner counsels an overall 
decrease in altitude for the high sea levels during the 
Pleistocene, but cites more evidence in the late Pleistocene 
within the range (Polack and Golson, 1966)#
Mlliman and Emery (1968) estimate the last low stand of sea 
level in the Wurm (Wisconsin) stage at - 130 metres at 
16 000 years B.P. The sea level has subsequently risen in 
post glacial times as the Flandrien transgression, but the. 
rate of rise is debatable. Shepard (1961) favours n fairly 
steady rise in sea level, whilst others prefer rapidly 
oscillating rises with sea levels reaching near tte present 
level up to 5 000 years B.P. Coleman and Smith (1964) estimate 
that the sea level almost reached its present level between 
3 500 and 4 000 years B.P., whilst Godwin, Suggste and m i l l a
(1958) prefer a slightly earlier age of 5 ©00 ye^rs
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Daly, however, suggested that the sea level rose above the 
present level after the final glacial phase during a "climatic 
optimum" and then later retreated to its present position.
This theory is by no means proved, since Stearns (1961) found 
signs of a 12 foot terrace (amongst others) on various Pacific 
islands, including Hawaii, and then correlated this terrace 
with others of similar elevation. These were subsequently 
dated by Russel (1963) as 20 000 and 4 000 years B.P,
The recent ideas on eustatic movements are summarised by 
Morner (1969) and Fig,41 shows his eustatic curve compared 
with Shepard (1963) and Fairbridge (1960), It can be seen 
that there is a general agreement in these curves, Fairbridge's 
views, however, based on Australian data, are the only ones 
which imply repeated rises above present-day sea level and 
may thus "not be typical". The curves do indicate an 
accepted low sea level for the last retreat between -120 and 
-130 metres, Th.is is demonstrated in Table 16,
It is interesting to note that these depths are of the same 
order as Shepard's (1961) value of -450 feet (-137 metres) 
for the average global depth of the marginal break in the 
continental shelf.
The literature contains many references to emerged marine 
terraces but is surprisingly poor when dealing with submerged 
marine terraces, Emery (1958, 1961) has found possible 
terrace remnants at -78 metres, -49 metres, -24 metres and 
-12 metres, with the shelf break at -90 metres. Off the 
coast of the Sperrgebiet (O'Shea, 1971) the -24 metres and 
-49 metre, flats are recognised.
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TABLE 16
Maximum level . .
of retreat Age (years B.P.) Advocate
-120 m 20 000 Curray (1961)
-123 m 19 000 Emery and Garrison
(1967)
-130 m 16 000 Milliman and Emery
. (1968)
-130 m 18 000 Tija (1970)
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6.4 The Plio-Pleistocene in Southern Africa
6.4,1 The Marine Succession
There was no major development of glaciers in the southern 
hemisphere during the Plio-Pleistocene Epoch relative to 
the widespread ice sheets of the northern hemisphere, and 
evidence of Quaternary ice action in Southern Africa is 
conspicuously absent.
There is no distinct division between the Tertiary and 
Quaternary deposits either in the coastal belt or in the 
interior which was being subjected to periodic tectonic 
movements and erosion (Haughton, 1969), In contrast, 
the inland areas of East Africa are relatively well dated 
and subdivided using the volcanic sequences which are 
developed there (Bishop, 1971; Evernden et al, 1965;
Miller and Fitch, 1970),
Because of the absence of suitable markers - such as igneous 
rocks, glacial moraines and the sparsity of fossil material 
and dearth of faunal or floral changes - more indirect and 
thus more suspect methods of correlation have been used. 
Firstly, there is the method of comparison of levels 
relative to former positions of sea level (e,g, Cooke, 1949) 
and secondly the examination of climatic variations (e.g. 
Flint, 1959; Partridge, 1969), Neither of these methods 
lends itself to a 'painless' or 'facile' analogy with the 
northern hemisphere's events. There is a common hypothesis 
that a cooler and possibly wetter climate in the south is 
represented by a glaciation in the north and thus is 
analogous to lower sea levels, so that these low sea levels 
are eustatic, Mabutt (1955 b) has suggested that climatic 
events can be linked with changes in sea level although 
there is little direct evidence.
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Because of this absence of any real break or marker between . 
the Tertiary and Quaternary, it is necessary to go back to 
the Cretaceous and review the broad synthesis of events 
since then.
At the end of the Cretaceous, the creation of an extensive 
erosion surface was well advanced not only along the coast 
but also in the hinterland. Silicified remnants of this 
surface are found as isolated flat-topped hills capped 
with 'Pomona Quartzite' adjacent to the coast. Uplift 
and warping in the early Tertiary, however, were accompanied 
by outpourings of phonolitic lavas (dated as + 37 m.y. ) 
(^^K/^^Ar) by Dr Snelling, Institute of Geological Sciences, 
Oxford, in a letter to Prof. de Villiers, June, 1968).
Erosion during and following the tectonic movements led to 
the deposition of thick, early Tertiary, streamflood gravels.
The latter, along the coast in the vicinity of Bogenfels, can 
be distinguished from younger gravels by the absence of 
phonolite constituents, Tliis useful marker is regrettably 
absent in the vicinity of the Orange River mouth. Remnants 
of a marine transgression in the form of a fossiliferous 
gravel overlie the streamflood gravels and are the result 
of the Eocene Transgression (Kaiser, 1926; Stromer, 1921,
1922, 1923), Stromer suggests, from palaeontological evidence, 
that the age lies between Upper Oligocene and Lower Miocene, 
whilst Haughton (1969) reviewing the same evidence states 
that the actual age lies between the Upper Cretaceous and 
Miocene, A fall in sea level from Mid-Tertiary times 
(Tanner, 1968) together with a cooling of the Antarctic 
climate is then hypothesised. At Bogenfels and at the 
Buntfeldschuh escarpment, these Tertiary marine gravels contain 
distinctive clasts of chalcedony and jasper (Stocken, 1962).
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As the sea level dropped so the rivers cut down their 
courses. Erosion of the land surface continued to 
Miocene times, to the termination of the African Erosion 
Cycle (King, 1963). The African Surface was eroded 
away near the coast following the continental interior 
updoming which initiated and/or accelerated river incision, 
the emplacement of younger streamflood gravels and the 
formation of a coastline characterised by valleys: the
latter being subjected to further erosion by deflation.
The beginning of the Pleistocene with eustatic fluctuations 
and alternating climatic changes from drier to wetter, 
pluvial, conditions effected the continued erosion.
The raised marine deposits from Port Nolloth to Natal 
were studied by Krige (1927) who divided the deposits into 
two groups of raised beaches. These were, firstly, an 
Upper Group from 18 to 27 metres above present sea level 
(with an anomaly in the Van Rhynsdorp littoral from +12 
to 15 metres), termed the Major Emergence and attributed 
to epeirogenic uplift of probable Later Tertiary age. 
Secondly, there was a Minor Emergence characterised by a 
Lower Group of beaches around +6 metres. The Minor 
Emergence, according to Krige, is the result of an 
interglacial high sea level which suffered a stillstand 
at +4 metres whilst receding. Krige also noted an extensive 
regression with concurrent deepening of river mouths and an 
interlude in the warping which affected the Major Emergence, 
The Minor Emergence he attributed to a recent eustatic fall 
in sea level.
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Krige deduced from the molluscan remains in the Upper Group 
beaches that the assemblage was typical of a slightly 
warmer sea temperature than at present. This has subsequently 
been verified by Haughton (1931). Haughton (1931) and Wagner 
and Kerensky (1928) have recognised the variable elevations 
of the older beaches. More recent workers substantiated 
that two groups of wave-cut platforms and raised beaches 
exist. Fair (1943) noted a +6 - 8 metre strand line in 
Natal, Bowie (1966) recorded raised beaches in False Bay 
at +15 to 18 metres and +6 to 8 metres, whilst Breuil (1948), 
Gatehouse (1955) and Mabutt (1955 b) have noted similar 
elevations. The presence of an Upper and Lower Group of 
raised storm beaches at C.D.M. has been recognised (Hallam, 
1959; Stocken, 1962) with very pronounced wave-cut notches 
at +10 to 25 metres and +3 to 5 metres. South of the Orange 
River, there is an apparently anomalous situation within the 
State Alluvial Diggings, where de Villiers and S’dhnge (1959) 
and Keyser (1972) describe a series of terraces and their 
inferred sequence of formation, A series of transgressions, 
regressions, warping and tectonic movements has formed a 
sequence of terraces between +64 to +84 metres (Grobler 
Terrace); +34 to +47 metres (Upper Terrace); +17 to +26 
metres (Middle Terrace) and -9 to +8 metres (Lower Terrace) 
above sea level. At C.D.M., with the exception of several 
planation remnants at +33 metres, the Upper beaches and their 
associated wave-cut platforms do not exceed 25 metres above 
sea level and appear to have been deposited in a regressive 
period with minor transgressive stages.
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The Upper Group of beaches at C.D.M, carry faunal remains 
such as Donax rogersi, Chamelea Krigei, Crassostrea roargaritacea 
(formerly Ostrea Prismatica), Thais praecingulata,
Trigonephrus sp., Fissurella sp. and Perna Tomlini, which 
indicate that the water temperature was slightly warmer than 
present, (All of these forms are no longer found on the 
West coast, although they are found on the much warmer East 
coast of Natal, where the Indian Ocean waters are considerably 
warmer than the South Atlantic,) The Younger, Lower beaches, 
unlike the Upper beaches, are not warped and possess a colder 
water, distinctly modern faunal assemblage including Donax 
serra, Mytilus sp.. Patella sp,, Builia sp, and Bnrnupena sp.
Molluscs from the 'A' beach were submitted for radiocarbon 
(C^^/C^^) dating at the University of Gronigen by Or J.C, Vogel 
in 1965, and gave two ages with a possible span of 34 000 to 
39 000 years B.P. This order of age and altitude agrees with 
the eustatic curve of Milliman and Emery (1968) who infer that 
sea level was close to the present about 36 000 years B.P, 
Although this interpretation no longer finds favour with many 
authors, it is of interest as this would suggest that the 
Lower beaches at C.D.M. are Late Wisconsin or Wurm in age.
In order to elucidate this, a series of seven other samples 
was. submitted to the National Physical Research Laboratory 
of the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research for C^^/C^^ dating by Dr J.C. Vogel in 1974. The 
results are given in Table 17.
From these results, it is apparent that the ages for samples 
m a s s and MA4S are anomalous. Sample MA3S was taken from the 
'B* beach crest while sample MA4S was taken from the 'C 
beach crest. Since the latter site is further inland, at a 
higher elevation and since the 'B' beach can be clearly seen 
to truncate the calcrete horizon capping the 'C beach, the 
'C' beach is clearly older than the 'B' beach.
TABLE 18
TENTATIVE DATES FOR C.D.M. RAISED BEACHES
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Beach
Elevation 
(m.a.m.8.1.)
0 to + 2 m
Asa
Recent 11 000 years
B
C 2 
C 1
+ 3 to + 6 m 
+ 6 to 8 m 
8 to 11 m
Late Pleistocene
130 000 - ?180 000 years
+13 to +15 m 
+17 to +21 m 
+24 to +28 m
Middle Pleistocene 
?700 000
Remnant
Gravels
above
'Main Cliff’
+34 to +36 ra Early Pleistocene
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An anomaly such as this casts doubts upon the reliability 
of the other results. Dr Vogel s ta tes "Tha da Ces for the 
samples 4 to 7 are all finite but this could easily be 
caused by a small amount of contamination, and they may 
in fact be older than 45 000 years." It is also an 
accepted fact that dating on molluscs by is now
no longer accepted with confidence (Prof W.W. Bishop, 1075, 
personal communication).
From these results, it is deduced that a date of 5 750 +
55 B.P, for material associated with the 'A' beach is probably 
valid. However, it is likely that the remaining dates are 
suspect and it is possibly safer to conclude that all of them 
are older than 45 000 B.P. It is of interest, moreover, to 
note that an unrolled Acheulian hand-axe was recovered from a 
calcareous sand horizon overlying the *B' beach from which 
sample MA3S was recovered. An acceptable age for such an 
artefact would probably be + 80 000 years B.P. According 
to Wendorf, et al (1975), a final Acheulian occupation is 
followed by the earliest Middle Stone Age occupation which 
is in turn covered by a crystal-rich pyroclastic ashfall dated 
as 181 000 + 6 000 years B.P, at the Galla Lakes region of 
central Ethiopia in East Africa, If this assignment is 
correct, then it is quite possible that the Middle Stone Age 
began prior to 180 000 B.P. However, at present, the raised 
beaches at C.D.M. are tentatively dated as shovm in Table 18,
The latest information concerning Namaqualand, to the south, 
is given by Carrington and Kensley (1969), who established 
a succession of marine deposits and correlated them to 
fluctuating Pleistocene sea levels as follows in Table 19.
TABLE 19
SUCCESSION (AFTER CARRINGTON AND KENSLEY, 1969)
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Loose Surface Sand 
- unconformity - Recent
2 m Transgression.Complex 
- unconformity -
5 m Transgression,Complex 
- unconformity - Upper Pleistocene
7 - 8 m Transgression Complex 
- unconformity -
Terrestrial Sands 
- unconformity - (To Recent in part)
17 - 21 m Transgression Complex 
- unconformity - Middle Pleistocene
29 - 34 m Transgression Complex 
- unconformity -
45 - 50 m Transgression Complex 
- unconformity - Lower Pleistocene
75 - 90 m Transgression Complex 
- unconformity - Basal Pleistocene
Fossiliferous Phosphatic Siltstones 
- unconformity - Pliocene
Fluviatile Beds 
- unconformity - Mi o-Pliocene
Basement Gneiss Archaean
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However, if one compares these sea levels with Zeuner's
(1959) summary, as shown in Table 20, there is an apparent 
agreement of levels. But since the main basis of 
correlation is elevation, this is hardly surprising,
O'Shea (1971) accepts the proposal of Mabutt (1955) that 
a sequence of post-Major Emergence regression, post-Minor 
Emergence regression and lastly a minor transgression to 
+2 metres existed, and states that, the recent
marine deposits of the winter rainfall area of the South . 
Western Cape Province support the conclusions from the 
river terraces that pluvial rhythms have been shared in 
common by regions of differing ' rainfall regime".
The strongest evidence for correlation is thus given by the 
faunal similarities b etween the Upper beaches at Oranjemund 
an d  the +17 to 21 metres transgression complex of Namaqualand 
( Carrington and K e nsley o p . cit.). Both of these areas 
are c h aracterised  by coarse sediments and by the extinct 
Donax r o g e r s i . I n  Namaqualand, this species is confined to 
the +17 to 21 m e tre transgression complex.
The absence of marine deposits or features in the vicinity 
of Oranjemund at levels above +30 metres is a problem,
O'Shea (1971) suggests that this ma y  be the result "of the 
coastal movements and temporary departures of the Orange 
River from its present course". Stocken, however (personal 
communication), favours the complete n o n - d e p o s i t i o n  of 
m ari n e  sediments n orth of the river. He infers that the 
gradient of the Upper beaches from Oranjemund to Chameis 
(some 100 kilometres to the north) if projected south of 
the Orange River w o u l d  rise to a sufficient height to embrace 
the dissected Grobler Terrace remnants of the State Alluvial  
Diggings and the Namaqualand deposits. This w o u l d  be 
a c c eptable if the coastal w a r p i n g  has remained at a constant 
rate along the littoral.
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The present author notes, however, that some of the Upper 
beaches at Oranjemund, and further north, are covered by 
one or more sequences of sheetwash deposits and thin-bedded, 
seemingly aeolian, units with a characteristic brownish-red 
hue (which, incidentally, is responsible for them locally 
being termed Red Sands). Furthermore, Keyser (1972) records 
similar aeolian deposits capping the marine gravels to the 
south of the Orange River.
To the east of Oranjemund, approximately 10 kilometres inland 
there is a distinct sand covered topographic scarp which 
is clearly visible from the air which swings coastwards 
to the north. On the south bank of the river, this 
scarp feature is equatable with the rock outcrop passing 
behind Koortdoorn airport and links up with the inland limit 
of the marine terraces. It is thus suspected that this 
feature may well reflect the limit of the long postulated - 
but so far elusive - high level marine deposits to the north 
of the Orange River.
In comparison with Namaqualand, three relatively persistent 
beaches fall within the Upper Group at Oranjemund and they 
all show a transgressive habit with respect to their older 
and higher counterparts as well as to the Red Sands. 
Carrington and Kensley (op, cit.) go on to list three 
successively lower transgressions characterised by a cold 
water fauna which compares favourably with the three lower 
beaches (’A', 'B' and VC') at Oranjemund, Kleinjan (1971) 
has observed that the oldest of these lower beaches, the 'C 
beach, is unwarped, but has been over ridden and eroded in
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the vicinity of Mittag approximately 50 kilometres north 
of Oranjemund, The 'B* beach then becomes the dominant 
member of the Lower Group of beaches and rests against 
the Minor cliff: a persistent break in bedrock slope
between -1-3 and +5 metres above sea level.
The development of this Minor cliff in the bedrock, together 
with the different fauna and the apparently transgressive 
nature of the Upper Group of beaches implies a regression 
between the formation of the Upper and Lower Groups.
Despite the dangers and inconclusiveness of the evidence for 
such a correlation, it is felt that there are considerable 
similarities between the Oranjemund and the Namaqualand 
successions.
At Langebaanweg, to the south, Hendey (1970, 1973, 1975) has 
made detailed studies of the fauna of the Varswater formation. 
The latter is a Pliocene formation, dated as 4 - 5 x 10^ 
years B.P., laid doim during a marine transgression at about 
50 metres a.m.s.l. The dating has been obtained by broad 
correlation of whole fossil mammal assemblages with the 
securely dated East African faunas. In conjunction with 
Tankard (1975), it has been found that tilting and warping 
of the marine units since the Mi.oceiie, in the Ysterfontein - 
Elands Bay area, has displaced these units from their original 
levels, so that the 45 to 50 metre transgression complex of 
Carrington and Kensley is at 10 metres a.m.s.l, in the 
Saldanha area. This would then equate the +10 metre Saldanha 
complex to the Upper Terrace Complex at C.D.M.
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Tankard also recognises three sea level peaks in the last 
interglacial at 6,3 metres a.m.s.l,, 2 - 3,5 metres a.m.s.l. 
and at 0 metres a.m.s.l. which he correlates with the 
Tyrrhenian II and Tyrrhenian I of Kallorca.
Hobday (1975) notes that the stratigraphie units 2, 3 and 5 
of the St Lucia barrier on the Zululand coast correspond with 
three Eemian peaks, and that Unit 1, which is widely 
developed at about +8 metres a.m.s.l, probably originated 
in the preceding Saalian glaciation.
There are thus marked differences of opinion as to world-wide 
sea levels during early and middle Pleistocene times, and 
also on the validity of Holocene levels higher than present 
(Curray, 1969), Nevertheless, there appears to be a general 
agreement that during the Late Pleistocene, say 75 000 to 
130 000 years B. P. , there were times when sea level stood 
several metres higher than at present (Hobday, 1975). It 
is also accepted by several investigators that this Eemian 
(Sangamon) high was not a single event but consisted of 
three peaks separated by slightly lower levels (Emiliani, 
1970; Fairbridge, I960;'- Mesolella et al, 1970).
So far we have considered only the marine succession and the 
evidence for its correlation.
6.4.2 Ttie Terrestrial Succession
On land. S o uth Africa seemed to offer one of the most 
p romi s i n g  Pleistocene environmental, cultural and climatic 
successions w i t h i n  the continent (e.g. Breuil et al, 1948; 
Cooke, 1941, 1947). However, this w o r k  was rapidly eclipsed
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by the discoveries in East Africa, where an apparently 
almost continuous succession from at least the Miocene 
to the Present can be foundj a succession with an abundant 
vertebrate fauna with many intercalated volcanic beds to 
provide dating limits based upon isotopic time. The early 
and mid-Pleistocene time span in Africa, south of the 
Zambesi, is now comparatively poorly understood from either 
an environmental or a stratigraphie approach, and would 
appear to be frequently contradictory and confused,
A great deal of energy has been misdirected in East Africa 
and subsequently in South Africa into the study of climatic 
succession up to 1958, namely the pluvial-interpluvial story - 
validly criticised by many investigators (Bishop, 1962 (a) 
and (b), 1968; Cooke, 1958; Flint, 1959 (a) and (b); 
Pickering, 1958; Solomon, 1939; and others). However, 
these climatic features have now been largely discarded.
The labours of the diamond diggers from 1870 onwards focused 
attention on the Vaal River gravels above the confluence of 
the Orange and the Vaal. Du Toit, working for the Geological 
Survey (1907; 1907 - 08), considered the problems of the
area, and later Sohnge and Visser described the geology of 
the Vaal gravels in a Survey Memoir (1937) and Cooke (1949) 
described the fossil mammalian fauna,
Reuning had made several reconnaissance trips along the lower 
reaches of the Orange in the Richtersveld in the early 1920's 
but nothing was published on the river terraces until 1959 
(de Villiers and Sohnge).
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It is considered that the history of the Vaal gravels may 
well be relevant to the unravelling of the sequence of events 
closer to the coast. The correlation between the Vaal 
sequences which are mainly dated on artefacts and mammalian 
fossils, and the Lower Orange River terraces which are very 
poorly dated by artefacts alone can only be very speculative. 
Although there is a correlation between possible terrace 
levels above a local river datum, there is little else to 
correlate.
Van Riet Lowe (1952) put forward a correlation between part 
of the East African succession and some of the Vaal gravel 
horizons on climatic grounds, whilst Cooke (1952, 1955) 
equates classical Pleistocene glacial sequences tentatively 
to the terrace sequences, Mabutt (1955 a) postulated that 
the Western Cape climate was synchronous with that of the 
Vaal River, and equated thalassostic terraces associated 
with the Olifants and Berg Rivers with local marine deposits.
This is considered to be somewhat speculative as the erosional 
and depositional history of the Orange-Vaal system will be 
dependent, to a great extent, on the climate of the Vaal basin 
which will be continental; the inter-relationship of the 
coastal marginal areas climatically with the continental 
interiors is an unknown factor. Mabutt's review, however, 
demonstrates the various approaches made.
To return to the Vaal sequences, these have been studied 
and the present state of knowledge has been ably summarised 
by Butzer et al (1973) (see Table 21).
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Table 21 Tentative Late Caenozoic evolution of the Vaal Valley 
(after Butzer, 1973.)
I
o
g
cn
3PM
Pd
W
Pm
PM
P
Recent Vaal downcutting and gullying.
Alluviation of Vaal flood .terrace and 1,5m sandy 
tributary terrace. Traces of Later Stone Age 
(Smithfie1d).
Dissection of fill (vertical amplitude 6m). 
Aeolian activity.
o
Pm
a
MbV Alluviation: 6m of Vaal flood silts and 
tributary loams, climaxed by vertisol 
development. Floodplain + 4,5m. 
Dissection ( 11m).
MbIV Alluviation: 9m of Vaal flood silts, 
Floodplain + 8,5m.
Dissection ( 15m).
MbIII Alluviation: 9m of tributary sands and
gravels. Floodplain + 13m. Terminated by 
• 17 000 B.P. Partly coeval with Middle Stone 
Age settlement.
Dissection ( 5m).
Kbll Alluviation: 7m of Vaal flood silts.
Floodplain + 10,5m.
Dissection (amplitude?).
MbI Alluviation: 6m of gleyed floodplain silts.
Floodplain + 8,5m.
Dissection of fill (vertical amplitude 12m).
PC
g
g
en
I
CO
p
Calcareous palaeosol.
Unit C (gravels).
Unit B (sands and gravels)
Gambie and calcaceous 
palaeosols.
Unit A-:(gravels).
M i d d l e  to L a t e  
A c h e u l i a n  settlement. 
M i d d l e / P l e i s t o c e n e  
f a u n a .
Bedrock dissection (vertical amplitude 18m).
PJ
I
g
cn
3
3
a
g
wI
H
3
I
(iv)
Bedrock
(iii)
Bedrock
(ii)
Bedrock
(i)
Alluviation: '70 ft' gravels, 
dissection ( 12m).
Planation of Proksch Koppie Platform 
(+33/72m) with terminal aggradation of 
'100 ft' gravels. Related tributary gravels 
(Barkly West). 
dissection ( 27m).
Planation of Holpan Platform (+60/80m) with 
terminal aggradation of '200 ft' gravels. 
Earliest artefacts?? Source of derived 
Pliocene fauna? Related tributary gravels 
(Nooitgedacht. Gong-Gong). 
dissection.
Formation of Nooitgedacht Gravels (+ 90m) 
and Platform,
Protracted, alternating bedrock dissection and Planation.
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W5-th regards to the Orange River, it is known that this, 
or the Proto-Orange River had broken through to the Atlantic 
at least by Eocene times, if not earlier. At Buntfeldschuh, 
some 150 kilometres north of the Orange River mouth, early 
Tertiary marine deposits are preserved as a fossil strandline 
rising to a maximum of 160 metres above mean sea level 
(Stocken, 1962). Part of this succession contains the 
striking 'Orange River Suite' of pebbles whilst the fossil 
assemblage (Lotz et al, 1913; Stormer, 1921 - 23) indicates 
a Middle to Upper Eocene or possibly Lower Miocene age 
(Du Toit, 1954: although Haughton, 1969, favours a Lower
Miocene age).
The Lower Tertiary sedimentation on the continental shelf off 
the South West African coast was thus probably initiated by 
the Eocene transgression (Dingle, 1971, 1973; Scrutton et al, 
1971 - 72), the easterly limits of which are preserved in the 
Buntfeldschuh littoral. According to Dingle (1973),
at the end of Eocene times there were earth movements 
and a major regression. Tlie resulting erosion produced 
large-scale irregularities on the shelf, locally on the 
(continental) slope, and the Orange River valley was cut 
across the shelf". Hoyt et al (1969), note that two 
relatively deep sediment-filled meandering valleys extend 
eight kilometres offshore across the seaward sloping bedrock 
platform underlying the sediment lens (of the Orange River 
mouth). At the coast line, the valley floors are about -46 
and -61 metres below sea level and are cut as much as 45 metres 
into the bedrock platform. The southernmost of these two 
valleys appears to correspond to the alleged Eocene valley of 
Dingle (1973).
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Drilling in the flvivlatile deposits adjacent to the coast 
and in an arc to the north and northeast of the Oranjemund 
township, to delineate the limit of the Orange River sediments 
under the dune sands and provide a bedrock profile, shows 
that there are two major valleys cut into the Oranjemund 
formation phyllites. Extension of these drill lines by 
seismic and resistivity profiling indicates that these are 
the lateral continuations of the two submarine valleys 
detected by Dingle (1973) and Hoyt et al (1969),
Although this drilling to the northeast of the Oranjemund 
township is still underway, at present it is clear that both 
the Older Group and Younger Group of terraces are present in 
the area. The superficial sand cover, increasing to over 
25 metres in places, effectively covers the northern limits 
of these sediments.
From the elevation of these, two valleys beneath these 
fluviatile deposits, it can be seen that they extend inland, 
probably as far as Arrisdrif, thus showing that considerable 
over-deepening has taken place.
This over-deepening is the result of erosion during a period 
of low stillstand, and the fact that Arrisdrif marks the limit 
of this erosion suggests that either:
(i) Arrisdrif is the boundary of a compartment along
the river;
(ii) Arrisdrif marks the upstream limit of the headward
retreat of a nick point as far as the gabbro intrusion;
(iii) Arrisdrif marks the upstream limit of marine erosion;
(iv) the river valley suddenly narrows in the vicinity of
Arrisdrif and coincides with the present-day river 
course.
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From tbp. available evidence, the second alternative appears 
to be the most likely, whilst the first alternative is also 
probable.
6,5 The Marine-Fluviatile Relationship
To the west of Oranjemund, close to the present-day coast, the 
marine and riverine sediments are in direct contact. The 
present-day Orange River has no real delta (although there is 
evidence of a submerged delta offshore; Hoyt et al, 1969). 
because of the erosive power of the longshore drift and 
near-shore currents. Instead there is active progradation 
along the coastline. Because of this, and as a result of 
past marine transgressions in the Pleistocene there is a 
complex interdigitation and relationship of the marine and 
fluviatile sediments.
The relationship between the few above-cliff marine remnants 
and the riverine succession is unknown. The oldest of the 
Upper Terrace beaches, the 'F' beach, extends only a short 
distance onto the riverine terraces before being truncated 
by a planed Terrace I deposit, together with river Terrace II 
and III, These three river terraces also apparently truncate
the marine *D' and 'E' beaches.
River Terrace IV, which forms an extensive floodplain near the 
coast, truncates the Upper Terrace beaches, but is itself cut 
off by the oldest beach of the Lower Terrace complex, the 'C 
beach. Terrace V, the present-day floodplain, however, cuts 
the Lower .Terrace A and B beaches and is equatable with the 
present-day beach.
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Ib.is relationship thus gives a series of relative ages for 
the various components. From the radiocarbon dating, it 
appears that the k  beach is Holocene in age, whilst the B,
C 2 and G 1 beaches probably range back in age to the start 
of the Late Pleistocene, Tliat is to say, in absolute terras, 
they range from about 11 000 to 130 000 B.P. and are probably 
associated with interglacials or with stadials (Stocken, 1975, 
personal communication). However, the presence of an 
unrolled Acheulian hand-axe from a calcareous sand horizon 
overlying the 'B' beach,could, by analogy with the East African 
successions (Wendorf et al, 1975), indicate an age greater than 
180 000 years B.P. However, there is no published evidence 
to date to suggest that the Middle Stone Age commenced at such 
an early point in antiquity in southern Africa. In the absence 
of such evidence it is preferred to adhere to the more recent 
dates, although it should be borne in mind that the older dates
of Wendorf are also possibly valid.
Terrace IV is cut by the C 1 beach, and is thus clearly older:
and an age. of +130 000 years B.P. is assigned to it.
The palaeontology and position of the D, E and F beaches suggest 
a Mid-Pleistocene age: say 700 000 years B.P. It therefore
follows that river Terrace I, II and III are pre-Mid-Pleistocene. 
However, it is apparent that the Terrace I is probably 
considerably older than Terrace II and III, This is based 
upon the following observations:
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(l) the Terrace I valley follows a different course 
from the subsequent terraces;
(ii) the Terrace I course is deeply incised into its 
own valley (greater than 50 metres in places);
(iii) the Terrace I deposits at Auchas Lower, Auchas, 
and Daberas are often overlain by considerable 
thicknesses of sands and aeolianites;
(iv) the Terrace II and Terrace III systems are
entrenched within their own valley system, and 
are rarely overlain by an appreciable "overburden".
Although no attempt has been made to assess the period of time 
required to accumulate the various deposits of fluviatile and 
associated deposits, it is felt that the Terrace I sequence 
is considerably older than Terrace II and III, Ihe latter 
two are thus assigned to the Early Pleistocene, and Terrace I 
is assigned to the Plio-Pleistocene,
It is also of note that the marine beaches are rich in diamonds, 
whereas the river deposits contain only occasional stones, 
except under exceptional conditions. It is thus concluded 
that the enrichment encountered on the beaches is the result 
' of the continual attrition, reworking and reconcentration of 
the fluviatile debris discharged over a long period of time.
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CONCLUSIONS
7.1 The lower course of the Orange River is marked by three 
main levels of raised terraces, which can be divided into 
an Upper, Older Group (Terrace l) and a Lower, Younger 
Group (Terraces II and III).
7.2 The course of the lower part of the Orange River appears 
to have been superimposed from an earlier ?Mio-Pliocene 
valley. This course is in parts lithologically controlled.
7.3 The Upper Group gravels and the Lower Group gravels can be 
distinguished on petrological grounds, but the members of 
the Lower Group cannot be subdivided by this method.
7.4 It appears possible to recognise channel-type coarse fluvial 
gravels from the relationship between the framework, infill 
and matrix. In boreholes, these' channels can also 
frequently be traced by mineralogical techniques,
7.5 The aggraded river deposits are the result of rapid flash- 
flood type discharge under arid conditions along the Orange 
River, and these have provided the bulk of the coarse 
resistant material which forms the adjacent marine coastal 
deposits,
7.6 The marine coastal deposits consist of six marine beaches 
which can be subdivided into an Upper, Older Terrace Complex 
and a Lower, Younger Terrace Complex,
7.7 The Lower and Upper Marine Terrace complexes are probably 
of Late - and Mid-Pleistocene age respectively.
7.8 Tlie Lower and Upper River Terrace Complexes are probably 
of Early Pleistocene and Plio-Pleistocene age respectively.
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APPENDIX I
9. A SYSTEMATIC RECORD OF THE INVESTIGATIONS FOR EACH 
OF THE AREAS ON THE ORANGE RIVER WHICH WERE STUDIED
9.1 DABERAS
It is proposed to deal with the geology in the chronological 
sequence of the excavations and drilling so that an idea of 
the evolution of the interpretation can be made.
In September, 1969, the excavation of a series of small 
prospecting pits, approximately 5 x 1  metres in size, was 
begun in the deep present-day gullies which dissect the terraces 
at Daberas,
Within some of the gullies (e.g. in DG 1, 2, 3 and 4) certain 
localities occur where the bedrock exposed in the gully walls 
is definitely cut by the later terrace. The first pit. 
Prospecting Pit 1, is situated against one of the small bedrock 
cliffs in a gully wall in DG 4, and was excavated to bedrock. 
Approximately 9 cubic metres of material was excavated, and a 
typical ’channel' type gravel was intersected at 42 metres 
above river level (58 metres above mean sea level). Tlie
gravel exposed is a boulder-cobble quartzite gravel, with a
good small cobble-pebble-gravel infill and a greenish buffy- 
silty-fine sand matrix^ the whole containing abundant 
epidosite, small bedrock chips and garnets - mainly pyrope 
and almandine.
Prospecting Pit 2 was excavated at the foot of a bedrock cliff
in the next gully (DG 3) about 300 metres to the east of
Prospecting Pit 1, This pit intersected a similar gravel to 
that encountered in Prospecting Pit 1, the petrology differing 
only in the percentage of clay present, which was less than in 
Prospecting Pit 1.
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Following the completion of this pit, Prospecting Pits 3, 4,
5, 6, 7 and 9 were excavated further along the same gully 
(DG 3) in an attempt to establish the lateral extent of this 
channel gravel. It was thought that perhaps this was not 
so much a channel gravel as a typical basal gravel infill 
similar to those recorded within the Vaal River system 
(Du Toit, 1951; Wagner, 1914). All of these pits, with the 
exception of Prospecting Pit 7, were situated in Terrace I 
gravels, and none contained gravels similar to those seen in 
Prospecting Pits 1 and 2. Prospecting Pit 7 was excavated in 
the Lower Group of terraces where Terrace II gravels have been 
planed by post-depositional erosion to a Terrace III surface 
elevation. This pit revealed only typical Terrace II gravels. 
However, another pit. Prospecting Pit 8, was then excavated 
between Prospecting Pit 7 and the bedrock step separating the 
Lower from the Upper Group of terraces. This pit contained 
a more clay-rich Terrace II gravel: a cobble-pebble gravel
with few large boulders in a buff-red-brown clay quartzofeldspathic 
sand matrix. The infill was a small pebble grit.
One thousand metres east of the gully containing Prospecting 
Pits 2 - 9 (DG 3) a larger gully (DG 1) has cut through the river 
deposits for most of their width. Very close to the bedrock 
cliff at the back of the terrace, where the channel of the 
Proto-Orange River traversed the gully, the bedrock has been 
scoured out to form,a relatively .deep hollow within which the 
subsequently deposited gravels have been preserved.
Prospecting Pit 10, sited in the centre of this 'deeper area', 
was excavated to bedrock through three metres of gravel, a 
typical 'rusty-orange' channel type of gravel. Prospecting Pit 11
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was then excavated at the foot of the convex cliff of the 
channel across, the line of the probable Proto-Orange, A 
bedrock block rich rusty-orange gravel was intersected.
This is believed to be the lateral extension of that exposed 
in Prospecting Pit 10.
Following the completion of these two excavations, two further 
pits, Prospecting Pits 12 and 13, were then excavated to bedrock 
to the south in the same gully. However, neither of them 
intersected the typical channel gravels.
Fig, 15 shows the profile along the donga containing Prospecting 
Pits 10 - 13, The results from the excavation of these 
Prospecting Pits led to the hypothesis that there was probably 
a channel gravel horizon associated with the bedrock channel 
and cliff at the back of the terrace system at Daberas,
In order to test this hypothesis, it was decided to cut a 
series of large trenches through the terraces. The site of 
the first of these trenches. Trench 1, was chosen primarily 
for its ease of access and secondly because it would provide 
information on a poorly dissected section of the terraces.
Stripping began in February, 1970, and it was estimated that 
the stripping of each trench would take some 5 - 6  weeks to 
complete. Stripping of Trench 1 was later abandoned in 
September, 1970, after 107 400 cubic metres (193 000 tons) 
of ground had been excavated. Pitting within the trench was 
finally completed in February, 1971, It was decided that 
conventional stripping was too expensive (approximately 
RO-56/cubic metre) and too slow for prospecting in this type 
of ground and this trenching programme.was thus abandoned.
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The sections exposed by the excavation of Trench 1 proved 
to be most informative, and subsequently were of great value 
in attempting to analyse and correlate the material obtained 
from the borehole cuttings. Furthermore, the exposures 
reveal the tremendous variation in lithology which can be 
found in this type of deposit over a very short distance, both 
vertically and horizontally. Careful logging of the trench 
has proved disappointing in attempting to define, or 
"pigeon-hole" the gravel types; a broad division into different 
types is, however, possible,
Tlie logging suggests that there is a channel-type deposit from 
Pits 27 - 30; the channel itself lying between Pits 27 and 28,
It is felt that this is probably a relatively young channel and 
not one of the main basal High Level Group channels of the 
Proto-Orange River,
It has been suggested by several workers at C.D.M. (Dewar, Liddle, 
Stocken, Personal Communication) that the gravels beneath Pit 31 
might be remnant Terrace I gravels (by virtue of their elevation; 
38 metres above river level; 54 metres above mean sea level) 
which have either been covered by or reworked during the 
erosional and depositional cycle of Terrace II, The petrography 
of the gravels in the vicinity of Pit 31 indicates that these 
gravels are Terrace II gravels, and by comparison with the 
known basal channel gravels below Terrace I, they are clearly 
different. It is thus concluded that these gravels do not 
represent a remnant 'pocket' of Terrace I material. The 
possibility that the gravels which occur at this locality are 
reworked locally from older deposits (viz, the Terrace I gravels) 
cannot be discarded, although it is considered unlikely.
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A second channel deposit, a probable point bar deposit, extends 
from Pit 2 to Pit 12 and ranges from 24 - 26 metres above river 
level (40 - 42 metres above mean sea level) at Pit 2 to 25,5 - 
27,0 metres above river level (41,5 - 43,0 metres above mean 
sea level) at Pit 12. This is exposed as a distinct gravel 
horizon varying from 1 - 3  metres thick and 250 metres wide, 
the lateral extent being unknown.
Tliis horizon may well be correlatable with the horizon exposed 
in Prospecting Pit 8.
Near the southern end of Trench 1, between Pit 2 and Pit 3, a 
double channel is clearly exposed in the section, the gravels 
of which contain abundant heavy minerals.
Before the excavation of Trench 1 was completed, a dozer was 
used to make a small trench (Trench 6) some 90 metres long 
across the terraces at the extreme western (downstream) end of 
the Daberas loop. Here, the sections again proved to be most 
informative, although the information so obtained did not become 
meaningful until several pits and drill lines had been excavated 
in the vicinity. The trench, not being completed to bedrock, 
was thus only of limited use.
During the excavation of Trench 1, drilling of the initial 
series of jumper drill lines, using Steyn's and Mangold's jumper 
drills, approximately 1 000 metres apart,commenced. The first 
line to be drilled was DL 6 (D - Daberas; L - Line), situated 
along a small present-day gully. The latter was chosen in an 
attempt to reduce the thickness of gravel to be drilled, and 
also because the line of the second trench was to have been down 
this gully.
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The objectives for the drilling programme were primarily 
to obtain as accurate a bedrock profile as possible and to 
delineate the fossil river valley and any channels within it, 
and secondarily to obtain all possible information from the 
overlying gravel deposit.
The profile along DL 6 is of interest as it shows four main 
areas of bedrock benching below Terrace I; namely between 
boreholes DL 6/4 and DL 6/6, DL 6/7 and DL 6/11, DL 6/15 and 
DL 6/16A and between DL 6/17 and DL 6/23.
Upon completion of DL 6, drilling commenced along DL 1, which 
is situated along the western edge of the Daberas terrace 
system. It is probable that the Proto-Orange River flowed 
down the line of DL 1 (or parallel to it) from hole DL 1/09, 
past Trench 6, to DL 1/17, where the Younger Group of terraces 
truncates the Older Group.
In order to assess the results of the jumper drilling and in 
an attempt to sample the gravels within the basal channels, it 
was decided to excavate a series of Deep Vertical Pits (DVP). 
The DVP's initially had an internal timbered dimension of 
1,53 metres by 1,83 metres (5 ft. by 6 ft.), but this was later 
reduced to 1,22 metres by 1,22 metres (4 ft. by 4 ft.) in order 
to speed up the rate of excavation.
The first two DVP;s, DVP 1^and DVP 2, were sited in two gullies 
on top of Terrace I where it was anticipated that they would 
be about 20 metres above bedrock along the line of the basal 
valley/channel of the Proto-Orange River.
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DVP 2 was abandoned after two metres of excavation because • 
Williams Drill line W.D. 1 (W = Williams; D = Drill) was 
sited next to it, and DVP 3 was commenced 35 metres south 
of DVP 1. Fig. 16 shows the profiles of DVP’s 1 - 24.
Both DVP 1 and DVP 3 intersected the same channel-type gravel 
at 43 - 44 metres above river level (59 - 60 metres above mean 
sea level) well above bedrock. No other distinct channel- 
type gravels were encountered in either of these pits. The 
bedrock profile from these two pits shows a deepening toward 
the north, so it is likely that both of these DVP's missed 
the main channel - which in fact lies further to the north. 
(Later, drilling in the vicinity suggested that this is a 
part of a "Floating Channel" which only rarely impinges on 
the bedrock valley walls.)
A Hugh Williams LLDH Auger Drill was brought to Daberas in 
November, 1970, to establish whether this type of drill could 
penetrate the Orange River gravels rapidly and economically.
During the test programme for the Williams Drill, four lines 
of holes (see Fig. 17), prefixed W.D. to distinguish them from 
churn drill holes, were excavated. The first of these lines. 
Line W.D. 1, was drilled between the large donga (DG 1) 
containing Prospecting Pits 10 - 13 and DVP 2, The ground 
encountered proved to be extremely hard and well indurated by 
a calcareous cement, and only two holes reached bedrock after 
intersecting channel-type gravels at an elevation of 40 - 43 
metres above river level (56 - 59 metres above mean sea level.)
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Williams Drill line W.D. 2 was drilled parallel to the northern 
section of DL 1, but was offset five metres west, and was 
intended to test the theory that this area represents the 
'outlet' of the Proto-Orange River.
It is interesting to note that the two bedrock profiles from 
jumper drill line DL 1 and from Williams Drill Line W.D. 2 are 
similar, and both show a considerable deepening toward the north: 
a deepening toward a probable pool within the fossil river.
A characteristic khaki to olive grey-green (Munsell, 5Y 4/2) clay 
channel gravel was intersected in the basal 2,0 metres of the 
Williams Drill holes at a level between 34,5 - 38,5 metres above 
river level (50,5 - 54,5 metres above mean sea level), and a 
second, lighter buff channel-type gravel was recognised at 44 - 
49 metres above river level (60 - 63 metres above mean sea level), 
possibly indicating a higher level channel horizon.
Five hundred metres further east from Williams Drill line W.D. 2, 
Williams Drill line W.D. 3 just intersected the bedrock gravel 
contact at 40 - 42 metres above river level (56 - 58 metres above 
mean sea level), which enabled one limit of the fluviatile 
deposits to be established in this area.
Williams Drill line W.D. 4 was drilled some 800 metres east of 
line W.D. 3, where it was felt that the Proto-Orange River had 
flowed behind a small dolomite hill marked by the trigonometrical 
beacon "Limie", The profile from line W.D. 4 reveals a startling 
drop in the bedrock elevation from 62 metres above river level 
(78 metres above mean sea level) to 40 metres above river 
level (56 metres above mean sea level) over a horizontal distance
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of 50 metres, and due to the depth of the holes in the area 
(29 to 33 metres) the drilling of the remainder of the line 
was abandoned before the deepest areas (see profile DL 3) 
were reached, and the drill was then dispatched to the mines 
at C.D.M. for an appraisal of its performance in less adverse 
conditions.
Of interest is the occurrence of a channel type gravel, albeit 
calcretised, at 47. - 48 metres above river level (63 - 64 metres 
above mean sea level) in hole W.D. 4/5. This elevation is 
comparable to similar gravel horizons on line W.D. 2 and W.D. 3 
some 1 300 and 800 metres west respectively, and may indicate 
that this horizon persists throughout this portion of the area.
It is also interesting to note that this level falls within 
the limits of the "Intermediate Channel" reported by Octha 
Diamonds some 26 kilometres upstream. (Hawthorne, 1971; 
Stocken, 1971).
Jumper drilling along line DL 5 commenced upon completion of 
line DL 1. This line was chosen for drilling next because it 
lay midway between line DL 1 and Trench 1, and also between 
Prospecting Pit 2 and Prospecting Pit 11 and would thus supply 
information about this area.
The bedrock falls away steeply from north to south along line 
DL 5, and hole DL 5/7 ends virtually at the base of a steep 
bedrock cliff at a level of approximately 39 metres above river 
level (55 metres above mean sea level), whilst 75 metres further 
south, the bedrock falls away to approximately 38 metres above 
river level (54 metres above mean sea level) before rising again 
to 39,5 metres above river level (55,5 metres above mean sea 
level) in the vicinity of DL 5/15.
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Â site was chosen for DVP 4 which would, intersect the deep 
portion of DL 5 after its course had been laterally extrapolated 
125 metres west into a gully (DG 2); the gully site being 
chosen to reduce the depth of deposit to be penetrated.
Dozing of the overburden sand revealed that no gravel was 
present at this locality because of relatively recent ("present 
day") erosion, and ^ 5 x 1  metre prospecting pit. Pit 14, 
situated 100 metres south of the site of DVP 4, was excavated 
and passed through only 0,4 metres of in situ gravels before 
reaching bedrock.
DVP 5, was excavated on the site of borehole DL 6/18 to test 
one of the possible channels shown on the profile of this drill 
line (DL 6). DVP 5 intersected a channel-type gravel at 
approximately 41 metres above river level (57 metres above mean 
sea level). Extrapolation of this channel gravel horizon 
laterally to the north would intersect the bedrock beneath 
borehole DL 6/12 at the base of a small cliff shown on the 
bedrock profile.
DVP 6, sited on borehole DL 6/8A, was excavated to check another 
possible channel position on a bedrock bench. This DVP bottomed 
at 44 metres above river level (60 metres above mean sea level) 
without Intersecting any channel material, so it is probable 
that any fossil channel belonging to the Proto-Orange River 
would lie between DL 6/12 and DL 6/18. Tliis area contains 
favourable gravel horizons (from the interpretation of the 
drill hole cuttings) and two steps within the bedrock.
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After jumper drilling along line DL 5 had been completed, the 
drills were moved to line DL 10 on the upstream (eastern) 
portion of the Daberas area. This line was chosen to 
establish whether a Terrace I bedrock platform is preserved 
beneath the Terrace II erosion surface, and to provide 
information about this "unknown" area of the terraces: 
unknown because this region of the terrace deposits is not 
dissected by present-day gullies, thus preventing a preliminary 
reconnaissance of the area.
The profile from DL 10 is most interesting and clearly demonstrates 
that Terrace I (Older) gravels are absent and that a Terrace I 
platform is not preserved. Moreover, if the relative garnet 
concentrations for the borehole zones are plotted on the 
profile, a pattern of "Highs" and "Lows" can be observed which 
resembles the channel shapes and cross-sections predicted by 
Allen (1965) and corresponding to the heavy mineral concentrations 
sites for ephemeral streams noted by Joyce (1972). Within, 
the gravel pile forming Terrace II, a surface calcrete, together 
with a second, buried, fossil calcrete were noted suggesting 
tliat there might have been a period of considerable stillstand 
during the deposition of Terrace II.
Drill line DL 7 was drilled after the completion of line DL 10.
The profile is of considerable significance because it shows . 
two well defined platforms incised into the bedrock below 
Terrace I at 51 metres above river level (67 metres above mean 
sea level) and 41 metres above river level (57 metres above 
mean sea level) respectively; the latter having a distinct 
channel-like cross-section.
To the south of borehole DL 7/25, the bedrock falls to 23 
metres above river level (39 metres above mean sea level) 
witn two distinct breaks in slope at 35 metres above river 
level (41 metres above mean sea level) and 30 metres above 
river level (46 metres above mean sea level) below Terrace II.
DVP 7 was excavated on the site of borehole DL 5/27, where the 
bedrock profile shows a small depression and the heavy mineral 
count on the final .metre of borehole cuttings shows a garnet 
concentration. Bedrock was intersected at 34,7 metres above 
river level (50,7 metres above mean sea level), but no channel 
gravels were encountered.
DVP 8 was excavated in Terrace II on the site of borehole DL 1/23, 
This pit intersected bedrock at 23 metres above river level 
(39 metres above mean sea level) and also did not encounter 
channel type gravels. However, the boreholes on which the DVP 
was sited penetrated bedrock - here a raixtita - (the term 
raixtite replaces the previous name diamictite; after Kroner, 
and Rankama, 1972), and it is possible that the garnet 
concentration encountered at the base of the borehole came 
from the;mixtite and not from the gravel,
DVP 9 was excavated on the site of borehole DL 1/8, where an 
extremely high garnet concentration was encountered. Pitting 
revealed that the borehole ended in the middle of a large 
bedrock floating block within a typical channel deposit less 
than a metre thick. Bedrock was eventually intersected at 
34 metres above river level (50 metres above mean sea level).
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DVP 10 was excavated at the back of Terrace I on the site of 
borehole DL 5/1, which contained an anomalously high garnet 
concentration within the basal metre of the borehole cuttings,
A channel gravel was encountered near bedrock at an elevation 
of 58 metres above river level (74 metres above mean sea level) 
whilst bedrock itself occurs at 57 metres above river level 
(73 metres above mean sea level). It is thought that this 
might be part of a high level channel.
DVP 11 was excavated on the site of borehole DL 5/15: the
borehole contained a garnet concentration within the final 
metre of cuttings, and was situated on the outer edge of a 
channel cut into the bedrock. This pit intersected a typical 
channel gravel at approximately 40 metres above river level 
(56 metres above mean sea level): a gravel band which lies
beneath a more reddish brown coloured gravel with a few zeolites 
in its matrix. This elevation, together with the position of 
the DVP in relation to the bedrock cliff suggests that this 
represents the outer edge of a channel gravel tongueing out 
away from the foot of the cliff.
Drill line DL 4, situated approximately midway between line 
TO 4 and DL 5, was drilled in two sections: a northern section
(holes DL 4/1 to: DL 4/33) and a southern section (holes DL 4/36 
to DL 4/50) corresponding to the Older (Terrace I) and Younger 
(Terrace II) Group gravels respectively. The southern section 
was offset 200 metres east of the northern section in order to 
avoid a deep gully and to drill undisturbed terrace gravels. 
Between the two sections, dolomites outcrop to provide a distinct 
divide between Terrace I and Terrace II,
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The profila of DL 4 shows a channel passing beneath DL 4/29 
with a second, smaller, channel beneath DL 4/15. Tfo DVP's 
were excavated on the sites of these drill holes to test the 
gravels: DVP 12 on the site of borehole DL 4/29 and DVP 14
on the site of DL 4/15, DL 4/29 contained very high garnet 
concentrations throughout most of its profile, whilst DL 4/15 
contained only low concentrations.
The southern portion of DL 4, below holes DL 4/36 to DL 4/46 
shows a marked drop in elevation from 32 metres above river 
level (48 metres above mean sea level) to 20 metres above 
river level (36 metres above mean sea level) away from the 
bedrock divide between Terrace I and Terrace II, and south 
of DL 4/46, the bedrock falls away to circa 11 metres above 
river level (27 metres above mean sea level) below Terrace III.
DVP112, excavated on the site of borehole DL 4/29, situated 
on the outer edge of an old river meander, intersected channel 
gravels at 47 metres above river level (63 metres above mean 
sea level).
DVP 13 was excavated on the site of borehole DL 1/1 to check 
on channel gravels previously sampled by the Williams Drill 
along line WD 2. This DVP exposed a very distinct series of 
channel“type gravels between 41 - 45 metres above river level 
(57 - 61 metres above mean sea level) which indicated a channel 
above the bedrock. The channel gravels at this locality are 
remarkably clayey: there is a distinct boulder—cobole quartzite
clast framework and a good infill of small cobbles and pebbles 
■^Tth some gravel and many igneous and very abundant metamorphic 
clasts. The packing is very good. The matrix is a green 
to pale tan clay with some silty sands (Munsell 5G 4/5 to
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Munsell 2,5Y 7/4), Some schist fragments occur throughout 
the zone. Bedrock was intersected at approximately 37 metres 
above river level (53 metres above mean sea level), DVP 14, 
sited on borehole DL 4/15, was excavated to sample the channel 
incised into bedrock at approximately 35 metres above river 
level (51 metres above mean sea level). The bedrock was found 
to be deeply gullied to a depth of two metres below the 
surrounding schist bedrock "floor" level, but no typical 
channel gravels were encountered. The matrix just above bedrock, 
however, contained a very high proportion of clay.
Upon the completion of DL 4, drilling commenced along line 
DL 3, the profile of which shows a very marked gorge some 
700 metres wide containing the valley of the Proto-Orange River, 
This gorge, containing the Upper Group of gravels, is separated 
from the Lower Group of gravels by a bedrock hub some 650 metres 
wide. Within the gorge, beneath holes DL 3/7 to DL 3/13, is 
a second deeper valley. The bottom level of the latter is 
unknown, but is inferred to be in the vicinity of approximately 
26 metres above river level (42 metres above mean sea level).
The dolomite outcrop which crosses the terraces between DL 3 and 
DL 4 (see Fig, 13 ) has undoubtedly been a major influence in 
the development of the river system. It appears that the 
fossil Proto-Orange River flowed down as far as the dolomite 
ridge and was deflected northwards for some 800 metres before 
finally breaching the dolomite barrier and eroding the impressive 
gorge intersected by line DL 3, The point of breaching along 
this dolomite outcrop is also of interest in as much as it 
lies at the intersection of the dolomite horizon and the extension 
of a series of small calcite infilled fractures, and this must 
therefore have been an area of weakness. The fact that the 
dolomite itself formed a considerable barrier to the river also
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indicates that the former climate must have been relatively 
arid, since the dolomites are more resistant to weathering 
under arid conditions than under temperate or humid conditions 
(King, 1954; Thomas, 1974), Furthermore, the presence of 
calcrete in some of the gravels from DL 10 and the replacement 
of some of the limonitic staining of the gravels in DG 3 (see 
below) by calcrete is stated to be indicative of a change to 
more arid conditions (Bryan and Albritton, 1943),
Between the initial 1 000 metre lines of boreholes, a series 
of intermediate drill lines, designated "BLC* (Daberas Line 
Channel), were then drilled in order to determine more- 
precisely the position and sinuosity of the basal channel 
within the areas between the original 1 COO metre lines.
To this end, line DLC-¥2 was drilled midsfay between line DL 5 
and the large donga (DG 1) which dissects the Terrace I gravels 
in the vicinity of Prospecting Pit 11. Prospecting Pi.t 11 is 
located in a basal channel against a definite bedrock cliff.
The profile along line DLC-¥2 shows a marked drop in the bedrock 
level from the surface (approximately 64 metres above river level: 
80 metres above mean sea level) to a pronounced bench at 
approximately 44 metres above river level ( 6 0  m e t r e s  a b o v e  mean 
sea level), over a horizontal distance of 50 metres. Below 
this level, the bedrock drops d o w n  into a *deep*, probably 
levelling out around 37 - 38 metres above river level (53 - 54 
metres above mean sea level) before rising again to approximately 
41 metres above river level (57 m e t r e s  above m e a n  sea level) on 
the far side of the 'deep', a n d  then.descending a g a i n  to 37 metres 
above river level (53 metres above m e a n  sea level) below BLG-W2/10.
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South of the latter hole, the bedrock rises to around 41 metres 
above river level (57 metres above mean sea level) below 
DLC-W2/16 giving the impression that the bedrock channel 
intersected below Prospecting Pits 10 - 13 had bifurcated by 
the time it reached line DLG-W2.
Upon the completion of line DLC-W2, two of the drills commenced 
drilling line DL 2, midway between DL 1 and DL 3, whilst the 
other two drills commenced drilling line DLC-W4 between DL 4 and 
DL 5.
The profile of DL 2 shows a rapid fall in the bedrock elevation 
to the north of the Proto-Orange valley, here about 500 metres 
wide, similar to that noted on line DL 3, from 73 metres above 
river level (89 metres above mean sea level) to 34 metres above 
river level (50 metres above mean sea level) over approximately 
100 metres horizontally. The bedrock forms a probable bench 
between DL 2/05 and DL 2/0l at about 27 metres above river level 
(43 metres above mean sea level), before dropping to a lower 
level between DL 2/1 and DL 2/7. Unfortunately, due to poor 
ground conditions, no holes reach bedrock in this area, and all 
that is known is that the bottom must lie below 26 metres above 
river level (42 metres above mean sea level).
At borehole DL 2/9, the bedrock rises from 31 metres above river- 
level (47 metres above mean sea level) until it reaches the 
elevation of the 'bedrock hub' in the centre of the Proto-Orange 
meander at 45 metres above river level (61 metres above mean sea 
level) below DL 2/19.
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Profile DLC-W4 shows a single poorly defined bedrock channel 
at the foot of a gently inclined cliff, between DLC-W4/9 and 
DLC-W4/13 at 38 metres above river level (54 metres above 
mean sea level). Several high garnet concentrations, possibly 
indicating the presence of a high level channel, were noted 
below holes DLC-W4/2 and DLC-W4/3 at approximately 61 metres 
above river level (76 metres above mean sea level),
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Prospecting Pits 14, 15, 16 and 17 were all excavated in a 
present-day stream gully near DL 4, where the Proto-Orange 
impinged onto the dolomite ridge and was deflected. With the 
exception of Prospecting Pit 17, the other three pits passed 
through a thin (1 - 1,5 metres) of typical channelrtype gravels. 
Prospecting Pit 17, however, encountered a thick layer of 
overburden colluvial silts and clays. These were penetrated 
for a depth of five metres without any gravels being observed, 
and the pit was then abandoned because of the difficulty of 
further excavation without a headgear and because of the legal 
pitting requirements and it was decided that this area would 
require drilling.
Branching off from the large donga (DG 1) containing Prospecting 
Pits 1 0 - 1 3 ,  is a second, smaller, present-day gully which has 
deeply dissected the terrace gravels almost to bedrock.
Following the interpretation of drill lines DLC-W2 and DLC-W4, 
together with the information from the above prospecting pits 
and from line WD 1, it was decided to excavate a series of pits, 
each measuring 4 x 1  metres to bedrock with a pitting interval 
of 20 metres along this small gully. This line of pits was 
called Trench 2, and Fig, 42 shows the profile obtained.
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There is a marked cliff near the outside of the old river 
course at the east end of the gully exposed in Pit 2, Section 1, 
where the bedrock elevation drops from 40 metres above river
level (56 metres above mean sea level) to 36 metres above river
level (52 metres above mean sea level) in Pit 2, Section 3,
The bottom then rises over a small divide at 38,5 metres above
river level (54,5 metres above mean sea level) in Pit 4, Section 1
before dropping slightly to 37 metres above river level
(53 metres above mean sea level) in Pit 5, Section 1, before 
rising again to give the overall impression of a poorly defined 
double channel.
After completion of line DLC-W4, drilling commenced on line 
DLC-Sl, situated at right angles to line DL 1 near the outlet 
end of the Upper Group gravels. The profile from this line 
shows a narrow (circa 50 metre wide) deep 'hole' below DLC-Sl/2
at 25 metres above river level (41 metres above mean sea level),
whilst a wider, higher, channel exists at 32 metres above river 
level (48 metres above mean sea level) between DLC-Sl/6 and 
DLC-Sl/10. There is also a bedrock bench at 37 metres above 
river level (53 metres above mean sea level) below holes 
DLC-Sl/12 to DLC-SI/16.
Again, on the extreme outside (west) of the fossil river meander 
beneath the drill line, there is a marked cliff, with the bedrock 
falling from 50 metres above river level (66 metres above mean 
sea level) to 25 metres above river level (41 metres above mean 
sea level) over 100 metres horizontally.
When the drilling along DLC-Sl was completed, drilling commenced 
on line DLC-W6 between lines DL 4 and DLC-W4, .and upon line 
DLC-W7 between lines DL 4 and DL 3 in the vicinity of Prospecting 
Pits 14 - 17.
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The profile of DLC-W6 shows a distinct bedrock channel 
bottoming at 36 metres above river level (52 metres above 
mean sea level), which corresponds to the hollow intersected 
by prospecting pits in neighbouring gullies (viz. Prospecting 
Pits 1 and 2). Garnet concentrations were noted circa 46 
metres above river level (62 metres above mean sea level) below 
DLC-W6/19, and circa 55 metres above river level (71 metres 
above mean sea level) below DLC-W6/17.
Drill line DLC-W7 shows a well defined gorge through which the 
river must have flowed. It is noticeable that the bedrock 
elevations in this part of the cut-off meander, and downstream 
further to the west, are lower than those encountered along the 
drill lines traversing the main terrace area upstream (e.g. DL 5), 
and further downstream (e.g. DL 3, DL 2 and DLC-Sl); elevations 
as low as -2 metres above river level (14 metres above mean sea 
level) as opposed to 36 - 40 metres above river level occur 
(52 - 56 metres above mean sea level). Drill line DLC-W7 is 
also of particular interest as it shows a pronounced 'plunge 
pool', thought to have resulted from the breaching of the dolomite 
barrier occurring between DL 4 and the trigonometrical beacon 
"Limie", and its nick point's subsequent migration upstream.
The possibility that this 'plunge pool' results from later 
drainage cutting across the river channel was exaroined and can 
safely be dismissed because no outlet for, or continuation of, 
the feature is seen to the south or south-west in the gully 
which crosses drill line DLC-W7: the bedrock being traceable
throughout the area and nowhere appearing lower than an elevation 
of 36 metres above river level (52 metres above mean sea level).
A dozer was used to verify the presence of bedrock in the one 
small area where sheetwash deposits had concealed the 'solid' 
outcrop.
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A high level remnant of gravels was noted beneath holes 
DLC-W7/3 to DLC-W7/7 between 40 - 46 metres above river level 
(56 - 62 metres above mean sea level). It is possible that 
this perched remnant is the lateral equivalent of the gravels 
noted at comparable elevations beneath holes DL 4/11 and DL 4/33.
Drill line DLC-WIO, situated on the outlet curve of the Upper 
Group gravels near DL 1, shows the same 'gorge' like features 
noted above. The deepest point is below hole DLC-WlO/9 where 
a channel less than 100 metres wide has cut down to 22 metres 
above river level (38 metres above mean sea level),
DLC-W8, situated between DLC-W7 and DL 3, was drilled after 
DLC-WIO had been completed, and is very similar to D L .3 in 
profile. Here,’the Proto-Orange was contained in a valley 
some 700 metres wide bounded by cliffs at least 25 metres 
high in the south, and 50 metres high in the north. There 
is a relatively broad (200 metres) shallow depression incised 
into the bedrock between DLC-W8/15 and DLC-W8/23, bottoming 
at 35 metres above river level (51 metres above mean sea level) 
separated by a ridge, the highest point of which (circa 38 
metres above river level: 54 metres above mean sea level)
below DLC-W8/11, forms a narrower (150 metres), deeper gorge.
The base of the latter could not be reached because of poor 
ground conditions, but it is known to lie below 30 metres 
above river level (46 metres above mean sea level).
DLC-W9, situated between DLC-WlO and DL 2, was drilled upon 
the completion of DLC-W8. The profile is of interest in as 
much as the fossil. river had widened out to produce a high 
level 'bench' some 400 metres across at approximately 37 metres 
above river,level (53 metres above mean sea level) and a deeper 
valley bottoming at 22 metres above river level (38 metres above 
mean sea level) some 250 metres wide. Thus a broad division 
into a higher and a lower area beneath Terrace I can be seen to 
persist throughout the area.
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In the outlet area of the Upper Group gravels, line DLC-S2 
was drilled to complete the drilling of the western portion 
of Daberas. The profile shows two distinct bedrock channels, 
the westernmost of which, below DLC-S2/5A, corresponds to the 
narrow gorge encountered along DLC-Sl some 800 metres to the 
north, bottoming at 23 metres above river level (39 metres 
above mean sea level) and is also about 50 metres wide; the 
second distinct channel is separated from the first by a 
bedrock high (35 metres above river level; 51 metres above
mean sea level) below DLC-S2/9, and extends for about 75 metres
between DLC-S2/11 and DLC-S2/13 at an elevation of 31 metres 
above river level (47 metres above mean sea level). A third 
channel may be partially preserved at the eastern end of the 
line below DLC-S2/17 and DLC-S2/19 at 33 metres above river 
level (49 metres above mean sea level).
DVP 15 was excavated on the site of borehole DL 5/7, and
intersected a bedrock hollow at the base of the cliff at the
back of Terrace I at 40 metres above river level (56 metres 
above mean sea level) where an impressive basal channel gravel 
was encountered.
DVP 16, sited on borehole DLC-W2/2, coincided with reasonably 
high garnet concentrations near the back cliff of Terrace I. 
Bedrock was intersected at 46 metres above river level (62 metres 
above mean sea level) although the borehole had indicated this 
at 43,5 metres above river level (59,5 metres above mean sea 
level). Channel gravels were encountered between .53 - 54 metres 
above river level (69 - 70 metres above mean sea level) and 
a second similar channel gravel was intersected between 47 - 49 
metres above river level (63 - 65 metres above mean sea level) 
indicating that two channels occur, one above the other, at 
this locality, separated by a 'barren' area.
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DVT 17 was excavated to expose gravel occurring against the 
cliff of Terrace I below DLC-W4/6, The borehole showed.no 
concentration of heavy minerals and bedrock was intersected 
at 51 metres above river level (67 metres above mean sea 
level). The gravels throughout were disappointing, but the 
basal gravel contained a high percentage of igneous and 
metamorphic clasts which might possibly indicate the start of 
overspill channel sediments,
DVP 18, excavated on the site of borehole DLC-W6/17 was sited 
to sample the same bedrock gravels as those intersected by 
Prospecting Pit 1 sited in an adjacent gully (DG 4). Channel 
gravels were intersected at 56 - 57 metres above river level 
(72 - 73 metres above mean sea level) but the basal gravels 
appeared disappointing. Bedrock was reached at 36 metres 
above river level (52 metres above mean sea level).
DVP 19 was excavated on borehole DLC-S1/2B to sample a deep 
narrow gorge at the outlet end of the Proto-Orange meander. 
Bedrock was intersected at 26 metres above river level .(42 metres 
above mean sea level). The gravels exposed within this pit 
were, in places, virtually composed of epidositic and gneissic 
clasts to the exclusion of all other types, whilst the garnet 
counts showed exceptionally high values (500 grains plus, per 
1,5 ml. of concentrate); the matrix was a pale apple green 
clay-fine sand (Munsell 5G 7/2). Because of the unusual nature 
of these gravels, several samples from the original borehole 
bailings were submitted to the Research Laboratories (DRL:
Sample Consignment CDM/D4/1).. Analysis revealed areas of 
interest between 42 - 44 metres above river level (58 - 60 
metres above mean sea level) and one from 26 - 27 metres above 
river level (42 - 43 metres above mean sea level). Comparison 
of these results with the borehole and pit logs suggests 
strongly a 'basal channel' origin for the lower level, and a 
probable 'intermediate channel' origin for the upper level.
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DVP 20 was excavated on the site of DLC-W4/11 to expose the 
basal channels. However, during its excavation, 'channel* 
gravels were intersected at 62. metres above river level 
(78 metres above mean sea level); 57 metres above river 
level (73 metres above mean sea level); 47 metres above 
river level (63 metres above mean sea level) and at 44 metres 
above river level (60 metres above mean sea level). It is 
thought that the first two -levels may represent high level 
channel horizons, whereas the latter two are attributed to 
an intermediate and a basal channel respectively.
DVP 21 was excavated on DLC-S2/5A over a deep narrow gorge, 
in a similar position to DVP 19 which was located on DLC-S1/2B.
A channel-type imbricated gravel was noted between 39 - 40 
metres above river level (55 - 56 metres above mean sea level) 
on the top of a gneissic-laden boulder bed close to its contact 
with an overlying pebble band. However, typical channel 
gravels were also intersected between 26 - 30 metres above 
river level (42 - 46 metres above mean sea level), where bedrock 
blocks, gneissic, metamorphic and epidositic clasts occurred 
together with jasperised ironstones. Bedrock was intersected 
at 26 metres above river level (42 metres above mean sea level).
After the completion of DVP 21, DVP 22 was excavated on the site 
of DLC-S2/11 to expose the higher level bedrock channel found 
there. Two interesting gravel horizons were intersected 
between 38 - 39 metres above river level (54 - 55 metres above 
mean sea level) and between 32,5 - 35 metres above river level 
(48,5 - 51 metres above mean sea level). Bedrock was reached 
at 32,5 metres above river level (48,5 metres above mean sea 
level). The former was of interest because of the occurrence 
of a large number of schist blocks, despite the distance from 
any schist outcrop — at least 150 metres. The latter was of
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interest because the basal gravel, besides resembling a channel- 
type of gravel, contained distinct small lenses of feldspar- 
rich gravel, suggesting that the unit may not have been the 
product of a single debris debouchement. It is difficult to 
envisage how.such feldspar 'pockets' could have survived during 
the probably turbulent transport of the remaining material.
Their position in space strongly suggested a small network 
of rivuletsi but no bedding could be perceived within the main 
gravel mass.
DVP 23 was excavated on the site of DLC-W6/11, to sample the 
basal gravels at the base of the Terrace I cliff. Intersecting 
the basal gravels at the foot of the cliff - part of the cliff 
actually being the pit wall - a dark broi^m clay-rich gravel was 
exposed (Munsell, 7.5YR 3/2). The bedrock, deeply gullied to 
a depth of 2,5 metres at the base of the cliff, was reached at 
41 - 44 metres above river level (57 ~ 60 metres above mean sea 
level). However, a possible channel gravel was exposed between
50 - 52 metres above river level (66 - 68 metres above mean sea,
level),
DVP 24 was excavated on the site of DL 7/15, to sample a channel 
at the foot of a cliff below Terrace I. Bedrock was reached at 
41 metres above river level (57 metres above mean sea level) 
without any channel gravels being exposed. The gravels 
themselves showed two distinct channel-type deposits between 
48 - 49 metres above river level (64 - 65 metres above mean sea 
level) and 42 - 44 metres above river level (58 - 60 metres above 
mean sea level). The latter is capped by a thick sand unit, 
whilst the former is capped by a thin gravel and then by a clay
band. This is considered to be significant, in as much as
the 'channel gravels' elsewhere (e.g. at Prospecting Pit 20; 
Prospecting Pit 2; and Octha Diamond Pline) are frequently 
capped by a sandstone or sand horizon.
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Prospecting Pit 18 was excavated on the site of borehole 
DLC-W2/1 to sample a gravel with a relatively high garnet 
concentration (+500 grains per 1,5 ml, sample of concentrate),
A channel gravel was intersected between 61 - 62 metres above 
river level (77- 78 metres above mean sea level) at the point 
of the highest garnet concentration. This locality is also 
interpreted as part of a high level channel.
It was then decided to excavate a further series of prospecting 
pits, each measuring 4 x 1  metres, beneath Terrace I, in present 
day gullies. These pits not only acted as checks on the 
original prospecting pits, but also provided much information 
about the sedimentary sequences within the gravels.
Prospecting Pit 20 was excavated in the eastern gully wall of 
DG 1, level with Prospecting Pit 11. The same bedrock rich 
channel gravel was exposed between 44 - 46 metres above river 
level (60 - 62 metres above mean sea level). Especially 
notable at this locality is the plethora of discoidal shale 
clasts.
P r o s p ecting Pit 21, excavated some 20 metres south-west of 
P r o s p ecting Pit 20, s ampled apparently identical gravels between 
40 - 44 metres above river level (56 - 60 metres above m e a n  sea 
level), but the p r o p ortion of b e drock blocks was far lower.
Prospecting Pit 22, sited in the gully wall some 50 metres south 
of Prospecting Pit 20, exposed a similar gravel to Prospecting 
Pits 20 and 21 at its base, and bottomed at 41 metres above 
river level (57 metres above m e a n  sea level).
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Prospecting Pit 23, located 70 metres south of Prospecting 
Pit 21, intersected bedrock at 37 metres above river level 
(53 metres above mean sea level).
The information provided by Prospecting Pits 20 to 23 (see 
Fig, 18 : DG 1) suggests that the channel gravel sampled by
Prospecting Pits 20 and 22 is 'floating' in part within the 
terrace gravels, and does not rest directly upon bedrock, 
except in the extreme north at the base of the cliff, but 
tongues out and thins to the south: that is to say towards
the point bar. This hypothesis is supported by the evidence 
within Prospecting Pits 10, 12, 13, 21 and 23 and by Trench 2, 
where a distinct 'bedrock' channel was sampled.
Prospecting Pits 24 and 25 were excavated in a gully (DG 2) 
between DL 5 and DLC-W4. Prospecting Pit 24, at the foot of 
a cliff, exposed a channel gravel between 46 - 48 metres above 
river level (62 - 64 metres above mean sea level) before 
bottoming at 43 metres above river level (59 metres above mean 
sea level) the material exposed being a deep orange coloured 
clay rich gravel (Munsell, 7*5YR 7/8). Prospecting Pit 25,
35 metres south of Prospecting Pits 24 also passed through the 
same gravel, but also intersected a similar sediment just above 
bedrock between 41 - 42 metres above river level (57 - 58 metres 
above mean sea level).
Prospecting Pit 26 was sited 20 metres south of Prospecting 
Pit 2, and after passing though some possible channel-type 
gravels, bottomed at 43 metres above river level (59 metres 
above mean sea level).
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On the opposite (east) side of this gully about 25 metres 
south of Prospecting Pit 26, Prospecting Pit 27 passed through 
a 'floating* channel gravel between 46 - 47 metres above river 
level (62 ~ 63 metres above mean sea level) before reaching 
bedrock at 43 metres above river level (59 metres above mean 
sea level).
Prospecting Pit 28 was excavated 140 metres north of Prospecting 
Pit 1 in a gully wall (DG 4) to establish whether the channel 
gravels persisted up the gully. After passing through 
gypsiferous clays and silts, an extremely well cemented 
conglomerate horizon was encountered between 44 - 46 metres 
above river level (60 - 62 metres above sea level), whilst 
bedrock was only reached at 39 - 40 metres above river level 
(55 - 60 metres above mean sea level).
In between Prospecting Pit 1 and Prospecting Pit 28, Prospecting 
Pit 29 was excavated,;-and a thick channel gravel was encountered 
be t w e e n  41 - 44 metres above river level (57 - 60 metres above 
m e a n  sea level) resting on the bedrock (here at 41 - 42 metres 
a bove river level: 57 - 58 metres above m e a n  sea level).
Upon the completion of drill line DLC-S2, drilling commenced 
to the east of the large donga containing Prospecting Pits 10 - 
13 along line DLC-E2. Difficult ground conditions (continually 
caving holes) along this line resulted in a high proportion of 
the holes failing to reach bedrock. Sufficient holes were 
completed however, to indicate that there is a steep cliff to 
the north, showing a fall in bedrock elevation from 68 - 46 
metres above river level (84 - 62 metres above mean sea level) 
with a bedrock channel probably bottoming at 38 metres above 
river level (54 metres above mean sea level) below DLC-E2/5.
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The bedrock then rises to 40 metres above river level (46 metres 
above mean sea level) at-DLC-E2/14,, and then rises to the south 
to 34 metres above river level (46 metres above mean sea level) 
at DLC-E2/21, The presence of this deep area below DLC-E2/14 
is of interest in as much as no other 'deep' has been 
located below Terrace I east of line DL 4 which has been eroded 
to such a depth, and this might indicate the presence of an 
old pool.
Line DLC-E4 was drilled upon the completion of DLC-E2, The 
resultant profile shows a marked high level bench at 52 metres 
above river level (68 metres above mean sea level) between 
DLC-E4/3 and DLC-E4/7 which suggests that a high level channel 
probably cut into the bedrock at this point. Three further 
"hollows” - perhaps channels - can be seen cut into the bottom 
at a lower level, and it is interesting to note that each one 
is separated from the others by distinct ridges.
The largest channel, circa 150 metres wide, between DLC-E4/17 
and DLC-E4/21 is also the deepest, bottoming at 33 metres above 
river level (49 metres above mean sea level). Immediately 
to the north, the bedrock rises to 40 metres above river level 
(56 metres above mean sea level) at DLC-E4/15 before dropping 
to circa 36 metres above river level (52 metres above mean sea 
level) at DLC-E4/13. Further south, below DLC-E4/27, there 
is a third, albeit poorly developed channel, with its base at 
39 metres above river level (55 metres above mean sea level)
It is thought that the first two channels probably contain,the
basal gravels.
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Line DLC-El, midway between Trench 2 and drill line WD 1, 
proved that, as the Proto-Orange flowed into the area of 
Trench 2, its valley narrowed to about 150 - 200 metres and 
bottomed at 36 metres above river level (52 metres above mean 
sea level), with only a slight break in slope on the cliff 
at 46 metres above river level (62 metres above mean sea level).
Line DLC-EO consisted of two’ holes drilled in between Trench 2 
and the large donga containing Prospecting Pits 10 - 13 (DG 1) 
to locate the base of the valley cliff. With the completion 
of this line, drilling of the Upper Group gravels at Daberas 
was completed.
Drill line DL 9, between Trench 1 and drill line DL 10, was 
then drilled in the Lower Group gravels. These gravels are 
characteristically very poorly consolidated; and unless casing 
is used the holes cave continuously. Because of this, as 
casing was not available at the time, some difficulty was 
experienced in reaching bedrock.
The profile shows a very deep area between DL 9/3 and DL 9/10 
in the west of the line, the bottom of which was not reached 
but probably lies in the vicinity of 12 metres above river 
level (28 metres above mean sea level). To the east, the 
bedrock was intersected at 22 metres above river level (38 metres 
above mean sea level) at DL 9/13 and then formed a small ridge 
(DL 9/15; 25 metres above river level: 41 metres above mean
sea level) before falling to 23 metres above river level 
(39 metres above mean sea level) at DL 9/21 in a small channel.
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Drill line DL 11, 1 000 metres upstream from DL 10, also 
encountered loose ground which makes interpretation of that 
part of the profile between DL 11/3 where bedrock is at 20 
metres above river level (36 metres above mean sea level) 
and DL 11/11, where bedrock is at 22 metres above river 
level (38 metres above mean sea level) hypothetical. East 
of DL 11/11, the bottom falls to 20 metres above river level 
(36 metres above mean sea level) as a small channel, and then 
rises one metre to- DL 11/15 before dropping sharply to at 
least 4 metres above river level (20 metres above mean sea 
level) in a narrow (about 50 metres wide) gorge under DL 11/17 
before rising to 12 metres above river level (28 metres above 
mean sea level) at DL 11/19.
It is possible that the latter deep areas may belong to 
Terrace III rather than Terrace II, within the Lower Group 
gravels.
The completion of line DL 11 completed the drilling of the 
Daberas area.
Upon the completion of the drilling, and the prospecting pit and 
DVP excavation, it was decided to carry out further work 
between Trench 2 and DL 4 within Terrace I on the basal gravels 
to attempt to determine more precisely the distribution of 
channel gravels across the Proto-Orange valley.
This area was chosen firstly because the gravel sequence was 
dissected by four major present-day gullies (within which 
prospecting pits had previously been excavated), which had 
locally removed almost all of the overburden, here from 18 to 
30 metres thick. Secondly, the size of the area, approximately 
1 250 metres long by 200 metres wide (250 000 square metres) 
was felt to be a reasonable size upon which to start any 
interpretation of the area which might, subsequently, be 
meaningfully applied to the rest of the Daberas,
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Four lines of pits, one in each gully, consisting of individual 
pits measuring 4 x 1  metres with a pitting interval of 20 metres
w^ere planned. These lines were named, from east to west, line
DG 1, which corresponds to the gully containing Prospecting 
Pits 10 - 13, and 20 - 23; DG 2, which corresponds to 
Prospecting Pits 14, 24 and. 25; DG 3, which contains Prospecting
Pits 2 - 9  and 26 to 27 and DG 4 which contains Prospecting Pits
1, 28 and 29.
The results of the pitting along line DG 1 are summarised in 
Fig. 18 , It can be seen that in the northern half there is 
a major ’rusty orange' gravel forming a channel-fill deposit 
which, towards the south, tongues out to form a possible, ' ' 
point bar deposit.
The exact relationship between the gravels at the northern and 
the southern ends of the gully is not proved because of a major 
slump in the gully wall. It is probable, however, that the 
sequence exposed in the south represents the lateral extension 
of the former river channel as either an overspill deposit, or 
an overspill deposit between two channels within a braided 
section of the river, perhaps across a riffle. It is probable 
that the two 'upper' horizons are laterally part of the same 
unit.
It is interesting to note the persistent sandstone horizon some 
4 - 6  metres above the valley floor.
The relationship of the tongues of gravel suggests that there 
has been a complex series of deposition, partial erosion and 
further deposition cycles.
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Fig. 19 shows the profile along line DG 2. It is thought 
that the horizon exposed at the base of DG 2 - Pit 26 is a 
remnant of the original basal gravel, and that this is overlain 
by the successive deboucheraents of gravel; the pattern of units 
together with the bedding suggesting a lateral migration of the 
river channel to the north.
Pitting along line DG 3 (see Fig, 20 ) revealed a very distinct, 
extremely well packed gravel in DG 3 - Pit 1 as an obvious 
channel at an elevation of 49 metres above river level (65 metres 
above mean sea level), A similar gravel, with a poorer packing, 
extends from DG 3 - Pit 6 at least as far as DG 3 - Pit 41.
Of especial interest is the preservation of a dark brown horizon 
(probably ironstaining) with small calcareous nodules and 
cracked clasts very similar to the sun cracked quartzite clasts 
found on the present-day desert surface. This horizon is 
thought to represent a remnant of a fossil land surface.
Fig, 21 shows the profile along line DG 4, The bedrock 
profile can be seen to fall from 44 metres above river level 
(60 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - Pit 1 to 30 metres 
above river level,-(46 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - 
Pit 46, From this point the schist rises to 40 metres above 
river level (56 metres above mean sea level) at Prospecting 
Pit 28 and peaks again at 44 metres above river level (60 metres 
above mean sea level) at DG 4 - Pit 46 before falling slowly 
to approximately 41 metres above river level (57 metres above 
mean sea level) between DG 4 - Pit 51 and DG 4 - Pit 81, after 
which the bedrock rises to outcrop just to the south of borehole 
DL 4/33 at 42 metres above river level (58 metres above mean sea
level).
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The exposures clearly shew a well defined channel incised 
into a quartzofeldspathic gravel horizon at 43 metres above
.river level (59 metres above mean sea level) at DG 4 - Pit 81,
Both this floating channel and the underlying quartzofeldspathic. 
gravel cut across the underlying horizons and represent the 
latest depositional phase within the section. Further to the 
north, at DG 4 — Pit 26, the sequence suggests an earlier 
depositional phase preserved in a deeper area. The precise 
relationship is unfortunately not clear because of the incomplete 
exposure in this area,
9.2 OBIB
Drill line BL 1, situated at the extreme eastern, upstream, end 
of Terrace II proved conclusively that the gravels preserved 
here are the aggradational products of Terrace II deposition, 
and rest on a Terrace II bedrock platform. This bedrock 
platform has been dissected to produce two distinct bedrock 
channels. An upper channel at circa 15 metres above river level 
(34 metres above mean sea level) between holes BL 1/0 and BL 1/11, 
and a lower channel, the base of which was not reached (due to 
the loose nature of the formation) but which is below 11 metres 
above river level (30 metres above mean sea level) between 
BL 1/11 and BL 1/23, These two channel.areas can be clearly 
seen on the profile BL 1, There is a third possible channel 
area, albeit a very narrow one, between BL 1/25 and BL 1/27 wr.c 
which is thought to occur at approximately 19 metres above river 
level (38 metres above mean sea level).
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Drill line BL 2, situated approximately 800 metres downstream 
to the west of BL 1, crosses the Older (Upper) Group of terraces 
as well as the Younger Group. The profile BL 2 demonstrates 
that the upper terrace bedrock platform has been channelled 
in three areas to give a high level channel at circa 41 metres 
above river level beneath hole BL 2/5 (60 metres above mean 
sea level): an intermediate level channel between holes BL 2/9
and BL 2/15, the base of which was not reached due to the 
loose nature of the formation, but is inferred to occur at about 
35 metres above river level (54 metres above mean sea level); 
and a low level channel remnant below holes BL 2/21 and BL 2/23 
at 31 metres above river level (50 metres above mean sea level), 
which has subsequently been truncated during the erosional cycle 
which entrenched the basal bedrock channel of Terrace II.
Unfortunately, due to the unconsolidated nature of the gravels 
forming Terrace II along line BL 2, no holes between BL 2/29 and 
BL 2/39 reached bedrock. However, the deepest hole, BL 2/33, 
was abandoned at 10 metres above river level (29 metres above 
mean sea level) which suggests that the lowest (circa 11 metres 
above river level: 30 metres above mean sea level) channel
encountered beneath line BL 1 persists beneath this area.
Line BL 3 commenced on top of Terrace II near the trigonometrical 
beacon "Arrac" and then descended onto Terrace lit. The profile 
BL 3 . clearly shows that the bedrock platform at circa 12 metres 
above river level (31 metres above mean sea level) is probably 
a result of the Terrace II bedrock planation cycle, whereas the 
surface elevation of circa 18 metres above river level (37 metres 
above mean sea level) represents erosion ofrthe pre-existing 
Terrace II gravels to give a Terrace III surface elevation. It
is interesting to note that the same planation of previously 
deposited Terrace II gravels above a Terrace II bedrock planation, 
to give a Terrace III surface elevation, exists at Daberas at
P r o s p e c t i n g  Pit 8,
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Drill line BL 4 was drilled at an angle to BL 2 to clarify 
the interpretation of the possible bedrock channel remnant 
encountered beneath BL 2/21 and BL 2/23. profile BL 4,
together with the exposed bedrock outcrops immediately to the 
west and south-west of the drill line (see Fig. 69) shows that 
if a former channel was present at this locality, it must have 
swung sharply to the. south beneath holes BL 4/9 and BL 4/11.
The small piece of channel which has been preserved is thought 
to be the remaining outside section of a former bend in a 
channel which has, for the most part, been subsequently eroded.
Drill line BL 5 was drilled to the west of line BL 2 to verify 
whether the bedrock channels found beneath Terrace I persisted 
in this area. Profile BL 5 shows a high channel at 43 metres 
above river level (62 metres above mean sea level) between 
holes BL 5/1 and BL 5/3 at the very edge of the terrace, which 
is thought to be an extension of the high level channel (41 metres 
above river level; 60 metres above mean sea level) encountered 
below BL 2. Beneath BL 5/11 there is a distinct, albeit narrow, 
channel incised to 34 metres above river level (53 metres above 
mean sea level) which is believed to correspond to the intermediate 
(35 metres above river level; 54 metres above mean sea level)
channel found along line BL 2,
9 .3  Aucms
Drill line A 1 was drilled roughly across the centre of the 
meander crest and the profile obtained showed a large valley 
some 560 metres wide and 45 metres deep infilled with a series 
of sediments. The latter could be broadly divided into three 
units: first a basal gravel horizon, approximately 10 metres
thick., secondly, circa 30 metres of silts, schist fragments 
and fine debris, and thirdly, a capping of five metres
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or more of locally derived angular rubble in a sandy colluvial 
matrix. In the vicinity of small tributary valleys, miniature 
alluvial fans can be discerned.
Preserved within this valley is a second, smaller, valley some 
300 metres wide which bottoms at about 19 metres above river 
level (32 metres above mean sea level). The profile thus 
appears to have a distinct bedrock bench on the concave side 
of the loop.
In view of the size of this buried valley, a second drill line,
A 2, was positioned some 900 metres upstream (east) of line A 1.
The profile obtained revealed a much less well defined valley 
infilled with only about 16 metres of gravels and rubble, with 
a valley floor at circa 26 metres above river level (39 metres 
above mean sea level). It should be noted that this drill line 
was aligned along a recent stream bed in order to try and reduce 
the depth of deposit to be drilled.
Some further 400 metres upstream from line A 2, line A 3 was
drilled along another present-day gully. This drill line is 
situated on a relatively straight reach of the fossil river, 
where only a 12 metre thickness of gravel was preserved. The 
valley floor was found to be at approximately 36 metres above 
river level (49 metres above mean sea level), and the profile 
revealed this floor to be relatively flat.
Upon the outer, convex, side of the valley, the river gravels 
are verged by a margin of colluvial silts and sands.
The completion of the first three drill lines thus indicated 
that a major gravel filled valley did exist at Auchas and that 
the valley floor appeared to rapidly drop downstream to give a 
phenomenal gradient of approximately 17 metres in 1 100, or 1
in 63,
Z54,
It thus became imperative, to discover whether this gradient 
was maintained,. and line A 4 was drilled about two kilometres, 
downs uream from line A 1 where Terrace I and Terrace II came 
into contact with one another.
The profile along line A 4 shows an area of over-deepening, 
bottoming at 23 metres above river level (36 metres above mean 
sea level) below Terrace I, before crossing a low divide to a 
relatively flat floor at 18 metres above river level (31 metres 
above mean sea level) below Terrace II,
Since the bedrock level at the outlet end of the meander is thus 
at a higher elevation than the middle portion, below line A 1, 
two possible explanations were considered. First, that the 
deep portion represented the normal over-deepening found on a 
bend in a river, or secondly that this deep area might represent 
an area of over-deepening associated with a possible plunge pool 
below a 'waterfall'.
In order to try and clarify this, line A 5 was drilled about 
300 metres upstream from line A 1, The profile from A 5 is 
somewhat startling.
The broad valley defined by line A 1, is still present on line 
A 5 and is some 550 metres wide with a marked bedrock bench on 
the concave side at 34 metres above river level (47 metres above 
mean sea level). However, the smaller second valley - here 
200 metres wide - is incised a further 24 metres into the bedrock 
to bottom at 10 metres above river level (23 metres above mean 
sea level). This thus represents an extremely deep area.
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iTiere is no geological evidence to be found by careful mapping 
of the exposures on either side of this over-deepened area, 
and certainly no resistant lithological horizon, intrusion or 
fault has been encountered which would account for the presence 
of a waterfall. Projected profiles (see below) of the drill 
lines for the whole Auchas area suggest that this must, despite 
its extreme depth, be an area of over-deepening on the outside 
of the meander. However, the evidence is not wholly conclusive 
(see below) and the only way to solve this problem would be to 
drill a further line of holes along the meander thalweg to 
determine what happens between lines A 2 and A 1,
Concurrently with the drilling of . lines A 1 to A 5, a series 
of 192 slit trenches, varying from 0,75 to 1,00 metres wide, 
was dug on the inlet side of the meander. These pits varied 
from 25 metres apart on the north side of the loop, to 50 metres 
apart on the south.
The pits were excavated along the margin of the terraces, along 
the bedrock sediment boundary. In all of the pits, the 'back 
wall' was logged and pebble measurements were made.
The 'back wall' is here defined as that vertical face furthest 
from the margin of the terrace and, thus, the outer extremity 
of the pit.
The clasts excavated were chosen and measured according to the 
method of Cailleux (1957). This method, and the results, are 
described elsewhere (see page 54).
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Drill line A 6 was drilled at the downstream end of the Terrace 
II outcrop at Auchas to establish whether there was a Terrace I 
gravel or bedrock platform preserved in that area. The profile 
shows a distinct channel between holes A 6/5 and A 6/9 at 
25 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea level) 
separated from a second, level, area at 23 metres above river 
level (36 metres above mean sea level) between holes A 6/11 and 
A o/19. It is considered that certainly the first of the above 
areas and probably.the second are remnants of the Terrace I 
platform. The gravels preserved there, however, are not 
demonstrably Terrace I or Terrace II gravels and are probably 
a reworked mixture.
Between A 6/21 and A 6/27, the bedrock level, at 6 metres above 
river level (29 metres above mean sea level), corresponds to 
Terrace II,
Line A 7, some 400 metres upstream, lies on the northern edge 
of the terrace deposits. The profile covers the area between 
the now bare, exposed Terrace I platform and the Terrace II 
platform, which is concealed beneath the Terrace II gravels.
This area, between A 7/3 and A 7/13, was marked by abnormally 
high relative concentrations of garnet, magnetite and epidosite. 
No obvious explanation could be found for this, but, as these 
concentrations are associated with a minor incision bottoming 
at 17 metres above river level (30 metres above mean sea level) 
in the bedrock, this is tentatively correlated with part of the 
remnant Terrace II channel system.
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Drill line A 8 runs across the end of the Terrace Ï outcrop 
and across the whole width of Terrace II at Auchas. There' 
is a deep area below A 8/7, bottoming at 16 metres above river 
level (29 metres above mean sea level) separated from a second 
deep area below A 8/17, bottoming at 17 metres above river 
level (30 metres above mean sea level) by a rock divide. Both 
of these incisions are thought to be preserved bedrock channels 
of Terrace I age.
From A 8/21 onwards to the south, the bedrock falls gently below 
Terrace II, the whole area being dissected into a series of small 
channels - the lowest of which bottoms at 14 metres above river 
level (27 metres above mean sea level) - the majority of which 
are marked by high heavy mineral concentrations.
Line A 9 extends from a small upstanding knoll of Terrace I 
gravel in the north, across the full width of Terrace II until 
the present floodplain is reached.
The Terrace I area of the underlying bedrock platform is extremely 
interesting. Here, nearest to the back of the terrace, the 
bedrock falls rapidly to form a steep valley wall (20 metre drop 
over 100 metres) to form a narrow valley some 50 metres wide, 
before rising to form a distinct divide and then falling to 
form a second narrower, separate valley beyond the first. This
feature was also noted on line AS,
The levels of these two valley floors are, respectively, 25 metres 
above river level (37 metres above mean sea level) for the first 
valley and 26 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea
level) for the second.
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In comparison with the deeper valleys on line A 8 (16 metres 
above river level) these appear to be at a considerably 
higher elevation. The correlation between these two lines 
is felt to be valid - as will be shown later - and can be 
explained by the overdeepening of a river floor during its 
movement around a bend.
Further to the south of the second valley on line A 9, the 
bedrock rises to 4 third incised valley (bottoming at 27 metres 
above river level; 40 metres above mean sea level), before 
falling away below Terrace II fo form a gently undulating 
platform sloping towards the present river, with two distinct 
'valley' forms cut into it. The first of these is relatively 
shallow, between A 9/43 and A 9/47 (bottoming at 16 metres 
above river level; 29 metres above mean sea level), and is 
separated from the second by a low (2 metres) ridge. The 
second valley contains A 9/55 and is much narrower - probably 
about 50 metres - and bottoms at 12 metres above river level 
(25 metres above mean sea level).
The distribution of heavy minerals in relation to these latter 
two valleys is of interest. The first, shallow, valley is 
marked by a relative concentration of heavy minerals (2% to 3 
times the local background), but this increases across the 
dividing ridge (5 to 6 times the local background) to the second 
valley (3% to 4 times background). This has been interpreted 
as corresponding to either a migrating aggrading channel which 
has subsequently downcut through the sediment pile, or, in view 
of the surrounding background counts, represents a whole series 
of channels. Two of these are eraplaced within the bedrock 
bounded 'valleys' whilst others exist within the sediment pile.
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If the latter interpretation is correct, then this intervening 
ridge could either mark an area of point-bar type deposition, 
or an area where the channel gravels have migrated over the 
ridge after a period of aggradation.
Unfortunately, the material obtained from the churn drill 
cuttings does not throw much light on the matter, but it is 
felt from the elevation and geographic position that the 
intervening high heavy mineral anomaly is due to point-bar 
type deposition.
Drill line A 10 is a highly significant drill line. The 
profile is of especial interest since the nature of the river 
valley, only 500 metres upstream from line A 9, is quite 
different.
The river valley depicted by line A 10 is about 50 metres wide 
at A 10/9 (contrast to +500 metres at A 5, and for the two 
smaller valleys and dividing ridge, +300 metres for line A 9), 
and is eroded to a level of 22 metres above river level (35 metres 
above mean sea level). The valley sides do not appear to be 
as steep as elsewhere (1 in 7 as opposed to 1 in 5), The 
whole appears to be relatively devoid of high heavy mineral 
concentrations,
Line A 11, some 600 metres upstream from A 10, shows a large 
buried valley again, about 750 metres wide. This large valley 
can be divided into an outer (convex) high level valley at 
26 metres above river level (39 metres above mean sea level) 
about 250 metres wide, and an inner low level valley some 250 
metres wide, with a valley floor below 17 metres above river . 
level (30 metres above mean sea level).
:6o.
It thus appears that there has been a considerable narrowing 
of the river valley between lines A 11 and A 10.
Drill line A 12, a further 500 metres upstream from A 11, 
shov7S a continuation of the same large valley. The fossil 
valley itself, being some 42 metres deep and 850 metres wide, 
has a rugged, dissected valley floor. Unlike line A 11, this 
valley floor is not greatly over-deepened, but between holes 
A 12/3 and A 12/7 there is a marked incision to a level of 
28 metres above river level (41 metres above mean sea level), 
whilst below holes A 12/35 and A 12/29 there are two smaller 
•valleys' bottoming at similar depths. It is felt that the 
bedrock channel centred on hole A 12/5 represents a continuation 
of the 'convex' channel from line A 11 whilst the other two 
small valleys are probably an extension of the 'concave' valley 
from line A 11.
Drill line A 13, 500 metres upstream from line A 12 and 300 metres 
downstream from line A 1 is also important. The profile reveals 
that the valley is here 700 metres wide and some 54 metres deep, 
and is divided into two distinct areas.
First, there is a low level valley at 24 metres above river 
level (37 metres above mean sea level) some 200 metres wide 
between A 13/5 and A 13/13 and secondly a high valley at 30 metres 
above river level (43 metres above mean sea level) between holes 
A 13/23 and A 13/25. Much of this valley is infilled with silts
and alluvial rubble.
Some 900 metres upstream from line A 3, a very short drill line, 
line A 14, established a low point (36 metres above river level;
49 metres above mean sea level) on a circa 38 metres above river 
level platform (51 metres above mean sea level).
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Two additional drill lines, A 15 and A 16 were Uimi drilled
on either side of line A 10 to clarify the geology of the
area
Line A 15 is situated 200 metres upstream from line A 10,
Here, the profile shows a valley some 450 metres wide with a
high level platform at 37 metres above river level (50 metres 
above mean sea level), and a lower ( 2 0 metres above river 
level; 33 metres above mean sea level) narrower (150 metres) 
valley on the convex side between holes A 15/13 and A 15/17.
Line A 16, situated 300 metres downstream from A 10, shows a
single valley some 150 metres wide between holes A 16/7 and 
A 16/11, bottoming at 19 metres above river level (32 metres 
above mean sea level),
9 . 4  AUCHAS LOWER
The plan of Auchas Lower (see Fig. 29 ) clearly shows seven high 
areas of Terrace I gravels considerably removed from the Lower 
Terrace II gravels adjacent to the river.
Drilling commenced in February, 1973 on the western end of 
line AL 5, which was sited to investigate the downstream end 
of the area. As can be seen from Fig. 10 , the Proto-Orange 
River must have performed a sharp change of course in this 
vicinity in order for it to have flowed into the Koeskop cut­
off.
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Ihe highest surface level of Terrace I on line AL 5 at 54 
metres above river level (64 metres above mean sea level) 
clearly assigns this to Terrace I. The bedrock drops 
rapidly from 51,5 metres above river level (61,5 metres above 
mean sea level) some 50 metres west of the first hole, to 
26 metres above river level (36 metres above mean sea level) 
beneath hole AL 5/7 before rising one metre and then dropping 
to 17 metres above river level (27 metres above mean sea level) 
at AL 5/13 where the bedrock levels off to form a gently sloping, 
dissected valley floor which drops to circa 11 metres above 
river level (21 metres above mean sea level) below AL 5/49.
To the east of this point, the bedrock drops away in steps and, 
although this is not shown on the profile, falls to a deep 
level below the present Orange River.
Because of various mining and prospecting grants covering the 
present-day river, it was not possible to drill this area. 
However, three well points were drilled for water on the bank 
(for localities see Fig. 29) and these penetrated 15 - 20 metres 
of silts, sands and clays without reaching bedrock. This 
indicates that bedrock must lie below -14 metres above river 
level ( - 4  metres above mean sea level) beneath the present-day 
river.
Within the sloping valley floor between AL 5/13 and AL 5/49, 
small channel-like incisions can be seen beneath AL 5/17 and 
AL 5/19 at 14 metres above river level (24 metres above mean 
sea level) and below AL 5/23 at the same level. There is a 
small step at 1 2 metres above river level ( 2 2 metres above 
mean sea level) below AL 5/29 and a marked low point beneath 
AL 5/37 at 8 metres above river level (18 metres above mean 
sea level). The relationship of these channels will be
demonstrated later.
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Drill line AL 6 , situated some 300 metres upstream from AL 5 
again shows a rapid falling off of the bedrock at the convex 
edge of the terraces from 53 metres above river level (63 metres 
above mean sea level) to 23,5 metres above river level (33,5 
metres above mean sea level) beneath AL 6/7. The bedrock then 
rises over a marked dividing ridge at 27 metres above river 
level (37 metres above mean sea level) below AL 6/9, falls 
again to form a narrow step some 150 metres wide between 
AL 6/11 and AL 6/15 before dropping into a second small valley 
some 250 metres wide between AL 6/19 and AL 6/27.
This small valley has a remnant floor at 13 metres above river 
level (23 metres above mean sea level) between AL 6/19 and 
AL 6/21 which has been later eroded to 9,5 metres above river 
level (19,5 metres above mean sea level) below AL 6/25, The 
bedrock then rises some Tmetres to peak at AL 6/29 at 16,5 
metres above river level (26,5 metres above mean sea level) 
before falling again to a large wide valley some 1 0 0 0  metres 
wide with a dissected floor. It is of note that the bedrock 
rises from AL 6/69 to AL 6/73.
This floor contains three relatively major channels at AL 5/37 
(19 metres above river level; 29 metres above mean sea level), 
AL 6/53 (16,5 metres above river level; 26,5 metres above mean 
sea level), and AL 6/67 (16,5 metres above river level;
26,5 metres above mean sea level).
The overall impression of this area between AL 6/31 and AL 6/73
is thus one of a wide shallow valley, with, originally, a floor
at about 13 - 14 metres above river level (23 - 24 metres above
mean sea level) as evidenced by the bedrock "spurs" at AL 6/31, 
AL 6/33 and AL 6/73. This valley floor has been subsequently 
cut into and eroded to circa 9 metres above river level 
(19 metres above mean sea level) when the three "relatively" 
major channels were incised.
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The area between AL 6 / 1 and AL 6/29 depicts the incision of a
high level channel followed by lateral erosion and downcutting
to a lower base level. This will be dealt with in greater 
detail later.
The profile of the early drill line, AL 3, with only four widely 
spaced holes, immediately adjacent to line AL 6 agrees with that 
of AL 6 . Since the holes are so widely spaced, nothing else 
can be added.
The first line to be drilled originally, line AL 1, lies some 
500 metres upstream from line AL 6 . Because of the spacing 
of the original holes, intermediate holes (prefixed x: see
above) were also drilled.
The profile of AL 1 shows a fall in bedrock on the outer terrace 
limit to 28 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea 
level) at AL l/x8 . This is separated from a narrow plateau 
at a similar level by a bedrock ridge at AL 1/34. From AL 1/32, 
the profile drops sharply to the wide, dissected valley floor 
remnant, here some 1,5 kilometres wide.
The wide valley remnant appears to have had a sloping floor, 
falling from circa 16 metres above river level (26 metres above 
mean sea level) at AL l/xl9 to 11 metres above river level (21 
metres above mean sea level) at AL l/x79. This suggests two 
things. Either the valley was formerly a good deal wider than 
the remnant, which would then represent only one side of the 
valley, or lateral erosion and do\mcutting has produced this 
apparently sloping valley floor. It is felt that the first 
argument can be rejected, as there is no evidence to suggest
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that the former Terrace II valley was extremely wide: the
river cliff opposite this drill line on the south bank of the 
present river in fact rules this out. However, in view of 
the extremely steep valley walls which have been encountered 
elsewhere - such as at Daberas and Auchas - it cannot be 
entirely ruled out that the lowest point of the valley, 
assuming an assymmetrical valley profile, may lie further to 
the south-east beyond the limit of the drilling. The latter 
argument for lateral erosion is thus favoured, with the proviso 
that the valley could have been wider - though only about 500 
metres more at the most, (This width being set by the cliff 
on the south bank of the river.)
Within this valley floor, two major incisions are found; the 
first at AL l/x37 at 7 metres above river level (17 metres 
above mean sea level) and the second at AL l/x53 also at 7 
metres above river level (17 metres above mean sea level).
The profile also shows numerous other minor bedrock undulations.
Upon the completion of line AL 1, the drill rigs moved to line 
AL 7, approximately 450 metres upstream from line AL 1. The 
profile for AL 7 shows a distinct high level valley some 
150 - 200 metres wide, bottoming at 31 metres above river level 
(41 metres above mean sea level) between AL 7/7 and AL 7/13,
At AL 7/13, the bedrock rises again from this high level valley 
floor to form a divide between the high level valley of 
Terrace I and the much lower, wide valley associated with 
Terrace II,
This Terrace II valley extends from AL 7/17 at least as far as 
A1 7/81: a distance of 1,5 kilometres. The valley floor
appears to be sloping from 16 metres above river level (26 metres
above mean sea level) to about 9 metres above river level
(19 metres above mean sea level). The same arguments used for
AL 1 apply to AL 7 for explaining this slope.
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Within the valley floor, there are three, possibly four,
channel incisions which can be differentiated from the
"undulations" of the valley floor. Tîie borehole on the 
deepest of these at ÂL 7/65 did not reach bedrock, but the 
latter must lie at or below 6 metres above river level (16 
metres above mean sea level). The second small channel at 
ÂL 7/53 bottomed at 8 metres above river level (18 metres 
above mean sea level), and the third at AL 7/35 bottomed at 
1 0 metres above river level ( 2 0  metres above mean sea level). 
There is possibly a fourth channel between AL 7/25 and AL 7/27
but bedrock was not reached in the former hole.
Lastly, there is a small break in slope at 49 metres above 
river level (59 metres above mean sea level) between holes 
AL 7/1 and AL 7/3. The significance of this is not clear.
Four hundred metres upstream from AL 7, line AL 8 was drilled. 
The profile shows a very stepped fall in bedrock elevation 
from a surface outcrop of 57 metres above river level (67 
metres above mean sea level) to steps at 45 metres above river 
level (55 metres above mean sea level) between AL 8/1 and 
AL 8/5; 40 metres above river level (50 metres above mean sea
level) between AL 8/7 and AL 8/9 and a small channel at 30 
metres above river level (40 metres above mean sea level) at 
AL 8/15. From AL 8/15, the bedrock rises to AL 8/17 before 
dropping to the Terrace II valley floor at circa 14 metres 
above river level (24 metres above mean sea level).at AL 8/25.
The small high level channel at AL 8/15 is correlated with the 
high level channels encountered on lines AL 6 , AL 1 and AL 7. 
The two higher bedrock nicks on line AL 8 are thought to 
represent former erosion levels associated with Terrace X,
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The Terrace II valley floor is rugged. The bedrock drops 
from circa 14 metres above river level (24 metres above mean 
sea level) at AL 8/25 to 6,5 metres above river level (11,5 
metres above mean sea level) at AL 8/75 some 1 200 metres to 
the south-east, the main feature being the incised channel 
at AL 8/49 which has cut down to 7 metres above river level 
(17 metres above mean sea level) some 4 metres below the 
adjacent bedrock level.
Line AL 2, 450 metres upstream of line AL 8 was drilled upon 
the completion of line AL 8 , Again, the holes were arranged 
to complement the previously drilled widely spaced holes.
The profile shows a drop in bedrock elevation from 37 metres
above river level (47 metres above mean sea level) to 12 metres
above river level (22 metres above mean sea level) at AL 2/x7,
and clearly illustrates that no obvious Terrace I remnant, 
nor bedrock platform is preserved.
Between AL 2/x7 and AL 2/x21, the bedrock forms a shelf, or 
shallow valley some 250 metres wide, with a floor at circa
10,5 metres above river level (20,5 metres above mean sea level). 
At AL 2/x21, the bedrock rises to almost 13 metres above river 
level (23 metres above mean sea level) and then falls as a 
dissected slope to 6 metres above river level (16 metres above 
mean sea level) at AL 2/x46.
With the completion of line AL 2, the drilling of the upstream 
end of the Auchas Lower area was completed and the drills moved 
back to the downstream end to line AL 4.
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Line AL 4, situated about 600 metres downstream from AL 5, 
was drilled to verify that there was no Terrace I remnant 
preserved there, and to probe the present floodplain of the 
river in an area where the floodplain is easily accessible 
and sparsely vegetated. Elsewhere at Auchas Lower, the 
floodplain adjacent to the Orange River is characterised by 
a well developed vegetation cover which precludes the ready 
positioning of drill lines.
The profile of line AL 4 drops sharply from the surface (27,5 
metres above river level; 37,5 metres above mean sea level) 
to a 350 metre wide shelf starting at AL 4/1 and extending to 
AL 4/15. This shelf varies in elevation from 14 metres above 
river level (24 metres above mean sea level) at AL 4/1 to 
1 1 metres above river level ( 2 1 metres above mean sea level) 
from AL 4/7 to AL 4/15. To the east of AL 4/ 5, the bedrock 
plunges down to 2 metres above river level ( 1 2 metres above 
mean sea level) to form a 50 metre wide valley at the foot of 
Terrace II - thus indicating that this is probably a buried 
Terrace III 'channel' - between AL 4/17 and AL 4/19. To the 
south of AL 4/19, the bedrock rises to 9 metres above river 
level (19 metres above mean sea level) at AL 4/23 before 
starting to drop off again into the present river valley.
Between the convex end of AL 4, and the probable end of the 
Terrace I remnants on drill lines AL 5 and AL 6 , a further 
drill line, line AL 9 was drilled.
The profile from AL 9 shows that Terrace I remnants are absent, 
and that the bedrock platform is associated with Terrace II.
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ARP.ISDRIF
Drilling commenced on line AD 3, the decision being taken not 
to drill lines AD 1 and 2 in order to speed up the programme.
The profile of line AD 3 is perhaps the worst profile with 
which to commence a study of Arrisdrif, However, it can be 
seen that the terraces are preserved as a relatively thin 
veneer above bedrock. Terrace I extends from AD 3/1 to AD 3/9 
where the latter Terrace II erosion associated with the Younger 
Group gravels has truncated the Older Group. The form of the 
Terrace I valley slope is thus preserved.
Terrace II is preserved as a very narrow channelled shelf at 
23 metres above river level (30 metres above mean sea level), 
a mere 150 metres wide between AD 3/11 and AD 3/17 in contrast 
with the 1,5 kilometre wide preserved at Auchas Lower some 
five kilometres to the north, thus demonstrating how badly the 
Younger Group gravels have been eroded.
The bedrock falls from 25 metres above river level (32 metres 
above mean sea level) at AD 3/17 to 18 metres above river level 
(25 metres above mean sea level) at AD 3/21 and AD 3/23 where 
a narrow channel is formed below the Terrace III gravels of 
the Younger Group.
Beyond hole AD 3/23, the bedrock falls away to a deep channel 
below the present river.
Drill line AD 4 is sited approximately 900 metres downstream 
from line AD 3. The bedrock profile along this line shows a 
relatively gentle slope at the north end of the drill line from
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circa 37 metres above river level (44 metres above mean sea 
level) near AD 4/03 to circa 24,5 metres above river level 
(31,5 metres above mean sea level) at AD 4/1. This 'gentle' 
slope is the erosion product of the concave valley margin 
in contrast with steeper convex, valley margins. (The valley 
margin slopes, in this respect, can thus be compared with the 
concave and convex banks of a normal stream meander curve.)
The break-in-slope at AD 4/1 marks the beginning of the first 
high level valley floor, which has subsequently been eroded 
down to give two incised channels bottoming at 22,5 metres 
above river level (29,5 metres above mean sea level) at AD 4/5 
and 20,5 metres above river level (27,5 metres above mean sea 
level) at AD 4/13,
These two bedrock channels are separated by an intervening 
bedrock ridge, peaking at 23,5 metres above river level (30,5 
metres above mean sea level), which is considered to represent 
a vestigial remnant of the original valley floor, or (although 
this is not strongly favoured) it may represent the remains 
of an intermediate level floor equatable with another remnant 
on line AD 5 between AD 5/25 and AD 5/27 (see below).
Drill line AD 5, situated some 500 metres downstream from line 
AD 4 is of considerable interest. Here, only the Terrace I 
gravels of the Upper Older Group are preserved in a high level 
valley totally separated from the valley of the Lower Younger 
Group gravels, which are in fact absent at this locality.
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The bedrock profile of line AD 5 shows the familiar steep 
drop from 56 metres above river level (63 metres above mean 
sea level) at the surface to circa 25 metres above river level 
(32 metres above mean sea level) at AD 5/7, Here the bedrock 
slope starts to level out, and it is felt that this marks the 
start of the first high level valley floor - which matches the 
other remnant at about 31 metres above river level (38 metres 
above mean sea level) between AD 5/29 and AD 5/31. This valley 
floor, some 600 metres wide, was only relatively short-lived 
before renewed downcutting eroded the centre portion away 
leaving only the paired valley flanks.
Renewed downcutting eroded the valley to circa 20 metres above 
river level (27 metres above mean sea level), at which stage it 
was only about 350 metres wide between AD 5/9 and AD 5/23: the
floor being preserved between AD 5/17 and AD 5/23.
The step in the bedrock at 23 metres above river level (30 metres 
above mean sea level) between AD 5/25 and AD 5/27 is of interest, 
in as much as this may indicate an intermediate period of 
still-stand in the valley evolution.
After the formation of the valley floor, at 20 metres above 
river level (27 metres above mean sea level), there was further 
erosion to give the two small incised channels at AD 5/9 and 
AD 5/13: the latter, bottoming at circa 17,5 metres above river 
level (24,5 metres above mean sea level).
This last period of downcutting was then succeeded by the 
aggradation of the 40 metre thick succession of Terrace I gravels.
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Upon completion of line AD 5, drilling commenced on line AD 6 . 
The profile shows a similar picture to line AD 5. However, 
there are several minor variations.
The bedrock falls from 52,5 metres above river level (59,5 
metres above mean sea level) close to hole AD 6/1 to 35 metres 
above river level (42 metres above mean sea level) at hole 
AD 6/5 where the first major break-in-slope begins. This 
levels off, .presumably to form the high level valley floor 
at about 31 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea 
level) betwe n AD 6/11 and AD 6/35, It is of note that this 
level appears to be slightly higher at the flanks than that 
envisaged on line AD 5, but is still of the same order. The 
width (600 metres) is also comparable.
The second valley floor, here at approximately 22 metres above 
river level (29 metres above mean sea level), between AD 6/11 
and AD 6/29, is slightly higher than that encountered on line 
AD 5.
Within this valley floor, two channels are incised. The first, 
between AD 6/13 and AD 6/15 bottoms at 19 metres above river 
level (26 metres above mean sea level) whilst the second, 
centred on AD 6/25 bottoms at 12,5 metres above river level 
(19,5 metres above mean sea level).
Drill line AD 7, situated some 500 metres downstream from line 
AD 6 shows a slight narrowing of the valley to circa 400 metres. 
The high level valley floor is interpreted as lying at about 
36 metres above river level (43 metres above mean sea level) 
from the bedrock slope at AD 7/7 and the remnant at AD 7/29.
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This floor, as on line AD 6 , has been virtually eroded entirely 
away and a lower valley floor was formed between AD 7/11 • 
and AD 7/25 or AD 7/27 at circa 22 metres above river level 
(29 metres above mean sea level). This in turn was eroded to 
form the main valley floor between AD 7/13 and AD 7/23 at about 
18 metres above river level (25 metres above mean sea level), 
This main valley floor, being only 250 metres across, represents 
a considerable constricting of the valley.
Incised into this 18 metre, above river level (25 metres above 
mean sea level) valley floor are two channels. The first, 
centred on AD 7/19 bottoms at 16,5 metres above river level 
(23,5 metres above mean sea level) and the second, centred on 
AD 7/15, bottoms at 12 metres above river level (19 metres 
above mean sea level).
In order to obtain further information about the narrowing of 
this Proto-Orange valley, line AD 8 was drilled in a major 
present-day donga in between lines AD 6 and AD 7 : the donga
being chosen to minimise the thickness of gravel to be 
penetrated.
Tlie profile from line AD 8 is extremely illuminating. The 
bedrock falls steeply from hole AD 8/1 to AD 8/3 where there 
is the remnant of a step at about 31 metres above river level 
(38 metres above mean sea level). This would correspond to 
the high level remnant encountered elsewhere at Arrisdrif.
From AD 8/3 the profile shows a marked drop to 19 metres above 
river level (26 metres above mean sea level) at AD 8/9, and to 
just over 19 metres above river level (26 metres above mean 
sea level) at AD 8/21, These two points thus correspond to 
the two incised channels observed on lines AD 6 and AD 7.
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In between the two 19 metres above river level channels 
on line AD 8 , there is a relatively high area, peaking at 
2 2 metres above river level (29 metres above mean sea level) 
which corresponds to the lower Proto-Orange valley floor 
encountered elsewhere at Arrisdrif,
After flowing through the area of line AD 7, the Proto-Orange 
River swings sharply to the west and passes immediately to the 
north of a large gabbro stock situated at Brandkaros in the 
Republic (see Fig, 31), This gabbro stock forms a major 
barrier to the river, and has deflected it to the north, where 
the river has flowed around the outcrop. It is not known 
what the underground extent of this body is, but it is assumed 
that it is connected to the small body outcropping at the north 
end of line AD 6 , This gabbro intrusion has thus most probably 
formed a barrier marking the end of one of the "compartments" of 
the Orange River,
In order to obtain a better idea of the shape of this bend, 
six holes were drilled along line AD 9, The profile suggests 
that the double incised channel still persists, and that the 
foot of the convex bank lies at AD 9/11 or thereabouts. From 
this it is thus possible to extrapolate the convex bank back 
to line AD 7.
9.6 SENDELINGSDRIF
Drilling commenced at Sendelingsdrif on line SD 1. The 
bedrock falls from 59 metres above river level (89 metres above 
mean sea level) on the surface to 43 metres above river level 
(73 metres above mean sea level) at SD 1/1, where the bedrock
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has been levelled to form a platform 250 metres wide. Incised 
into this, below hole SD 1/3, is a small bedrock channel 
bottoming at 41 metres above river level (71 metres above mean 
sea level).
The profile falls from hole SD 1/11 to approximately 36 metres 
above river level ( 6 6 metres above mean sea level) between holes 
SD 1/17 and SD 1/33, However, this lower valley floor can be 
divided into three, sections. Firstly, there is a relatively 
level platform between SD 1/17 and SD 1/25 with a minor incision 
at SD 1/17, Then there is a deep narrow channel at SD 1/27, 
bottoming at circa 33 metres above river level (63 metres above 
mean sea level), corresponding to the trace of the major fault 
line which can be followed throughout the area. Immediately 
to the south of this channel, the bedrock rises sharply to 39 
metres above river level (69 metres above mean sea level) at 
SD 1/29 where a distinct bedrock ridge separates the 'fault' 
channel from a second 50 metre wide bedrock channel bottoming 
at 35 metres above river level (65 metres above mean sea level) 
between SD 1/31 and SD 1/33, On the southern side of SD 1/33, 
the bedrock rises again as a vestigial remnant of the Upper Old 
Group gravel valley wall, before dropping off sharply into the 
Terrace II valley.
The Terrace II valley can be seen between SD 1/41 and SD 1/55. 
The profile suggests an early Terrace II valley floor at 
approximately 20 metres above river level (50 metres above mean 
sea level) incised by a major bedrock channel between SD 1/41 
and SD 1/43 to at least 10 metres above river level (40 metres 
above mean sea level) and a second less marked platform between 
SD 1/51 and SD 1/55 at 18 metres above river level (48 metres 
above mean sea level). From the latter hole, the bedrock
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falls to the Terrace III level, but the alluvial gravels 
have been eroded from this stretch of bedrock, and a sequence 
of recent silts and cemented sands is found overlying the 
bedrock.
The Terrace III gravels reappear as a gravel surface at 12 
metres above river level (42 metres above mean sea level), 
whilst the bedrock descends to - 1 metres above river level 
(29 metres above mean sea level) at SD 1/67 before rising 
again to 4 metres above river level (34 metres above mean sea 
level) at SD 1/71,
Upon the completion of iine SD 1, drilling commenced on line 
SD 2, situated some 1 700 metres upstream from line SD 1,
Line SD 2 is of especial interest, because the surface profile 
was extended some 400 metres to the north to embrace an outcrop 
of 'Extra High Terrace' gravel, the top of which, at 82 metres 
above river level ( 1 1 2  metres above mean sea level) is far 
higher than any other river terrace remnant encountered within 
the Sperrgebiet,
The exact relationship of this extra high terrace to the other 
terrace outcrops is enigmatic.
In between the 'Extra High Terrace' and Terrace I, the bedrock 
is intermittently exposed through a thin veneer of surface 
rubble. At the back of Terrace I, the bedrock drops from 
59 metres above river level (89 metres above mean sea level) 
to a valley floor at 38 metres above river level ( 6 8 metres 
above mean sea level). This valley floor is here some 450 - 
500 metres wide, extending from hole SD 2/13 to the limit of 
Terrace I.
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Within this valley floor, three channels have been eroded.
The first at SD 2/15 bottoms at 32,5 metres above river level 
(62,5 metres above mean sea level): the second, between
SD 2/19 and SD 2/21, bottoms at 34,5 metres above river level 
(64,5 metres above mean sea level) whilst the third, at SD 2/27, 
bottoms at 31 metres above river level (61 metres above mean 
sea level).
Between SD 2/33 and AD 2/39, the profile shows the marked drop 
off in elevation between the Terrace I valley floor (circa 
38 metres above river level: 6 8 metres above mean sea level -
see above) and the lower, younger. Terrace II platform at about 
9 metres above river level (39 metres above mean sea level).
This Terrace II platform is shown as a narrow (about 100 metre 
wide) valley cut into the bedrock.
From borehole SD 2/43, the bedrock plunges rapidly beneath the 
present-day river course.
Drill line SD 4, was commenced 3 kilometres downstream of line 
SD 2, upon the completion of the latter, in the area where the 
Proto-Orange was presumed to have made a sharp bend, and where 
the erosion which accompanied the latter-day sheetflood deposits 
appears to have washed out and removed much of the overlying 
terrace gravel pile.
Holes SD 4/1 to SD 4/13 revealed a total absence of Orange River 
alluvial gravels and this, coupled with the relatively steep 
bedrock slope of the bedrock at this point, suggests that 
gravels may well not have been deposited at this point.
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From borehole SD 4/13, the bedrock profile shows a rugged 
profile, and the surface of the remnant gravels closely 
parallels the bedrock profile. These gravels are effectively 
sealed by an average of six metres of a quartz rubble and 
sand sheetwash.
Tlie bedrock profile depicts a high level channel some 50 metres 
wide between SD 4/17 and SD 4/19, bottoming at 37,5 metres 
above river level.(67,5 metres above mean sea level). This 
high level channel is separated by a bedrock ridge rising to 
41 metres above river level (71 metres above mean sea level) 
at SD 4/23, before descending rapidly (via a minor break-in-
slope at SD 4/25 - 27, 37,5 metres above river level: (67,5
metres above mean sea level): possibly a valley floor remnant)
to 13 metres above river level (43 metres above mean sea level)
at SD 4/33. This point marks the deepest point below Terrace
I, and from its position on the old river curve, it is 
interpreted as a "pool" on, or near, the crest of a meander 
or bend.
The bedrock rises again to 27 metres above river level (57 metres 
above mean sea level) at SD 4/39 before falling a third time 
to a smaller, narrow, channel bottoming at 2 2 metres above river 
level (52 metres above mean sea level) beneath SD 4/41.
Beyond this, the bedrock is seen to rise to the point of the 
'valley' divide between the Terrace I and the Terrace II valleys 
at 30 metres above river level (60 metres above mean sea level).
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Terrace II is poorly represented, and the bedrock profile shows 
a 50 metre wide shelf at 27 metres above river level (57 metres 
above mean sea level) between SD 4/47 and SO 4/49, which appears 
to have been truncated by the slope descending to the channel 
centred on SD 4/55, bottoming at 16 metres above river level 
(46 metres above mean sea level). It is possible that this 
small shelf is a part of a Terrace I remnant, but from its 
position below the valley divide noted above, and because of 
the lateral persistence of this divide upstream coupled with 
the terrace morphology elsewhere, this interpretation is not 
favoured. From the bedrock incised channel at SD 4/55, the 
bedrock rises to circa 25,5 metres above river level (55,5 
metres above mean sea level) at SD 4/57 before dropping again 
to a small step from SD 4/59 to SD 4/61 at 18 metres above river 
level (48 metres above mean sea level). The present limit of 
the Terrace II gravels is found on this step, but the bedrock 
goes on to fall to a second step, or small nick, at SD 4/63 at 
14 metres above river level (44 metres above mean sea level). 
This second step is apparently devoid of in situ gravels and 
is masked by the quartz rubble and sand sheetwash. It is thus 
concluded that this second step represents a remnant of a nick 
marking a period of stillstand during the incision of the river. 
It is not possible to establish whether this belongs to the 
Terrace II or Terrace III cycle of incision, but from its 
proximity to the other Terrace II features, it is mooted that 
the former is more likely.
The profile drops further to a Terrace III bedrock level at 
SD 4/77 at the present river level (30 metres above mean sea 
level), where it is separated from the present river course by 
a bedrock ridge at SD 4/89, beyond which the bedrock drops 
sharply below the present river.
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Upon the completion of line SD 4, drilling commenced on line 
SD 5 some 800 metres upstream from line SD 4. Line SD 5 
was drilled across the Terrace I gravels and valley only.
The profile from line SD 5 shows that the three incised 
bedrock channels encountered elsewhere at Sendelingsdrif do 
occur. The first, centred on SD 5/5 bottoms at 38,5 metres 
above river level (68,5 metres above mean sea level),..is 
separated from the second by a bedrock ridge rising to 4 7  
metres above river level (77 metres above mean sea level) 
at SD 5/13. The second, with a much flatter channel floor 
centred on SD 5/21, bottoms at 38 metres above river level 
( 6 8 metres above mean sea level), whilst the third, centred 
on SD 5/27, bottoms at 32 metres above river level (62 metres 
above mean sea level). The second and third channels are 
also separated by a small divide at SD 5/23 peaking to 40,5 
metres above river level (70,5 metres above mean sea level).
In view of the lateral persistence of the bedrock channels 
incised into the bedrock floor encountered on lines SD 4 and 
SD 5, line SD 7 was sited to drill a gully in between these 
two drill lines on the edge of the 'sheetflood washout' 
deposits, where the bedrock could be seen to disappear below 
the donga floor before re-emerging again some 2 0 0  metres to 
the south. The profile along line SD 7 shows a single channel 
bottoming at 37,5 metres above river level (67,5 metres above 
mean sea level). This is equated with the outer 37/38 metres 
above river level (67/68 metres above mean sea level) channels 
encountered at the convex terrace margin on lines SD 4 and SD 5.
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With the completion of line SD 7, the drill rigs were moved 
to line SD 6 , 650 metres upstream from line SD 1 and 
approximately 1 000 metres downstream from line SD 2.
The profile of SD 6 is very informative. It shows a series 
of relatively high level 'steps' in the convex valley wall, 
marking the progressive erosion of the river valley.
The bedrock descends from the present-day surface level of
55,5 metres above river level (85,5 metres above mean sea level) 
north of SD 6/1 to a small break in slope at 51 metres above 
river level (81 metres above mean sea level) between SD 6/1 
and SD 6/3, The profile then falls to a second step at circa 
48 metres above river level (78 metres above mean sea level) 
between SD 6/7 and SD 6/9, from which point the bedrock drops 
with increasing steepness to 41 metrqs above river level (71 
metres above mean sea level) at SD 6/15 before rising slightly 
(SD 6/17: 43 metres above river level - 73 metres above mean
sea level) and then falling rapidly to a platform 37,5 metres 
above river level (67,5 metres above mean sea level) between 
SD 6/19 and SD 6/23. The area between SD 6/23 and SD 6/27 
unfortunately could not be drilled because the steep slope of 
the terrace surface coupled with the cemented conglomeratic 
nature of the surface gravels prevented the preparation of a 
platform for a drill rig to stand on. However, the bedrock 
falls from SD 6/23 to a level of 30 metres above river level 
(60 metres above mean sea level) at the centre of a _ 1 0 0  metre 
wide channel centred on SD 6/31. On the south side of this 
incised channel, the bedrock rises to 35,5 metres above river 
level (65,5 metres above mean sea level) at SD 6/35 to mark 
the peak of the valley divide, before falling away steeply 
to the Terrace II levels.
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The Terrace II bedrock channel, a t  15 metres above river 
level (45 metres above mean sea level), is centred on SD 6/41 
and is entrenched some 7 metres into the bedrock: the bedrock
rising from 15 metres above river level at the bottom to 22 
metres above river level ( 52 metres above mean sea level) at 
the boundary of the Terrace II outcrop before dropping off 
into Terrace III, which is concealed by sheetwash and colluvial 
rubble.
Drill line SD 8 at the downstream end of the Sendelingsdrif 
loop, some two kilometres dovmstream from line SD 6 , shows a • 
profile across the Terrace II gravels in this areai the 
gravels being capped by a locally derived quartz and bedrock 
rubble layer averaging two metres thick. The profile illustrates 
the gentle drop in the bedrock level to approximately 18 metres 
above river level (48 metres above mean sea level) at SD 8/11, 
where the Terrace II valley floor is inferred to have originally 
occurred. This level has been subsequently incised into at 
SD 8/15 to a level of 15 metres above river level (45 metres 
above mean sea level), and at SD 8/19 to 13,5 metres above 
river level (43,5 metres above mean sea level) whilst a third 
incised channel lies between SD 8/23 and SD 8/25 at 12 metres
above river level (42 metres above mean sea level). It is not
certain what happens south of SD 8/27, but the bedrock appears 
to drop again.
This stepped sequence encountered on line SD 8 is correlatable 
with the Terrace II bedrock profile on line SD 4 between SD 4/51
and SD 4/69 some 450 metres upstream.
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Since it is apparent, from the profile of line SD 8 , that 
Terrace I gravels and bedrock levels are absent from this area, 
drilling was then carried out on line SD 9 some 350 metres 
upstream from line SD 8 and 200 metres downstream from line SD 4,
The profile along line SD 9 is of interest. It depicts a 
relatively uniform, gentle, slope from SD 9/3 at 40 metres above 
river level (70 metres above mean sea level) to 30 metres above
river level (60 metres above mean sea level) at SD 9/25, However,
on this slope, it is possible to see a marked 'benching' at 
SD 9/5 at a level of 38 metres above river level ( 6 8 metres above 
mean sea level), and a second benching at 32 metres above river
level (62 metres..above mean sea level) at SD 9/17. These two
breaks in slope are correlated with the two outer (convex) 
bedrock channels of Terrace I,
To the south of SD 9/25, the bedrock drops sharply to 20 metres 
above river level (50 metres above mean sea level) at SD 9/29.
Ttiis deep point is correlated with the deep pool encountered 
at SD 4/33 at a level of 13 metres above river level (43 metres 
above mean sea level): the rise in bedrock level downstream
from SD 4/33 being attributed to the climbing up out of the 
pool. It is interesting to note that the alluvial Orange River 
gravels are only preserved on line SD 9 as a thin band, normally 
about a metre thick, on the channel margins. This is strongly 
suggestive of post-depositional rechannelling or scouring, 
perhaps associated with the influx of the sheetwash material.
With the completion of line SD 9, two lines of holes, SD 10 and 
SD 11, were drilled to try to pinpoint more precisely the course 
of the bedrock channels. Both drill lines were sited in
present-day dongas, between the outcrops of bedrock, to minimise 
the amount of drilling.
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The profile of line SD 11 shows a marked step in the bedrock 
between SD 11/1 and SD 11/3 at 42 metres above river level 
(72 metres above mean sea level). The bedrock then descends 
to a 50 metre wide channel floor at 37 metres above river 
level (67 metres above mean sea level) between SD 11/5 and 
SD 11/17, peaking at 42 metres above river level (72 metres 
above mean sea level) at SD ll/ll from a second incised 
channel some 100 metres wide between SD 11/19 and SD 11/23 
at 35,5 metres above river level (65,5 metres above mean sea 
level).
The profile of line SD 10, in contrast, is very disappointing, 
and shows only a slight nick in the bedrock at 29,5 metres 
above river level (59,5 metres above mean sea level) at SD 10/3.
After SD 10 had been completed, line SD 3 was drilled on the 
upstream portion of Terrace I adjacent to the old police 
station, some 800 metres upstream from line SD 2. The bedrock 
falls from 43 metres above river level (73 metres above mean 
sea level) on the surface to 29 metres above river level (59 
metres above mean sea level) between SD 3/5 and SD 3/7, south 
of which the bedrock rises slightly to 31 metres above river 
level (61 metres above mean sea level) at SD 3/9, before 
dropping to a second less well defined channel at SD 3/11 at
30,5 metres above river level (60,5 metres aboveimean sea level).
Beyond SD 3/11, the bedrock level rises to the valley divide 
peak at SD 3/15 at a level of 35 metres above river level (65 
metres above mean sea level) before dropping very steeply to 
18 metres above river level (38 metres above mean sea level) 
below Terrace II at SD 3/21. Tliis point is the deepest bedrock- 
bounded channel below Terrace II on line SD 3. From SD 3/21, 
the bedrock rises and then dips again to form a second, smaller 
channel bottoming at 10 metres above river level (40 metres above 
mean sea level) at SD 3/25, before rising to 12,5 metres above 
river level (42,5 metres above mean sea level) at SD 3/29.
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Beyond this, the bedrock appears to drop again to the south 
(SD 3/31), but the extent and shape of this section of the 
profile could not be ascertained.
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ig n e o u s  and  m ilk y  q u a r tz  c l a s t s .
GREY TO GREY-GKEEN-BLTF GRAVELS: E o u ld e r ,  c o b b le  f ra m e ; good i n f i l l  o f  c o b b le s  and  p e b b le s ;
many g r a n u le s ;  m a t r ix  a c o a r s e  s i l t y  s a n d ; e p i d o s i t e ,  j a s p e r i s e d  
i r o n s to n e ,  m ilk y  q u a r tz  ig n e o u s  and m e tam orph ic  c l a s t s  common.
RUSTY ORANGE GRAVELS : Good b o u ld e r ,c o b b le  fram e  ; i n f i l l  c o b b le s ,  p e b b le s  and  g r a n u le s ;
m a tr ix  c la y  s i l t y  s a n d ; a b u n d a n t e p id o s i t e ,  m e tam orph ic , m ilk y  q u a r tz ,  
c h a lc e d o n y  and  a g a te  c l a s t s ;  r a r e  z e o l i t e s .
BROWN GRAVELS:
BUFF GRAVELS:
B o u ld e r ,  c o b b le  fra m e ; c o b b le ,  p e b b le  g r a n u le  i n f i l l  o f t e n  m anganese 
s t a i n e d ;  m a tr ix  s i l t y  c la y  s a n d ; e p i d o s i t e ,  m e tam o rp h ic , ig n e o u s , 
j a s p e r i s e d  i r o n s to n e ,  m ilk y  q u a r t z ,  a g a te ,  c h a lc e d o n y  and  b e d ro c k  
c l a s t s ;  o f t e n  p o o r  f e r r u g i n i s a t i o n .
B o u ld e r ,  c o b b le  f ra m e ; good c o b b le ,  p e b b le  i n f i l l  b u t  few g r a n u le s ;  
m a tr ix  c la y  .sand, e p i d o s i t e ,  ig n e o u s , m e tam o rp h ic , banded  ir o n s to n e  
and  j a s p e r i s e d  c l a s t s .
bedded; with or w^1
igneour and ^ ilky  quartz
;tone, milky quartz , agate, cha
c la e ts ;  oftér. poor ferrug in ii
and, e p id o s ite , ign<
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SILTY CLAYS:
SAND (o f t e n  c ro e r  bedded; 
GOLDEN TC TAN GRAVELS
i t h  o r  w ithout gypsum)
E o u ld e r, cobble fram e; good c o b b le ,p e b b le  i n f i l l  w ith few g ra n u le s ; 
m a tr ix  coarse  sand w ith  a l i t t l e  s i l t y  c la y ;  e p id o s i te ,  metam orphic 
ig n e o u r  and milky q u a r tz  c l a s t s .
GREY TO GREY-GREEN-EUn GRAVELS: B oulder, cobb le  fram e; good i n f i l l  o f  cobbles and p e b b les ;
many g ra n u le s ; m a tr ix  a c o a rse  s i l t y  rand ; e p id o s i te ,  ja s p e r i s e d  
i r o n s to n e ,  milky q u a rtz  igneous and m etam orphic c l a s t s  common.
RUSTY ORANGE GRAVELS: Good b o u ld e r,c o b b le  fram e; i n f i l l  c o b b les , p e b b les  and g ra n u le s ;
m a tr ix  c la y  s i l t y  sand; abundant e p id o s i te ,  m etam orphic, m ilky  q u a r tz ,  
chalcedony  and a g a te  c l a s t s ;  r a r e  z e o l i t e s .
BROWN GRAVELS:
BURT GRAVELS:
B o u ld er, cobble fram e; c o b b le , pebb le  g ra n u le  i n f i l l  o f te n  manganese 
s ta in e d ;  m atrix  s i l t y  c la y  sand; e p id o s i te ,  m etam orphic, ig n e o u s , 
ja s p e r i s e d  iro n s to n e , m ilky q u a r tz ,  a g a te ,  chalcedony and bedrock 
c l a s t s ;  o ften  p oo r f e r r u g i n i s a t i o n .
B o u ld e r , cobble fram e; good c o b b le , pebble  i n f i l l  bu t few g ra n u le s ;  
q a t r i x  c la y  sand, e p id o s i te ,  ig n e o u s , m etam orphic, banded i r o n s to n e  
and ja s p e r is e d  c l a s t s .
bedrock:
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